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CHAPTER VI: ICONOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN REPRESENTATIONS ON RECUAY CERAMICS

VI.7. Characteristics of the attributes

As previously mentioned, Gero and Reichert concluded from their research that only men 

are associated with headdresses. After my analysis, I came to that same conclusion.

VI.7.1. Headgear

The headdresses found on male Recuay personages may hâve different bases. Most consist 

of a turban, although helmets, fezzes, three-comered hats, bicephalic appendages, wraps, 

crowns, high hats with tails and stepped triangles hâve been discovered as well.

Additional éléments are often attached to the turbans. Hands or paws, crescents, caps, 

feline heads, birds, human faces, arms, flaps, pins, mouths and serpent- or feline-like 

créatures are the most common additions.

VI.7.1.1. Headgear bases

The varions types of headgear bases are divided into nine categories: turbans, helmets, the 

three-comered hat, fezzes, wraps, crowns, the headdress with two triangular step designs, 

the high hat with tail and a headdress with bicephalic appendages.

Turbans are the most common bases. They occur on the headdress types 1 (Fig. VI. 192), 2,

The turbans probably consisted of a textile wrapped several times around the head. 

On ceramics, these turbans look like cushions placed on top of the heads of the personages. 

Many examples hâve additional éléments attached to the sides, the front, or the top.

a.) Turban

3, 5 (Fig. VI.193), 6, 7 (Fig. VI.194), 8, 10, 11, 12, 13 (Fig. VI.195), 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20,

Fig. VI. 192. Headdress 1 Fig. VI.193. Headdress 5
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CHAPTER VI: ICONOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN REPRESENTATIONS ON RECUAY CERAMICS

I
Fig. VI. 194. Headdress 7 Fig. VI. 195. Headdress 13

On the men with a llama, turbans occur nine times out of a total of twenty-eight 

headdresses. Ten out of twelve men with cups wear a turban as base. Ail thirteen of the 

headdresses belonging to men with birds also hâve a turban as base. Forty-four of the 

forty-six headdresses of men associated with felines are turbans. Twenty-one of the 

twenty-seven headdresses belonging to men with weapons are turbans. Eight men out of a 

total of fifteen men depicted with musical instruments in their hands are wearing a turban. 

Seven out of eight men being attacked by felines or birds hâve a turban as base. Two of the 

four men with animais in their hands wear a turban. AU three men shown with a bag 

dangling from their shoulders are wearing a turban. One hundred and thirty-five of the one 

hundred and fifty-one men without any attributes hâve a headdress with a turban as its 

base. Seven out of the fourteen headdresses belonging to painted male figures consist of a 

turban. AU eighteen examples in the scene-group male faces wear a turban. The only 

person appearing on a spoon which could defmitely be identified as a man wears a turban. 

The four male three-dimensional heads decorating a vase are ail wearing a turban. Sixteen 

of the twenty main male personages in copulation scenes wear a turban, as well as eight of 

the ten men shown in an architectural setting. In cérémonial scenes taking place inside a 

building, nineteen of the twenty-one headdresses belonging to the main male personages 

and nine of the fourteen headdresses belonging to the secondary male personages include a 

turban. Thirty-four of the forty-three secondary male characters placed on different parts of 

a building wear a turban. Sixty of the sixty-five main male personages and forty-six of the 

fifty secondary male personages in cérémonial scenes with one or two main characters 

wear a turban. AU seventeen of the main male personages in cérémonial scenes with two or 

three main characters of the same size hâve a turban as base.
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CHAPTER VI: ICONOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN REPRESENTATIONS ON RECUAY CERAMICS

Number of 
turbans

Total number 
of headdresses

%

Men + llama 9 28 32%
Men + cup 10 12 83%
Men + birds 13 13 100%
Men + felines 44 46 95%
Men + weapons 21 26 81%
Men + musical instrument 8 15(1 unident.) 57%
Men attacked 7 8 87.5%
Men + animal in hands 2 4 50%
Men + bag 3 3 100%
Men without attributes 135 151 89%
Painted men 7 14 50%
Male faces 18 18 100%
Spoons 1 1 100%
3D head on vase 4 4 100%
Copulation 16 20 80%
One man in architectural setting 8 10 80%
Cérémonial scene inside house: main male 19 21 (1 unident.) 95%
Cérémonial scene inside house: secondary male 9 14 64%
Secondary males on different parts of building 34 43 (2 unident.) 83%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: main male 60 65 (2 unident.) 92%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: secondary male 46 50 92%
Cérémonial with 2/3 mains of the same size: 
main male

17 17 100%

Table VI.73. Amount of turbans according to each scene-group

Turbans are almost always the most common bases for male personages. Some exceptions 

may be recognised.

In only thirty-two percent of the instances where men are accompanied by a llama 

do turbans form the headgear’s base. As mentioned before, the llama-men are generally 

wearing more exceptional headdresses and clothes. Therefore, it is possible that Joan 

Gero’s interprétation that these men had an exceptional place in Recuay society is true.

Only fifty-seven percent of the men with musical instruments wear a turban. 

Helmets and fez-like headdresses each occur on three occasions. These types of 

headdresses will be discussed flirther in this chapter.

Only half of the men with animais in their hands wear a turban. The two men 

wearing fezzes, however, are the same men mentioned in the discussion of the llama-men. 

They are carrying small Hamas in their hands, but are also associated with a larger llama. 

As we will see further on, llama-men are often associated with fezzes.
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CHAPTER VI: ICONOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN REPRESENTATIONS ON RECUAY CERAMICS

Painted human males often wear other types of headgear as well. The fact that they 

are painted instead of sculpted could be the reason for the rather low amount of turbans. A 

régional différence, however, should be accounted for as well. Many of the vessels with 

painted humans corne from the northem Ancash région, more specifically from the site of 

Pashash, near Cabana.

Only sixty-four percent of the secondary male personages from cérémonial scenes 

inside a house are wearing a turban. This rather low amount is caused by the four 

secondary male characters wearing head wraps, which belong to the same vessel (C-18-7). 

These figures are different from typical secondary ones as they appear larger in size. Their 

clothes and earspools are also quite exceptional for secondary personages. Consequently, 

they should be considered separately from the normal secondary personages. I conclude 

that turbans are also typical for the secondary male personages appearing in cérémonial 

scenes inside houses.

Apart from the llama-men, the men with musical instruments and the painted male 

humans, turbans are the most recurring headgear bases for Recuay male personages. 

Turbans occur frequently on secondary characters and men without attributes.

b.) Helmet

Helmets are the bases for the headgear types 4 (Fig. VI. 196), 23, 45, 62, 69, 84 and 92.

men with bags dangling from their shoulders, male faces, men depicted on spoons, three- 

dimensional heads on vases, men in architectural settings, male main personages in 

cérémonial scenes inside a house, main male personages in cérémonial scenes with one or 

two main characters and on main male personages in cérémonial scenes with two or three 

main characters of the same size.

Among some groups, helmets do occur, but always in very small, almost negligible, 

amounts. These groups include scenes depicting men with felines, men without attributes, 

main male personages in copulation scenes, the secondary male personages in cérémonial
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CHAPTER VI: ICONOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN REPRESENTATIONS ON RECUAY CERAMICS

scenes inside houses and the secondary male personages in cérémonial scenes with one or 

two main characters and many secondary ones.

The llama-men group, on the other hand, has a rather large amount of men wearing 

helmets. Again, this confirms the rather spécial position of these Recuay men. Two of the 

three llama-men associated with a helmet hâve weapons in their hands, while the third one 

carries a staff.

Three men with weapons are also associated with a helmet.

Helmets are often associated with warriors in the drawings of Guamân Poma de 

Ayala (Fig. VI. 197). It is possible that Recuay warriors, apart from the more generally 

wom turbans, often wore helmets.

ELaVARTOCMMTAM-
APOMMMMM

m.

Fig. VI. 197. Warrior wearing a helmet (Guamân 
Poma 2011; 91)

A rather high percentage of men with musical instruments in their hands wear helmets. 

One of the three men with a musical instrument also holds a club. Therefore, this man 

could be interpreted as being a warrior as well.

One of the eight men being attacked by animais wears a helmet. This person is 

represented in a vulnérable and defeated manner. His eyes are closed and two birds are 

feeding on him. His heart is visible, which suggests that the eating process has been going 

on for a while.
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CHAPTER VI: ICONOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN REPRESENTATIONS ON RECUAY CERAMICS

Three painted male humans also wear helmets. These personages are associated 

with a staff, a common attribute among the llama-men group. As previously stated, the 

llama-men can also be associated with helmets.

Finally, the secondary male personages positioned on different parts of buildings 

are also rather frequently associated with helmets. Four are standing on the roof of a 

building while two are holding watch from the corners of another building. One of the 

latter figures also holds a shield and a club. The possibility that such secondary personages 

positioned on different parts of buildings represent guardians has already been mentioned. 

The strategie position of the secondary figures on architectural constructions and their 

common association with weapons, together with the rather high percentage of helmets, 

likely refer to the warrior or guardian function for this type of secondary personages.

Helmets are thus mostly associated with warrior types.

Number of 
helmets

Total number 
of headdresses

%

Men + llama 3 28 10.7%
Men + cup 0 12 0%
Men + birds 0 13 0%
Men + felines 1 46 2%
Men + weapons 3 26 11.5%
Men + musical instrument 3 15 (1 unident.) 21%
Men attacked 1 8 12.5%
Men + animal in hands 0 4 0%
Men + bag 0 3 0%
Men without attributes 8 151 5%
Painted men 3 14 21%
Male faces 0 18 0%
Spoons 0 1 0%
3D head on vase 0 4 0%
Copulation 1 20 5%
One man in architectural setting 0 10 0%
Cérémonial scene inside house; main male 0 21 (1 unident.) 0%
Cérémonial scene inside house: secondary male 1 14 7%
Secondary males on different parts of building 6 43 (2 unident.) 14.6%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: main male 0 65 (2 unident.) 0%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: secondary male 3 50 6%
Cérémonial with 2/3 mains of same size: main 
male

0 17 0%

Table VI.74. Amount of helmets according to each scene-group
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CHAPTER VI: ICONOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN REPRESENTATIONS ON RECUAY CERAMICS

c.) Three-comered hat

The three-comered hat appears on the headdresses 9 (Fig. VI. 198), 61 and 101 (Fig. 

VI. 199).

Fig. VI. 198. Headdress 9 Fig. VI. 199. Headdress 101

The three-comered hat consists of a turban with three vertical projections at regular 

intervals (mostly two on the side and one in the middle of the front part of the turban). 

Sometimes a large crescent is placed on top, although two big circles, also called the owl 

crescent, also occur.

The three-comered hat appears five times on men with a llama. Clearly, men 

accompanied by Hamas are the male personages which are mostly associated with this type 

of hat. Therefore, Gero’s aforementioned statement can be confirmed, although other male 

characters are also associated with this type of headdress.

One man with felines, one main male personage in a copulation scene, one 

secondary male personage positioned on different parts of a building and one main male 

figure in a cérémonial scene with one or two main characters are associated with the three- 

comered hat.

Clearly, most of these instances are of either solo men or of main characters in 

cérémonial scenes. The three-comered hat only appears once on a secondary character, 

more specifically, on a personage holding a shield who is on the lookout from the corner of 

a building. In this scene, there are no main characters. Consequently, the three-comered hat 

occurs mostly on men with a spécial fiinction and/or cérémonial status.
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CHAPTER VI: ICONOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN REPRESENTATIONS ON RECUAY CERAMICS

Number of three- 
comered hats

Total number 
of headdresses

%

Men + llama 5 28 18%
Men + cup 0 12 0%
Men + birds 0 13 0%
Men + felines 1 46 2%
Men + weapons 0 26 0%
Men + musical instrument 0 15 (1 unident.) 0%
Men attacked 0 8 0%
Men + animal in hands 0 4 0%
Men + bag 0 3 0%
Men without attributes 0 151 0%
Painted men 0 14 0%
Male faces 0 18 0%
Spoons 0 1 0%
3D head on vase 0 4 0%
Copulation 1 20 5%
One man in architectural setting 0 10 0%
Cérémonial scene inside bouse: main 
male

0 21 (1 unident.) 0%

Cérémonial scene inside bouse:
secondary male

0 14 0%

Secondary males on different parts of 
building

1 43 (2 unident.) 2.4%

Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: main male 1 65 (2 unident.) 1.5%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: secondary 
male

0 50 0%

Cérémonial with 2/3 mains of same size: 
main male

0 17 0%

Table VI.75. Amount of three-comered bats according to each scene-group

d.) Fez

Fezzes are présent on the headdresses 19, 25 (Fig. VI.200), 42, 48, 49, 63 (Fig. VI.201) 

and 87.

Fig. VI.200. Headdress 25 Fig. VI.201. Headdress 63
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CHAPTER VI: ICONOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN REPRESENTATIONS ON RECUAY CERAMICS

Fezzes are hats with sides expanding outwards. They might hâve a large crescent on top. 

Fezzes are mostly associated with men accompanied by a llama. Thirty-six percent of these 

men are wearing one. Some examples, however, are found among other scene-groups.

One man with a cup wears a fez (Fig. VI.202, C-2-15). This fez is decorated with 

circular plaques attached to a diadem. This example is quite exceptional for Recuay 

ceramics. It is larger than most of the other Recuay effigies and the person is represented 

as sitting cross-legged. Design 16 is painted or tattooed on the figure’s face and he is 

wearing what looks like a rectangular plate on his back and a collar around his neck. Ail 

these are exceptional éléments in Recuay iconography.

Fig. V1.202. Man with a cup wearing a fez 
(C-2-15)

The two men holding a llama by a cord and carrying a smaller llama in their hands are both 

wearing a fez.

One man holding a shield and a club, one man holding panpipes and a shield, two 

men holding a flûte, six men without attributes, one main male personage in a copulation 

scene, a man in an architectural setting, a main male in an architectural setting participating 

in a cérémonial scene and a male secondary figure in a cérémonial scene ail wear what 

look like fezzes. These headdresses, however, differ from the fezzes found among the 

llama-men. Many of these hats are shorter in height (Fig. VI.203) and often occur at the 

vessefs aperture (Fig. VI.204 and Fig. VI.205), which makes them look like fezzes. There 

is only one man without attributes that wears the typical fez known from the llama-men 

group (Fig. VI.206, C-11-106). As only the head of this personage survives, it is probable
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CHAPTER VI: ICONOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN REPRESENTATIONS ON RECUAY CERAMICS

that this personage was actually a llama-man whose body and accompanying llama hâve 

since broken off.

Fig. VI.203. Main male in a copulation scene 
wearing a low fez (C-16-20)

Fig. VI.204. Aperture of a 
vase resembling a fez (C-11-17)

Fig. VI.205. Secondary male with the 
aperture of the vase on his head (C-20-63)

Fig. VI.206. Head with fez 
(C-11-106)

Therefore, it can be concluded that fezzes are almost solely associated with llama-men, 

some of whom hold a smaller llama in their hands. There is only one exceptional example 

of a man holding a cup who is associated with a fez similar to the ones belonging to the 

llama-men. Consequently, this supports Gero’s statement that mostly men associated with 

Hamas wear a fez.
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Number of 
fezzes

Total number 
of headdresses

%

Men + llama 10 28 36%
Men + cup 1 12 8.3%
Men + birds 0 13 0%
Men + felines 0 46 0%
Men + weapons 2 26 7.7%
Men + musical instrument 3 15(1 unident.) 21%
Men attacked 0 8 0%
Men + animal in hands 2 4 50%
Men + bag 0 3 0%
Men without attributes 6 151 4%
Painted men 0 14 0%
Male faces 0 18 0%
Spoons 0 1 0%
3D head on vase 0 4 0%
Copulation 1 20 5%
One man in architectural setting 1 10 10%
Cérémonial scene inside house: main male 1 21 (1 unident.) 5%
Cérémonial scene inside house: secondary male 0 14 0%
Secondary males on different parts of buildings 0 43 (2 unident.) 0%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: main male 1 65 (2 unident.) 1.5%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: secondary male 1 50 2%
Cérémonial with 2/3 mains of same size: main 
male

0 17 0%

Table VI.76. Amount of fezzes according to each scene-group

e.) Wrap

Only headdress 28 consists of a wrap (Fig. VI.207)

There are seven male personages wearing a wrap: one llama-man, one main male in a 

copulation scene, one main male personage in a cérémonial scene with one or two main 

characters and four secondary male personages carrying a roof in a cérémonial scene. 

These last four characters are different from the normal secondary personages. They
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CHAPTER VI: ICONOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN REPRESENTATIONS ON RECUAY CERAMICS

appear larger and wear more elaborate clothing (they are the only secondary personages 

with a hem).

Wraps thus occur mostly on rather exceptional male personages. As mentioned 

before, the llama-men are often associated with peculiar headgear. The fact that men in 

copulation scenes wear elaborate clothes and headgear shows that a great importance was 

attributed to their cérémonial status. The main personages in cérémonial scenes are always 

larger and more central, which could also refer to their representing rather significant rôles 

in Recuay society. Even the four secondary personages associated with the wrap are

exceptional examples among the Recuay ceramics.

Number 
of wraps

Total number 
of headdresses

%

Men + llama 1 28 3.5%
Men + cup 0 12 0%
Men + birds 0 13 0%
Men + felines 0 46 0%
Men + weapons 0 26 0%
Men + musical instrument 0 15 (1 unident.) 0%
Men attacked 0 8 0%
Men + animal in hands 0 4 0%
Men + bag 0 3 0%
Men without attributes 0 151 0%
Painted men 0 14 0%
Male faces 0 18 0%
Spoons 0 1 0%
3D head on vase 0 4 0%
Copulation 1 20 5%
One man in architectural setting 0 10 0%
Cérémonial scene inside house: male main 0 21 (1 unident.) 0%
Cérémonial scene inside house: secondary male 4 14 28.5%
Secondary males on different parts of buildings 0 43 (2 unident.) 0%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: main male 1 65 (2 unident.) 1.5%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: secondary male 0 50 0%
Cérémonial with 2/3 mains of same size: main 
male

0 17 0%

Table VI.77. Amount of wraps according to each scene-group
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f.) Crown

A Crown is présent on headdress 36 (Fig. VI.208).

holds a cup in his hands and is sitting on a stairway. This is the only time a person is 

represented on a staircase. Ail of the other architectural features consist of buildings or 

roofs. As was mentioned by Lau (2013: 137), the possibility exists for this man to be the

représentation of a Wari-person wearing the typical four-comered hat.

Number of Total number %
crowns of headdresses

Men + llama 0 28 0%
Men + cup 1 12 8.3%
Men + birds 0 13 0%
Men + felines 0 46 0%
Men + weapons 0 26 0%
Men + musical instrument 0 15 (1 unident.) 0%
Men attacked 0 8 0%
Men + animal in hands 0 4 0%
Men + bag 0 3 0%
Men without attributes 0 151 0%
Painted men 0 14 0%
Male faces 0 18 0%
Spoons 0 1 0%
3D head on vase 0 4 0%
Copulation 0 20 0%
One man in architectural setting 1 10 10%
Cérémonial scene inside house: main male 0 21 (1 unident.) 0%
Cérémonial scene inside house: secondary male 0 14 0%
Secondary males on different parts of building 0 43 (2 unident.) 0%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: main male 0 65 (2 unident.) 0%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: secondary male 0 50 0%
Cérémonial with 2/3 mains of the same size: 
main male

0 17 0%

Table VI.78. Amount of crowns according to each scene-group
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g.) Two triangular-step designs

A headdress with two triangular-step designs is found on headgear-type 66 (Fig. VI.209). 

There are two male personages associated with a headdress consisting of two triangular- 

step designs. One occurs in the scene-group of painted humans (C-12-4) and one in the 

scene-group of men without attributes (C-11-143). Both vessels corne from the Pashash 

site, near Cabana. As this type of headgear is so exceptional in Recuay iconography, this 

could mean that the use of this type was restricted to certain northem régions.

Fig. VI.209. Headdress 66

Number of two 
triangular-step designs

Total number 
of headdresses

%

Men + llama 0 28 0%
Men + cup 0 12 0%
Men + birds 0 13 0%
Men + felines 0 46 0%
Men + weapons 0 26 0%
Men + musical instrument 0 15 (1 unident.) 0%
Men attacked 0 8 0%
Men + animal in hands 0 4 0%
Men + bag 0 3 0%
Men without attributes 1 151 0.6%
Painted men 1 14 7%
Male faces 0 18 0%
Spoons 0 1 0%
3D head on vase 0 4 0%
Copulation 0 20 0%
One man in architectural setting 0 10 0%
Cérémonial scene inside house: main 
male

0 21 (1 unident.) 0%

Cérémonial scene inside house: 
secondary male

0 14 0%

Secondary males on different parts of 
buildings

0 43 (2 unident.) 0%

Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: main male 0 65 (2 unident.) 0%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: secondary 
male

0 50 0%

Cérémonial with 2/3 mains of same 
size: main male

0 17 0%

Table VI.79. Amount of two triangular-step designs according to each scene-group
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h.) High hat with tail

Headdress 71 consists of a high hat with a tail (Fig. VI.210). There is only one man 

wearing this type of hat (Fig. VI.211, C-11-139). This man belongs to the group of persons 

without attributes and cornes from the site of Pashash.

Fig. V1.210. Headdress 71 Fig. VI.211. (C-11-139)

From the hat’s spots and tail, it can be inferred that this headdress was made from feline- 

skin. It has been mentioned that in the Inca and colonial periods, feline skin was used as 

part of the headdresses wom by the parianes (guardians of the field), the huacas and 

mummies, as well as by some priests and shamans. The use of feline skin on this hat is 

obvious in its pattern. The paws and feline heads often found attached to turbans (see 

below) equally refer to the use of feline skin for headdresses among the Recuay. As only 

one man is found wearing this high hat with a tail, it is impossible to make conclusions 

about how widely its use stretched. Perhaps this hat was used by spécifie priests or 

shamans or perhaps this type of hat was restricted to the northem régions, as this figurine 

cornes from the site of Pashash.
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Number of high 
hats with tail

Total number 
of headdresses

%

Men + llama 0 28 0%
Men + cup 0 12 0%
Men + birds 0 13 0%
Men + felines 0 46 0%
Men + weapons 0 26 0%
Men + musical instrument 0 15 (1 unident.) 0%
Men attacked 0 8 0%
Men + animal in hands 0 4 0%
Men + bag 0 3 0%
Men without attributes 1 151 0.6%
Painted men 0 14 0%
Male faces 0 18 0%
Spoons 0 1 0%
3D head on vase 0 4 0%
Copulation 0 20 0%
One man in architectural setting 0 10 0%
Cérémonial scene inside house: main 
male

0 21 (1 unident.) 0%

Cérémonial scene inside house:
secondary male

0 14 0%

Secondary males on different parts of 
building

0 43 (2 unident.) 0%

Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: 
Main male

0 65 (2 unident.) 0%

Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: secondary 
male

0 50 0%

Cérémonial with 2/3 mains of same size: 
main male

0 17 0%

Table VI.80. Amount of high bats with tail according to each scene-group

i.) Bicephalic appendages

The headdresses 67 (Fig. VI.212) and 90 (Fig. VI.213) consist of two appendages coming 

ont of the front of the figure’s head or turban.

Fig. VI.212. Headdress 67 Fig. VI.213. Headdress 90

Three men from the painted humans group are wearing this type of headgear. Two of these 

men belong to a vessel from the muséum of Huaraz (C-12-1), while the third one is painted
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on a vessel from the muséum of Cabana (C-12-7). The latter object consists of a splayed 

being with a diamond shaped body. This figure is often found among the Recuay stone 

sculptures. Apparently, this headdress is not associated with sculpted human beings on 

ceramics, but only with painted ones. My ceramic sample includes two additional instances 

of the splayed being which occur on the vessels’ supports. One is painted on the back of a 

man (C-4-2) and one is painted on what looks like a stone slab hung on the wall of a 

building (C-18-15). It seems that the splayed being is used as a décorative motif, mostly on 

stone slabs. Accordingly, I am of the opinion that this créature probably does not represent

a human being, but rather some sort of divinity.

Number of bicephalic 
appendages

Total number of 
headdresses

%

Men + llama 0 28 0%
Men + cup 0 12 0%
Men + birds 0 13 0%
Men + felines 0 46 0%
Men + weapons 0 26 0%
Men + musical instrument 0 15 (1 unident.) 0%
Men attacked 0 8 0%
Men + animal in hands 0 4 0%
Men + bag 0 3 0%
Men without attributes 0 151 0%
Painted men 3 14 21%
Male faces 0 18 0%
Spoons 0 1 0%
3D head on vase 0 4 0%
Copulation 0 20 0%
One man in architectural setting 0 10 0%
Cérémonial scene inside house: main 
male

0 21 (1 unident.) 0%

Cérémonial scene inside house: 
secondary male

0 14 0%

Secondary males on different parts of 
building

0 43 (2 unident.) 0%

Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: main 
male

0 65 (2 unident.) 0%

Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: 
secondary male

0 50 0%

Cérémonial with 2/3 mains of same 
size: main male

0 17 0%

Table VLSI. Amount of bicephalic headdresses according to eac 1 scene-group
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j.) Headgear bases: conclusion

Turbans are most frequently used as the bases for headdresses in Recuay iconography. 

Turbans occur in every scene-group and almost ail the secondary personages and men 

without attributes are associated with them.

Other bases occur only occasionally. Helmets are mostly associated with men 

holding weapons and secondary personages placed in strategie positions on buildings, as if 

they are on the lookout while inside these buildings some ritual is taking place.

Fezzes and the three-comered hat are mostly associated with men accompanied by

Hamas.

Wraps are associated with men in spécifie situations (accompanied by a llama, in a 

copulation scene, in a cérémonial scene, as roof-bearers).

Crowns, the triangular-step designs, the high hat with a tail and the bicephalic 

appendages appear only occasionally. These types are never found on secondary 

personages. It is possible that both the high hat with a tail and the headdress with two 

triangular-step designs belong to the northem areas of the Ancash région.
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Men+llama 28 9 3 5 10 1 0 0 0 0
Men+cup 12 10 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
Men+birds 13 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Men+felines 46 44 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Men+weapons 26 21 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
Men+music. 15

(1 unid.)
8 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 0

Men attacked 8 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Men+animal in 
hands

4 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0

Men+bag 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Men without 
attributes

151 135 8 0 6 0 0 1 1 0

Painted men 14 7 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 3
Male faces 18 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Spoons 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3D head 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Copulation: main 
male

20 16 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

One man in 
architectural setting

10 8 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0

Cérémonial scene 
inside bouse: main 
male

21
(1 unid.)

19 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Cérémonial scene 
inside bouse: 
secondary male

14 9 1 0 0 4 0 0 0 0

Secondary male on 
different parts of 
building

43
(2 unid.)

34 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cérémonial witb 1/2 
mains: main male

65
(2 unid.)

60 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

Cérémonial witb 1/2 
mains: secondary 
male

50 46 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Cérémonial witb 2/3 
mains of same size: 
main male

17 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table VI.82. Amount and type of headdress-bases according to each scene-group
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VI.7.1.2. Eléments attached to the headgear’s base

Thirteen different éléments can be found attached to turbans. The owl crescent occurs 

solely on the three-comered hat.

a.) Hands/paws

Hands or paws occur on the following headdresses: type 3, 7, 17, 27, 31 (Fig. VI.214), 32 

(Fig. VI.215), 38, 41, 43, 44, 51, 56, 58, 59, 64, 68, 73, 76, 77, 78, 81, 86, 88, 93, 94, 98, 

99 and 100.

I O I
Fig. VI.214. Headdress 31 Fig. VI.215. Headdress 32

Hands or paws are one of the most common éléments found on turbans. Some remarkable 

différences in quantities, however, hâve been detected.

Secondary personages do not frequently hâve hands or paws on their headdresses. 

Secondary personages in cérémonial scenes, which are taking place inside a house, are 

never seen with hands or paws. Only three secondary personages on different parts of 

buildings and only one secondary personage in a cérémonial scene with one or two main 

personages are associated with hands or paws. This implies that personages of lesser 

importance in Recuay society wore headdresses with éléments other than hands or paws.

The men attacked by animais, the men holding a bag and the painted men are never 

associated with hands or paws. AU these men do, however, often wear turbans with 

crescents on top. As will be discussed flirther on, these headdresses are associated with 

men of lower cérémonial importance. The lack of hands or paws, but the presence of 

crescents thus refers to the rather low cérémonial status of the figures depicted in these 

scene-groups.

The llama-men, men with cups, men with felines, three-dimensional heads, men in 

copulation scenes, men in architectural settings and main male personages in cérémonial 

scenes ail hâve hands or paws on their turbans in twenty to forty percent of the cases.

The groups where more than forty percent of the turbans hâve hands or paws are 

the men with birds, men with weapons, men with musical instruments, men with animais 

in their hands, men without attributes, male faces and spoons. This could indicate that 

these men had a rather important place in Recuay ceremonies. Before making any final
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conclusions on religious status or function, ail other clothing styles and possible attributes

associated with these men should be investigated.

Number of 
hands/paws

Total number 
of turbans

%

Men + llama 3 9 33%
Men + cup 3 10 30%
Men + birds 8 13 61%
Men + felines 16 44 36%
Men + weapons 11 21 52%
Men + musical instrument 4 8 50%
Men attacked 0 7 0%
Men + animal in hands 1 2 50%
Men + bag 0 3 0%
Men without attributes 68 135 50%
Painted men 0 7 0%
Male faces 9 18 50%
Spoons 1 1 100%
3D head on vase 1 4 25%
Copulation 6 16 37.5%
One man in architectural setting 2 8 25%
Cérémonial scene inside bouse: main male 7 19 37%
Cérémonial scene inside house: secondary 
male

0 9 0%

Secondary males on different parts of 
buildings

3 34 9%

Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: main male 20 60 33%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: secondary male 1 46 2%
Cérémonial with 2/3 mains of same size: main 
male

6 17 35%

Table VI.83. Amount of hands/paws according to each scene-group

b.) Crescents (open crescent, sickle, three-pointed crescent)

Crescents occur on the turbans of the headdresses 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18, 21, 26, 27, 

29, 30, 31, 33, 37, 40, 43, 44, 47, 56, 58, 65, 72, 73, 74, 75 (Fig. VI.216), 77, 78 (Fig. 

VI.217), 80, 81, 85, 86, 89, 91, 95, 96 and 99.

rA
— —^ y

Fig. VI.216. Headdress 75 Fig. VI.217. Headdress 78
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Crescents are the most common éléments attached to turbans. Most of the secondary male 

personages hâve a crescent on their headdress. Only the secondary male personages that 

are positioned on different parts of buildings wear a turban with a crescent less frequently, 

because they are more often associated with helmets, since they probably fimetion as 

guardians.

The only scene-groups that hâve turbans which are not associated with a crescent 

are the male personage represented on a spoon and men with an animal in their hands.

Fifty percent or more of the men are wearing a crescent on top of their headdress in 

the following scene-groups: the llama-men, a man with a cup, a man with birds, a man 

with felines, a man with weapons, a man with a bag, painted humans, a main male 

personage in a copulation scene, a main male personage in a cérémonial scene inside a 

house and a main male personage in a cérémonial scene with one or two main characters. 

This data suggests that these personages are ceremonially less significant, although, as 

crescents are often accompanied by other éléments attached to the turban, conclusions 

regarding the possible religions status or fonction of these characters should not been made 

yet.

The other groups, men with musical instruments, men being attacked by animais, 

men without attributes, male faces, three-dimensional heads, men in architectural settings 

and men in cérémonial scenes with two or three main personages of the same size ail hâve 

headdresses with crescents in twenty to forty percent of the cases.
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Number of 
crescents

Total number 
of turbans

%

Men + llama 9 9 100%
Men + cup 6 10 60%
Men + birds 10 13 77%
Men + felines 29 44 66%
Men + weapons 11 21 52%
Men + musical instrument 2 8 25%
Men attacked 2 7 28.5%
Men + animal in hands 0 2 0%
Men + bag 2 3 66.6%
Men without attributes 47 135 35%
Painted men 7 7 100%
Male faces 6 18 33%
Spoons 0 1 0%
3D head on vase 1 4 25%
Copulation 10 16 62.5%
One man in architectural setting 2 8 25%
Cérémonial scene inside house: main male 10 19 53%
Cérémonial scene inside house: secondary male 6 9 66%
Secondary males on different parts of buildings 12 34 35%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: main male 39 60 65%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: secondary male 31 46 67%
Cérémonial with 2/3 mains of same size: main 
male

6 17 35%

Table VI.84. Amount of crescents according to each scene-group

c.) Caps

Caps appear on the headgear types 1, 8, 10, 26, 34, 39, 54 (Fig. VI.218), 55, 57, 74 (Fig. 

VI.219), 75, 96, 98, 99 and 100.

Fig. VI.218. Headdress 54 Fig. VI.219. Headdress 74
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Caps are the second most common éléments attached to turbans on secondary personages, 

except in the group of secondary personages positioned on different parts of buildings, 

which, as previously mentioned, should not be considered as typical secondary characters.

Other men frequently associated with caps (more than twenty percent of the total 

amount of turbans) are the llama-men, men with cups, men with musical instruments, main 

male personages in copulation scenes and main male personages in cérémonial scenes.

Men without caps occur in the following groups: men with an animal in their hands, 

men with bags, painted men, spoons, three-dimensional heads and men in architectural 

settings. Whether this means that these men are of a higher cérémonial status should be 

investigated after analysing ail the other éléments found attached to their headdresses’ 

bases.

The men with felines, the men with birds, the men with weapons, the men being 

attacked by animais, the men without attributes and the male faces are associated with caps 

in less than twenty percent of the cases. Further investigation of the other attached

éléments will give a clearer view of these personages’ possible higher religions status.

Number Total number %
of caps of turbans

Men + llama 4 9 44%
Men + cup 3 10 30%
Men + birds 1 13 7%
Men + felines 2 44 4.5%
Men + weapons 2 21 9.5%
Men + musical instrument 2 8 25%
Men attacked 1 7 14%
Men + animal in hands 0 2 0%
Men + bag 0 3 0%
Men without attributes 13 135 9,6%
Painted men 0 7 0%
Male faces 1 18 5.5%
Spoons 0 1 0%
3D head on vase 0 4 0%
Copulation 4 16 25%
One man in architectural setting 0 8 0%
Cérémonial scene inside house: main male 6 19 31.5%
Cérémonial scene inside house: secondary male 5 9 55.5%
Secondary males on different parts of building 0 34 0%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: main male 17 60 28%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: secondary male 5 46 11%
Cérémonial with 2/3 mains of same size: main male 4 17 23.5%

Table VI.85. Amount of caps according to each scene-group
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d.) Human faces

Human faces are présent on the headdresses 8, 41, 47, 56, 60 (Fig. VI.220), 77 and 94 (Fig. 

VI.221). Single human faces may occur on the turban’s top or on the turban’s front, while 

multiple faces are sometimes on the front of a turban.

Fig. V1.220. Headdress 60 Fig. VI.221. Headdress 94

There are only four scene-groups in which human faces occur on the front of the 

headdress. One man with weapons, five men without attributes, three main male 

personages in a cérémonial scene and one main male personage in a cérémonial scene with 

two or three main characters of the same size hâve one or multiple human faces on their 

turban.

Apparently, human faces never occur on the turbans of secondary personages. This 

could mean that they are characteristic of ceremonially higher-ranked or more important 

male personages.

Many of the personages having a human face on their turban carry objects in their 

hands. Four are carrying weapons, one of whom also carries a cup and one also wears a 

rectangular back plate. Another man holds a cup and one holds a trophy head and a knife. 

There are only four men without objects in their hands. Being associated with certain 

attributes clearly reflects a spécifie fiinction in Recuay ceremonies, which reinforces my 

statement that human faces on turbans were probably prérogatives for rather important 

men.
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Number of 
human faces

Total number 
of turbans

%

Men + llama 0 9 0%
Men + cup 0 10 0%
Men + birds 0 13 0%
Men + felines 0 44 0%
Men + weapons 1 21 4.7%
Men + musical instrument 0 8 0%
Men attacked 0 7 0%
Men + animal in hands 0 2 0%
Men + bag 0 3 0%
Men without attributes 5 135 3.7%
Painted men 0 7 0%
Male faces 0 18 0%
Spoons 0 1 0%
3D head on vase 0 4 0%
Copulation 0 16 0%
One man in architectural setting 0 8 0%
Cérémonial scene inside house: male main 0 19 0%
Cérémonial scene inside house: secondary male 0 9 0%
Secondary males on different parts of buildings 0 34 0%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: main male 3 60 5%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: secondary male 0 46 0%
Cérémonial with 2/3 mains of same size: main 
male

1 17 6%

Table VI.86. Amount of human faces according to each scene-group

e.) Arms

Arms are found on the headdresses 12, 21, 24, 33, 37 (Fig. VI.222), 39, 46, 72 and 97 (Fig.

VI.223).

nrd |)in
Fig. VI.223. Headdress 97

None of the secondary personages hâve arms attached to their headdresses. Additionally, 

the figures ffom the following groups are never associated with arms on their headgear: 

men with a llama, men with cups, men with an animal in their hands, men with a bag, 

painted male humans, male faces, spoons, three-dimensional heads, main males in
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copulation scenes, men in architectural settings and main male personages in cérémonial 

scenes taking place inside a house.

The men having arms on their headdresses are mostly carrying attributes (cups, 

weapons, musical instruments) or are associated with birds and felines (e.g., in one scene 

the figure is being attacked by four felines). Only three men without attributes bave arms 

on their turban.

Arms should thus be considered éléments attached to the turbans of men with a 

spécifie function in Recuay society (such as warriors, musicians, main characters at the

centre of a cérémonial scene).

Number 
of arms

Total number 
of turbans

%

Men + llama 0 9 0%
Men + cup 0 10 0%
Men + birds 1 13 7.7%
Men + felines 11 44 25%
Men + weapons 5 21 24%
Men + musical instrument 1 8 12.5%
Men attacked 1 7 14%
Men + animal in hands 0 2 0%
Men + bag 0 3 0%
Men without attributes 3 135 2%
Painted men 0 7 0%
Male faces 0 18 0%
Spoons 0 1 0%
3D head on vase 0 4 0%
Copulation 0 16 0%
One man in architectural setting 0 8 0%
Cérémonial scene inside house: main male 0 19 0%
Cérémonial scene inside house: secondary male 0 9 0%
Secondary males on different parts of buildings 0 34 0%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: main male 3 60 5%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: secondary male 0 46 0%
Cérémonial with 2/3 mains of same size: main male 1 17 6%

Table VI.87. Amount of arms according to each scene-group

f.) Feline head

The headdresses 12, 21, 24, 26, 34, 51 (Fig. VI.224), 58, 68, 72, 73, 76, 79 (Fig. V1.225) 

and 96 ail hâve one or more feline heads attached to their turbans.
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Fig. VI.224. Headdress 51 Fig. VI.225. Headdress 79

Secondary personages are never associated with a feline head on their headdress, neither 

are men with birds, men with musical instruments, men being attacked by animais, men 

with animais in their hands, men with a bag, painted male humans, three-dimensional 

heads, men in architectural settings nor main male personages in cérémonial scenes taking 

place inside a house.

It can be assumed that most men who hâve a rather spécifie cérémonial status are 

wearing a feline head on their turbans, such as the llama-man, the men with felines, the 

men with weapons, the men with cups, the men in copulation scenes and main male 

personages in cérémonial scenes.

Only two men without attributes, the only man represented on a spoon and one 

male face, hâve a feline head on their headgear.
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Number of 
feline heads

Total number 
of turbans

%

Men + llama 3 9 33%
Men + cup 1 10 10%
Men + birds 0 13 0%
Men + felines 6 44 13%
Men + weapons 2 21 9.5%
Men + musical instrument 0 8 0%
Men attacked 0 7 0%
Men + animal in hands 0 2 0%
Men + bag 0 3 0%
Men without attributes 2 135 1.5%
Painted men 0 7 0%
Male faces 1 18 5.5%
Spoons 1 1 100%
3D head on vase 0 4 0%
Copulation 4 16 25%
One man in architectural setting 0 8 0%
Cérémonial scene inside house: main male 0 19 0%
Cérémonial scene inside house: secondary male 0 9 0%
Secondary males on different parts of buildings 0 34 0%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: main male 4 60 6%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: secondary male 0 46 0%
Cérémonial with 2/3 mains of same size: main 
male

2 17 12%

Table VI.88. Amount of feline heads according to each scene-group

g.) Flaps

Flaps are found on the headdresses 14 (Fig. VI.226), 82 (Fig.VI.227) and 95.

There are very few men with flaps attached to their turbans: one man with weapons, one 

man without attributes, one man from the scene group of secondary figures placed on 

different parts of a building, who is holding a cup, and one main personage from a 

cérémonial scene. As these éléments occur on so few occasions and most of the men
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associated with them hâve no particular attributes, it is impossible to clearly interpret the

use of flaps.

Number 
of flaps

Total number 
of turbans

%

Men + llama 0 9 0%
Men + cup 0 10 0%
Men + birds 0 13 0%
Men + felines 0 44 0%
Men + weapons 1 21 5%
Men + musical instrument 0 8 0%
Men attacked 0 7 0%
Men + animal in hands 0 2 0%
Men + bag 0 3 0%
Men without attributes 1 135 0.7%
Painted men 0 7 0%
Male faces 0 18 0%
Spoons 0 1 0%
3D head on vase 0 4 0%
Copulation 0 16 0%
One man in architectural setting 0 8 0%
Cérémonial scene inside house: main male 0 19 0%
Cérémonial scene inside house: secondary male 0 9 0%
Secondary males on different parts of buildings 1 34 3%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: main male 1 60 1.6%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: secondary male 0 46 0%
Cérémonial with 2/3 mains of same size: main male 0 17 0%

Table VI.89. Amount of flaps according to each scene-group

h.) Pins on top

Pins can be found on the following headdresses: types 15, 39, 50 (Fig. VI.228), 55, 57, 60, 

64, 76 (Fig. VI.229), 85 and 100.

Fig. VI.229. Headdress 76

None of the secondary personages hâve a pin on top of their turban. Apparently, mostly 

men with attributes are associated with a pin. A pin occurs once on a llama-man, once on a 

man with a cup, once on a man with weapons, once on a man being attacked by animais.
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once on a man with a trophy head and a knife in his hands, once on a man in a copulation 

scene and six times on a main male personage in a cérémonial scene. There are only four

personages without attributes wearing a pin on top of their turban.

Number 
of pins

Total number 
of turbans

%

Men + llama 1 9 11%
Men + cup 1 10 10%
Men + birds 0 13 0%
Men + felines 0 44 0%
Men + weapons 1 21 4.7%
Men + musical instrument 0 8 0%
Men attacked 1 7 14%
Men + animal in hands 0 2 0%
Men + bag 0 3 0%
Men without attributes 5 135 3.7%
Painted men 0 7 0%
Male faces 0 18 0%
Spoons 0 1 0%
3D head on vase 0 4 0%
Copulation 1 16 6%
One man in architectural setting 0 8 0%
Cérémonial scene inside house: main male 1 19 5%
Cérémonial scene inside house: secondary male 0 9 0%
Secondary males on different parts of buildings 0 34 0%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: main male 5 60 8.3%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: secondary male 0 46 0%
Cérémonial with 2/3 mains of same size: main male 0 17 0%

Table VI.90. Amount of pins according to each scene-group

i.) Turban consists of an animal face 

Only headdress 15 (Fig. VI.230) consists of an animal face.

There is only one man wearing headdress 15. This man is the central and largest personage 

in a eeremonial scene with one main personage and several secondary characters. This
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unique headdress should therefore be considered as designating the character’s spécial

function and/or religious status.

Number of 
turbans consisting 
of an animal face

Total number 
of turbans

%

Men + llama 0 9 0%
Men + cup 0 10 0%
Men + birds 0 13 0%
Men + felines 0 44 0%
Men + weapons 0 21 0%
Men + musical instrument 0 8 0%
Men attacked 0 7 0%
Men + animal in hands 0 2 0%
Men + bag 0 3 0%
Men without attributes 0 135 0%
Painted men 0 7 0%
Male faces 0 18 0%
Spoons 0 1 0%
3D head on vase 0 4 0%
Copulation 0 16 0%
One man in architectural setting 0 8 0%
Cérémonial scene inside house: main male 0 19 0%
Cérémonial scene inside house: secondary 
male

0 9 0%

Secondary males on different parts of 
buildings

0 34 0%

Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: main male 1 60 1.6%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: secondary male 0 46 0%
Cérémonial with 2/3 mains of same size: 
main male

0 17 0%

Table VI.91. Amount of turbans consisting of an animal face according to each scene-
group

j.) Mouth or oval on the front (sometimes with eyes)

The headdresses 22 (Fig. VI.231), 38 (Fig. VI.232), 78, 88 and 93 hâve a mouth or oval on 

the front. Sometimes eyes may be added as well.

Fig. VI.231. Headgear 22 Fig. VI.232. Headgear 38

Mouths or ovals on the front of headdresses, sometimes accompanied by eyes, occur

occasionally. None of the secondary personages are associated with these éléments. Mostly
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main male personages at the centre of cérémonial scenes wear turbans decorated with these 

éléments. The remaining personages with mouths or ovals on the front of their headdress 

include two men with a cup, one man with weapons and four men without attributes.

Mouths or ovals seem to be prérogatives of rather important personages.

Number of mouths 
or ovals on the front

Total number 
of turbans

%

Men + llama 0 9 0%
Men + cup 2 10 20%
Men + birds 0 13 0%
Men + felines 0 44 0%
Men + weapons 1 21 4.7%
Men + musical instrument 0 8 0%
Men attacked 0 7 0%
Men + animal in hands 0 2 0%
Men + bag 0 3 0%
Men without attributes 4 135 3%
Painted men 0 7 0%
Male faces 0 18 0%
Spoons 0 1 0%
3D head on vase 0 4 0%
Copulation 0 16 0%
One man in architectural setting 0 8 0%
Cérémonial scene inside house: main 
male

0 19 0%

Cérémonial scene inside house:
secondary male

0 9 0%

Secondary males on different parts of 
buildings

0 34 0%

Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: main male 3 60 5%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: secondary 
male

0 46 0%

Cérémonial with 2/3 mains of same size: 
main male

0 17 0%

Table VI.92. Amount of mouths/oval according to each scene-group

k.) Birds

Birds are found on the headdresses 29, 35, 40 (Fig. VI.233), 44 (Fig. VI.234), 70 and 80.

Fig. VI.233. Headdress 40 Fig. VI.234. Headdress 44
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Again, these éléments are never associated with secondary personages. They occur on 

main male personages of cérémonial scenes, on men with felines, on one man with a 

musical instrument and on four men without attributes. The evidence suggests that birds

occur on rather spécifie individuals with a spécial function and/or cérémonial status.

Number 
of birds

Total number 
of turbans

%

Men + llama 0 9 0%
Men + cup 0 10 0%
Men + birds 0 13 0%
Men + felines 7 44 16%
Men + weapons 0 21 0%
Men + musical instrument 1 8 12.5%
Men attacked 0 7 0%
Men + animal in hands 0 2 0%
Men + bag 0 3 0%
Men without attributes 4 135 3%
Painted men 0 7 0%
Male faces 0 18 0%
Spoons 0 1 0%
3D head on vase 0 4 0%
Copulation 0 16 0%
One man in architectural setting 0 8 0%
Cérémonial scene inside house; main male 2 19 10.5%
Cérémonial scene inside house: secondary male 0 9 0%
Secondary males on different parts of buildings 0 34 0%
Cérémonial with 1—/2 mains: main male 3 60 5%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: secondary male 0 46 0%
Cérémonial with 2/3 mains of same size: main male 1 17 6%

Table VI.93. Amount of birds according to each scene-group

1.) Serpent-feline créatures

Serpent-feline créatures are présent on the headgear types 47 (Fig. VI.235), 53 

(Fig.VI.236) and 89 (Fig. VI.237).
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Serpents and serpent-feline créatures occur only on five headdresses in the whole sample 

of Recuay ceramics. They appear once on a man with a cup, once on a main male 

personage in a cérémonial scene and three times on men accompanied by felines. Since 

they never occur on secondary personages and always on men in spécifie situations, these 

serpent-feline créatures should be considered indicators of a spécifie cérémonial rank

and/or function.

Number of serpent- 
feline créatures

Total number 
of turbans

%

Men + llama 0 9 0%
Men + cup 1 10 10%
Men + birds 0 13 0%
Men + felines 3 44 6.8%
Men + weapons 0 21 0%
Men + musical instrument 0 8 0%
Men attacked 0 7 0%
Men + animal in hands 0 2 0%
Men + bag 0 3 0%
Men without attributes 0 135 0%
Painted men 0 7 0%
Male faces 0 18 0%
Spoons 0 1 0%
3D head on vase 0 4 0%
Copulation 0 16 0%
One man in architectural setting 0 8 0%
Cérémonial scene inside house: main 
male

0 19 0%

Cérémonial scene inside house: 
secondary male

0 9 0%

Secondary males on different parts of 
buildings

0 34 0%

Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: main male 1 60 1.6%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: secondary 
male

0 46 0%

Cérémonial with 2/3 mains of same 
size: main male

0 17 0%

Table VI.94. Amount of serpent-feline créatures according to each scene-group

m.) Owl crescent

Only one headdress, type 61, has two circles on top, which is also called an owl crescent 

(Fig. VI.238).
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Fig. VI.238. Headdress 61

Headdress 61 appears in only two examples belonging solely to the llama-men group. My 

research thus confirms Joan Gero’s statement that the owl crescent is typical for the llama-

men.

Number of owl 
crescents

Total number of 
three-comered hats

%

Men + llama 2 5 40%
Men + cup 0 0 0%
Men + birds 0 0 0%
Men + felines 0 1 0%
Men + weapons 0 0 0%
Men + musical instrument 0 0 0%
Men attacked 0 0 0%
Men + animal in hands 0 0 0%
Men + bag 0 0 0%
Men without attributes 0 0 0%
Painted men 0 0 0%
Male faces 0 0 0%
Spoons 0 0 0%
3D head on vase 0 0 0%
Copulation 0 1 0%
One man in architectural setting 0 0 0%
Cérémonial scene inside house: main 
male

0 0 0%

Cérémonial scene inside house:
secondary male

0 0 0%

Secondary males on different parts of 
buildings

0 1 0%

Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: main male 0 1 0%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: secondary 
male

0 0 0%

Cérémonial with 2/3 mains of same size: 
main male

0 0 0%

Table VI.95. Amount of owl crescent according to each scene-group
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n.) Designs on the front (circles, step design, squares)

Additional designs are found on the headdresses 17 (Fig. VI.239), 52 (Fig. VI.240), 83 

(Fig. VI.241) and 86 (Fig. VI.242). These designs consist of circles, a step design or 

squares. Each of these headdresses occurs only once in the entire sample of Recuay 

ceramics. Headdress 17 appears on a male face, the headdresses 52 and 83 occur on men 

without attrihutes and headdress 86 occurs on a male personage whose left part has broken 

off. The spécial clothing style of the latter object makes me speculate about whether this 

personage used to be accompanied by a llama.
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Fig. VI.241. Headgear 83
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Fig. VI.242. Headgear 86
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Number of designs 
on the front

Total number 
of turbans

%

Men + llama 1 9 11%
Men + cup 0 10 0%
Men + birds 0 13 0%
Men + félines 0 44 0%
Men + weapons 0 21 0%
Men + musical instrument 0 8 0%
Men attacked 0 7 0%
Men + animal in hands 0 2 0%
Men + bag 0 3 0%
Men without attributes 3 135 2%
Painted men 0 7 0%
Male faces 1 18 5.5%
Spoons 0 1 0%
3D head on vase 0 4 0%
Copulation 0 16 0%
One man in architectural setting 0 8 0%
Cérémonial scene inside bouse: main male 0 19 0%
Cérémonial scene inside bouse: secondary 
male

0 9 0%

Secondary males on different parts of 
buildings

0 34 0%

Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: main male 0 60 0%
Cérémonial with 1/2 mains: secondary 
male

0 46 0%

Cérémonial with 2/3 mains of same size: 
main male

0 17 0%

Table VI.96. Amount of designs on the front of a turban according to each scene-group
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O.) Eléments attachée! to the headdresses’ bases: conclusion
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Men+llama 9 3 9 4 3 1 2 1

Men+cup 10 3 6 3 1 1 2 1

Men+birds 13 8 10 1 1

Men+felines 44 16 29 2 11 6 7 3

Men+weapons 21 11 11 2 1 5 2 1 1 1

Men+music 8 4 2 2 1 1

Men attacked 7 2 1 1 1

Men+ animal in 
hands

2 1

Men+bag 3 2

Men without 
attributes

135 68 47 13 5 3 2 1 5 4 4 3

Painted men 7 7

Male faces 18 9 6 1 1 1

Spoons 1 1 1

3D head 4 1 1

Copulation: main 
male

16 6 10 4 4 1

One man in 
architectural setting

8 2 2

Cérémonial scene 
inside bouse: main 
male

19 7 10 6 1 2

Cérémonial scene 
inside house: 
secondary male

9 6 5

Secondary male on 
different parts of 
building

34 3 12 1

Cérémonial with 1/2 
mains: main male

59 20 39 16 3 3 4 1 5 1 3 3 1

Cérémonial with 1/2 
mains: secondary 
male

46 1 31 5

Cérémonial with 2/3 
mains of same size: 
main male

17 6 6 4 1 1 2 1

Table VI.97. Amount and types of attachments according to each scene-group
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One attacked 4 1
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CHAPTER VI: ICONOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN REPRESENTATIONS ON RECUAY CERAMICS

The earplugs 2, 10, 17, 26, 43, 46, 47, 58, 64, 66, 67, 70, 72, 78 and 81 occur twice, while 

earplugs 19, 30, 32, 59, 60 and 73 appear three times in the whole sample. Again, the low 

amount of these earplugs makes it difficult to give valuable interprétations. Of these 

earspools, earplug 10 occurs in fïfty percent of the men with bags, earspool 66 in thirty- 

three percent of the men with an animal in their hands and earspool 32 in twenty-five 

percent of the three-dimensional heads on vases.

The earplugs 21 and 34 occur four times, earplug 50 occurs five times, earplug 38 appears 

six times, earspool 18 appears seven times and the earplugs 15 and 19 show up eight times. 

As none of the scene-groups possess particular high quantities of the latter seven earplugs, 

no important conclusions can be made surrounding their use or attribution to a spécifie 

person.

Earplugs that are found on many occasions are earplug 25, occurring ten times, the 

earplugs 4 and 63, appearing eleven times each, earplug 48, occurring sixteen times, 

earplug 28, appearing seventeen times, earplug 41, twenty-two times, earplug 22, thirty 

times, earplug 1, thirty-one times, earplug 13, sixty-one times, earspool 7, sixty-seven 

times and earspool 12, seventy-four times.

Of these, the earplugs 1, 4, 7, 12, 13, 22, 28 and 41 occur frequently on secondary 

personages and will be investigated further on in this chapter.

Earplug 25 occurs, as mentioned before, ten times. Two of the thirteen men with 

birds are associated with this type (fifteen percent), which is a rather high percentage 

compared to the other scene-groups that are associated with this earplug. Perhaps earplug 

25 was mostly wom by men whose cérémonial fiinction involved birds.

Earplug 48 occurs sixteen times, of which seven times among men with felines 

(16% of ail the men with felines, or 7 in 45) and two times among main male personages in 

cérémonial scenes with main characters of similar size (15% of ail these main personages, 

or 2 in 13).

Earplug 63 occurs eleven times, of which seven times among the llama-men (27%, 

or 7 in 26). As mentioned before, the notched earspool occurs mostly among these men. 

When the information gathered on the headgear types, the earspools, the clothing style and 

the attributes are combined; a clear distinction between the llama-men and the other male 

personages can be noticed. It is clear that the llama-men are often associated with peculiar 

attributes and clothes, which probably dénotés their rather high cérémonial status.
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Secondary personages are associated on one occasion with the earplugs 4, 16, 22, 23 and 

28. Earplugs 1 and 8 occur twice on secondary male characters, while the earplugs 7 and 

38 appear five times. Earplug 41 appears seven times on secondary personages, earplug 13, 

nineteen times and earplug 12, thirty-five times. Most of these earplugs occur on main or 

individual personages as well. The only earspools occurring once in the whole sample and 

appearing on a secondary character are earplugs 16 and 23. Both consist of four dots on a 

light coloured background and both are associated with secondary personages positioned 

on different parts of a building. As previously stated, these characters are quite different 

from the other secondary characters, as it seems that they had some sort of guardian 

fimction rather than a cérémonial one.

Earplug 4 occurs once on a secondary personage out of a total of eleven times. 

Earplug 28 also occurs once on a secondary personage, while its total is seventeen times. 

Finally, earplug 22 occurs once on a secondary personage out of a total of thirty times.

Apparently, these earplugs can occur on secondary personages, but not as often as 

on main or individual characters. Earplug 22 occurs on twenty-three percent of the men 

with birds (3 in 13), on four point seven percent of the men with felines (2 in 42), on 

twenty percent of the men with weapons (or 5 in 25) and on thirty-three percent of the men 

attacked by animais (2 in 6). Earplug 28 appears mostly on men with felines (sixteen 

percent or 7 in 42).

The earplugs 1 and 8 both occur twice on secondary personages. Earplug 1 appears 

thirty-one times and earplug 8, eight times in the whole sample of earspools. Both earplugs 

are solely associated with secondary personages placed on different parts of a building, 

which hâve a rather exceptional position among the secondary personages. Earplug 1 

mostly occurs on men with a cup (in thirty percent, or 3 in 10, of the men with cups), men 

without attributes (eleven percent, or 14 in 129), main males in copulation scenes (thirteen 

percent, or 2 in 15) and men in architectural settings (thirty-three percent, or 3 in 9). 

Earplug 8 occurs only on seven other occasions, once on a llama-man (four percent, or 1 in 

26), twice on a men without attributes (one point five percent, or 2 in 129), once on a man 

in a copulation scene (six point six percent, or 1 in 15) and twice on a main male personage 

in a cérémonial scene with one or two main characters (three point three percent, or 2 in 

59).

Earplugs that occur frequently on secondary personages are the following: type 7 

occurs five times out of a total of sixty-seven, earplug 12 occurs thirty-five times out of a 

total of seventy-four, earspool 13 appears nineteen times out of sixty-one plugs, earspool
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38 occurs five times out of a total of six and finally, earplug 41 appears seven times ont of 

a total of twenty-two earplugs. Accordingly, seven percent of earplug 7, forty-seven 

percent of earplug 12, thirty-one percent of earplug 13, eighty-three percent of earspool 38 

and thirty-two percent of earplug 41 are associated with secondary personages.

The earplugs 7, 12 and 13 occur the most frequently in the whole sample of male 

personages. Apart from its occurrence on secondary personages, earplug 7 also frequently 

appears on main or individual personages. The llama-men are associated in fïfteen percent 

of the cases with earplug 7 (or 4 in 26), men with cups in twenty percent of the cases (or 2 

in 10), men with birds in fïfteen percent (or 2 in 13), men with felines in fourteen percent 

of the cases (or 6 in 24), men with musical instruments in twenty-eight point five percent 

of the cases (or 4 in 14), men with an animal in their hands in thirty-three percent of the 

cases (or 1 in 3), men without attributes in fourteen point seven percent of the cases (or 19 

in 129), male faces in thirty percent of the cases (or 3 in 10), male personages in 

copulation scenes in thirteen percent of the cases (or 2 in 15), main male personages in 

cérémonial scenes with one or two main characters in eighteen point six percent of the 

cases (or 11 in 59) and main male personages in cérémonial scenes with main characters of 

a similar size in fïfteen percent of the cases (or 2 in 13). Although earplug 7 occurs on 

secondary personages, it is mostly associated with main or individual men.

Earplug 12 appears in forty-seven percent of the cases involving secondary 

personages, which is also the highest amount that was encountered. Other personages, 

however, are also associated with earplug 12. Men with weapons are associated with 

earplug 12 in twelve percent of the cases (or 3 in 25), men with musical instruments in 

fourteen percent of the cases (or 2 in 14), men with bags in fifty percent of the cases (or 1 

in 2), men without attributes in twelve percent of the cases (or 16 in 129), three- 

dimensional heads on vases in twenty-five percent of the cases (or 1 in 4), main male 

personages in cérémonial scenes in thirteen point five percent of the cases (or 8 in 59) and 

main male personages in cérémonial scenes with main characters of a similar size in fïfteen 

percent of the cases (or 2 in 13).

Earplug 13 occurs on secondary personages in thirty-one of the cases. Other 

personages, however, are also associated with this type. Men with weapons wear earplug 

13 in twelve percent of the cases (or 3 in 25), men with musical instruments in fourteen 

percent of the cases (or 2 in 14), men attacked by animais in fifty percent (or 3 in 6), men 

without attributes in nine percent of the cases (or 12 in 129), men in architectural settings 

in twenty-two percent of the cases (or 2 in 9), main male personages in a cérémonial scene
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inside a house in foity-four percent of the cases (or 7 in 6) and main male personages in a 

cérémonial scene in nineteen percent of the cases (or 11 in 59).

Earspool 38 only occurs once more on a man with felines (two point three percent, 

or 1 in 42).

Earplug 41 occurs seven times (out of one hundred and twenty-nine) on men 

without attributes (or 5.4%), once (out of four) on a three-dimensional head on a vase 

(25%), once (out of nine times) on a man in an architectural setting (11%), once (out of 

sixteen times) on a main male in a cérémonial scene inside a house (6%), twice (out of 

fifty-nine times) on a main male in a cérémonial scene with one or two main characters 

(3.4%) and three times (out of thirteen times) on a main male in a cérémonial scene with 

main characters of the same size (23%).

In conclusion, earplugs 12, 13 and 41 are mostly associated with secondary 

personages. The percentage of their occurrences on other male characters is low. Men 

wearing these earplugs could hâve been of a rather low religious status or had a less 

important fonction within ceremonies.
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Man+llama 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 3

Man+cup 3 2 1 1 1 1

Man+birds 1 2 1 1 3 2 1

Man+felines 1 2 6 1 1 2 1 1 2 7 1

Man+weapons 1 1 1 3 3 1 5 1

Man+music 4 2 2 1 1

One attacked 3 2

Man+animal 1

Man+bag 1 1

Man without attributes 14 5 19 2 1 16 12 1 3 6 1 4 1 1 6

Painted man

Male face 3 1 1 1

Spoons

3D heads on vase 1

Main male in copulation 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

One man in architectural
spttino

3 1 1 2

Main male in cérémonial 
scene inside a bouse

1 4 1 7 1 1

Secondary male in 
cérémonial scene inside a 
bouse

4 7 2

Secondary male on 
different parts of building

2 1 2 11 1 1

Main male in cérémonial 
scene with 1/2 mains

3 1 1 2 1 1 11 2 1 8 11 2 1 1 1 1 5

Secondary male in 
cérémonial scene with 
1/2 mains

1 28 6 1 1

Main male in cérémonial 
scene with 2/3 mains of a 
same size

2 2 1
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28, 29, 30, 31, 33, 34, 35, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 45, 48, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57,

58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 70 and 71 only appear on male personages. The 

designs 1, 5, 9, 18, 22, 24, 27, 32, 46, 47 and 69 occur only on women, while the designs 6, 

8, 36, 44 and 63 occur on personages of both sexes.

VI.7.3.1. Tattoos or painted designs on the faces of only women

The groups one woman with weapons, the one woman with a drum, the one woman with 

an animal in her hands, the one probable woman on a spoon, the secondary female 

characters in copulation scenes, the main female characters in cérémonial scenes inside 

houses and the secondary female personages on different parts of buildings are never 

associated with designs on their faces. In fact, there are not many women with designs on 

their faces, particularly in comparison with men.

The two children (C-19-1 and C-7-7) that could defmitely be identified as being of 

the female sex hâve designs on their faces, as well as eighty-six percent of the women with 

children, fifty-two percent of the main female personages in copulation scenes, forty-three 

percent of the women with cups, twenty-five percent of the main female personages in 

cérémonial scenes with one or two main characters, twenty percent of the main female 

personages in cérémonial scenes with main characters of the same size, fourteen percent of 

the females without attributes, ten percent of the secondary female personages in 

cérémonial scenes inside houses and six percent of the secondary female characters in 

cérémonial scenes with one or two main characters.

Apparently, mostly main characters and individual women are associated with 

painted designs on their faces. Very few painted designs are visible on secondary 

characters. Interesting is the fact that two children hâve them, which, as previously 

mentioned, shows that (some) designs could be applied very early on in life.

Of the designs only appearing on women, 22, 27, 32, 46, 47 and 69 occur only once.

The designs 9 and 18 occur twice, while design 5 occurs four times and design 24 seven 

times.

Of these, the designs 5, 9 and 18 only occur on secondary personages.

Design 24 also appears on one secondary personage, but more frequently on 

individual women or main personages. For instance, design 24 appears on one woman with 

a cup (eleven percent), on the two female children, on two of the eleven main female
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characters in copulation scenes having face-designs (eighteen percent) and on one of the 

two main female characters in cérémonial scenes with personages of the same size.

Design 1, however, appears the most frequently, on thirteen occasions. My evidence 

confirms Gero’s and Reichert’s statements that only women are associated with dots 

between mouth and chin. This design not only appears only on women, but it is also the 

most common face design. Surprisingly, this design never appears on secondary 

personages. As for the women with cups having designs on their faces and the women with 

children in their hands, thirty-three percent are of type 1. One of the two women without 

attributes having face-designs (or fifty percent), one of the two main female personages in 

cérémonial scenes with one or two main characters and one of the three main females in 

cérémonial scenes with characters of the same size (or thirty-three percent) hâve design 1 

on their faces. Regarding the main female personages in copulation scenes with designs on 

their faces, forty-five percent are of type 1 (or 5 in 11). It seems that only rather important 

women (main personages in cérémonial scenes, women with cups and women with 

children in their hands) are associated with this type of design.

As mentioned in chapter V1.6 in which the characteristics of the scene-groups were 

analysed, many of the female face designs consist of dots.

As we will see, dots occur on men as well, although only in exceptional cases. Dots 

between mouth and chin, however, are solely associated with women.

The designs in which the space between mouth and chin are delineated by two 

vertical Unes (designs 1,18, 24, 32 and 46) are also solely associated with female Recuay 

personages.

To conclude, the designs appearing on secondary female personages include motifs 5, 9, 

18, 24 and 69. The designs 5, 9, 18 and 69 never occur on main or individual women. As 

mentioned, design 24 appears mostly on main or individual personages. It appears as if 

facial designs are mostly associated with more important women rather than the smaller, 

secondary personages.
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Table VI. 100. Amount of tattoos or painted designs on women according to each scene-
group

VI.7.3.2. Tattoos or painted designs on the faces of only men

There are many different designs appearing on the faces of male personages, but few 

designs repeat themselves. It is thus difficult to reach encompassing interprétations about 

spécifie attributions of designs to particular scene-groups. The following designs are solely 

associated with men: 2, 3, 4, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 

33, 34, 35, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41,42, 43, 45, 48, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 

62, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 70 and 71.
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The men with bags and the possibly male character on a spoon are never associated with 

designs on their faces. AU the other male personages are frequently associated with painted 

or tattooed designs. The situation is different from what we saw among the female 

characters. Apparently, men, even the secondary personages, are more often associated 

with facial designs. This could mean that men were generally thought of as being more 

important participants in rituals or even members in society. Of course, the possibility 

exists that facial designs had different meanings when applied to men or women. In some 

cases, the designs might hâve referred to one’s sex, while others might hâve indicated 

one’s fiinction and/or rank. Unfortunately, no defmite conclusions can be made on this 

spécifie point.

The designs with a low frequency among men hâve been mentioned before. In fact, the 

designs occurring frequently on male personages are the ones also appearing on women 

(such as designs 6, 8, 36 and 63). Therefore, it is difficult to interpret the significance of 

these facial designs on men.

The designs 2, 3, 10, 14, 16, 19, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 33, 34, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 45, 50, 

51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 64, 65, 66, 68, 70 and 71 ail occur once. 

Designs occurring twice are the motifs 4, 7, 17, 21, 43 and 67. The designs 11, 13, 15, 20 

and 48 appear three times. The designs 12 and 35 occur four times each.

The designs 6, 7, 8, 12 and 63 are the only ones occurring on secondary male characters. 

Design 8, however, occurs on many main and individual men as well. Besides appearing 

on secondary personages, design 63 also occurs on two solo men without attributes. The 

designs 6, 8 and 63 will be analysed in more detail here below, as they occur on both men 

and women.

In general, it can be stated that men often hâve linear designs on their faces.
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Man+llama 12 1 1 1

Man+cup 4 1 1

Man+birds 2

Man+felines 10 1 1

Man+weapons 3 1 1

Man+music 2

One attacked 3 1 1

Man+animal 1

Man+bag 0

Man without attributes 29 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1

Painted man 1

Male faee 7 1 1

Spoons 0

3D heads on vase 3 1 1 1

Main male in copulation 2

One man in arehitectural 1 1

Main male in cérémonial 
scene inside a bouse

4 2

Secondary male in 
cérémonial scene inside a 
bouse

4 1 2

Secondary males on 
different parts of a building

11

Main male in eeremonial 
seene witb 1/2 mains

18 1 1 1 2 2 1

Secondary male in 
eeremonial seene witb 1/2 
mains

28 1 2

Main male in eeremonial 
seene witb 2/3 mains of 
same size

3
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VI.7.3.3. Tattoos or painted designs on the faces of both men and women 

Designs occurring on both men and women are designs 6, 8, 36, 44 and 63.

Design 6 occurs mostly on secondary personages. Apart from secondary personages, it also 

occurs once more on a woman with a cup and twice on a main female personage in a 

copulation scene. Amongst the male characters, only secondary personages (seven in 

cérémonial scenes with one or two main characters) are associated with it. Men are 

associated with this design in fifty-eight percent of the cases, while women hâve this 

design in forty-two percent of the cases. Apparently, only secondary male characters, most 

of the secondary female characters and only a few main or individual women are 

associated with this design. It looks as if this design is mostly associated with auxiliary 

personages of lower importance within Recuay ceremonies.

Design 8 occurs mostly on male characters. The high amount of llama-men (6 out of 12 of 

the llama-men with designs on their faces hâve design 8) and secondary male personages 

positioned on different parts of buildings (whose spécial clothing style and attributes hâve 

already been mentioned frequently) indicate a rather peculiar cérémonial status or fimction 

for men having this type of design on their faces. Some women also hâve this type of 

design, although it never occurs on secondary female characters. Women with a child are 

associated twice with design 8, a woman with a cup once, a main female character in a 

copulation scene once and a main female personage in a cérémonial scene with characters 

of the same size twice. From the absence of design 8 on secondary female characters and 

its occurrence on individual or main women it could be inferred, as was the case among the 

male personages, that this design is mostly associated with humans holding a spécial place 

in ceremonies.

Design 36 is mostly associated with male personages and never occurs on secondary 

characters. There is only one woman, a main personage in a copulation scene, associated 

with this type of design. It seems as if this design is mostly attributed to men and often to 

men with some important fimction in ceremonies (carrying a cup, accompanied by felines, 

holding a musical instrument).

Design 44 appears only twice on male personages (one associated with a llama and the 

other accompanied by birds) and once on a female personage (associated with a cup). It
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never appears on secondary personages. Because of this design’s rather low appearance, no 

defmite conclusions can be made regarding its occurrence. I propose, however, that this 

design was probably a privilège of humans participating in spécial occasions or humans of 

a rather high religions status.

Design 63 occurs twice on a man without attributes, twelve times on secondary men and 

three times on secondary women in cérémonial scenes with one or two main characters. 

Clearly, this design is mostly associated with secondary characters (men and women, even 

if women hâve it less frequently) and men without attributes. It can therefore be concluded

that this design type was probably associated with humans in auxiliary positions during

rituals and therefore probably of a lower importance or religions status.

Male scene-groups 6 8 36 44 63 Female scene-groups 6 8 36 44 63

Men+llama 6 1

Men+cup 1 1 Women+cup 1 1 1
Men+birds 1 1 Women+child 2

Men+felines 2 2 Children

Men+weapons Woman-i-weapons
Men+music 1 Woman+music
Men attacked
Men+animal 1 Woman+animal
Men+bag
Men without attributes 2 2 2 Women without attributes
Painted men 1
Male face 1
Spoons Spoons
3D head on vase
Main male in copulation 2 Main female in copulation 2 1 1
One man in architectural setting Secondary female in copulation
Main male in cérémonial scene inside 
house

1 Main female in cérémonial 
scene inside house

Secondary male in cérémonial scene 
inside house

1 Secondary female in cérémonial 
scene inside house

1

Secondary males on different parts of 
building

11 Secondary females on different 
parts of building

Main male in cérémonial scene with 
1/2 mains

5 Main female in cérémonial 
scene with 1/2 mains

Secondary male in cérémonial scene 
with 1/2 mains

7 6 12 Secondary female in cérémonial 
scene with 1/2 mains

1 3

Main male in cérémonial scene with 
2/3 mains of same size

3 Main female in cérémonial 
scene with 2/3 mains of same 
size

2

Table VI. 102. Amount of tattoos or painted designs on men and women according to each 
scene-group
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VI.7.3.4. Tattoos or painted designs on the faces of personages with unidentifiable sex 

There are only two designs associated with personages of unidentifiable sex: design 17, 

which occurs only twice on male personages, and design 49, which is neither associated 

with male nor female characters.

TATTOOS/PAINTED DESIGNS ON FACE Total 17 49
Children in hands of women 0
Painted humans 0
Faces 1 1
Spoons 1 1
Secondary in cérémonial scene inside a house 0
Secondary on different parts of building 0
Secondary in cérémonial scene with 1/2 mains 0

Table VI. 103. Amount of tattoos or painted designs on persons with unidentifiable sex 
according to each scene-group

VI.7.3.5. Conclusions

Apparently, men are more often associated with facial designs than women. If women hâve 

them, they occur mostly on main or individual personages and almost never on secondary 

characters. Secondary male personages, however, are frequently associated with facial 

designs. This could mean that face designs are mostly associated with personages having 

central positions and important fimctions during ceremonies.

As there are more than seventy designs in my sample of Recuay ceramics and most 

of these appear in only one or two instances, not a lot can be said conceming their 

association with a spécifie sex or scene-group. Generally, it can be stated that men are 

more often associated with linear designs, while women mostly hâve dots or two vertical 

fines delineating the space between mouth and chin painted on their faces. Exceptions do 

occur, however. The only design which definitely only appears on women is design 1, 

consisting of dots between the mouth and chin.

A rather peculiar design is motif 24, appearing on the only two children (C-7-7 and 

C-19-1) who could be identified as being females. Apparently, face designs could be 

applied very early on in life. The fact that both children are female could mean that this 

practice was only done on women, while men had to wait until a certain âge in order to get 

face-designs. If these designs were painted, the possibility exists - of course - that these 

designs changed over time according to, for example, the function, âge or political 

accomplishments of a person. If tattooed, their application on children means that the 

designs probably had some relation to sex, ascribed status and/or inherited fimctions.
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Interesting is the fact that design 24 not only appears on these two children, but also on two 

main women in copulation scenes, which are - according to me- personages with rather 

important functions within ceremonies. Could it be possible that the female children had 

some functional and/or status-oriented relationship with main women in copulation scenes? 

Did children held in the outstretched arms of women become women fünctioning as main 

personages in copulation scenes or did the face-designs simply refer to the female sex of 

the persons wearing it or was the design in relation to a certain social class, which 

apparently could include both female children and adults?

VI.7.4. Manta

Only women on Recuay ceramics wear mantas.

Some women wear elevated mantas. The only woman with weapons wears an elevated 

manta of which the motif is unidentifiable; the only woman associated with a musical 

instrument is also wearing an elevated manta, of which the motif is design 2. Two women 

with a child wear elevated mantas with unidentifiable motifs. Six main female personages 

in a copulation scene are wearing elevated mantas. Motif 6 occurs twice, while the motifs 

2, 9, 19 and 21 ail occur once. The woman in a copulation scene wearing an elevated 

manta with motif 19 appears under a roof-like structure and is accompanied by four 

secondary female personages who carry the roof. It looks as if only women with spécifie 

attributes (the only time they are represented with weapons or a musical instrument), 

women holding children and women in copulation scenes are associated with elevated 

mantas. Secondary personages are never seen with an elevated manta. It seems to me that 

elevated mantas are prérogatives of women with a spécial fiinction and probably also an 

indicator of status in Recuay ceremonies.

The motifs that are found on these elevated mantas are the following: 2 and 6 occur 

twice, whereas motifs 9, 19 and 21 ail appear once. The motifs 2 and 6 also appear on 

normal sized mantas, while the motifs 9, 19 and 21 are solely associated with elevated 

ones.

The normal sized mantas are associated with several different motifs. The designs 8, 10, 

12, 13, 14, 17, 18 and 20 ail appear once. Of these, the mantas 12, 13, 14 and 17 are 

associated with secondary personages.
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The mantas 11, 12, 13, 14, 16 and 17 only occur on auxiliary women. The fact that 

they are only présent on very few occasions makes it rather difficult to dénoté a spécial 

fiinction or cérémonial status to them.

Manta 15 occurs four times on secondary characters and once on a woman without 

attributes. This probably means that type 15 is of a lesser importanee.
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As previously mentioned, none of the secondary personages wear elevated mantas. This 

suggests that elevated mantas are associated with women of a spécial fimction and/or a 

higher religions status. Normal-sized mantas, however; do occur on secondary personages. 

More specifically, the mantas 1,2,3,4,5,6,11,12,13,14,15,16 and 17.

Manta 1 occurs twice on secondary personages and once on a woman without 

attributes. It looks as if this type is associated with less important women.

Manta 2 occurs on some secondary personages, but also on main women in 

cérémonial scenes and as a motif on an elevated manta. This type is therefore identified as 

one associated with women of an important function or cérémonial status.

Manta 3 occurs on one woman with a cup, on a woman without attributes, on two 

women in copulation scenes and on many secondary personages. This motif is never 

associated with elevated mantas. It seems as if this type occurs mostly on smaller and 

auxiliary women and women without attributes. The fact that this manta also occurs on a 

woman with a cup might suggest that women associated with cups are of lesser 

importance. A comparison with other attributes and clothing styles will give more 

information on this subject.

Manta 4 occurs on three women with cups, on two women without attributes, on 

three main women in copulation scenes and on many secondary personages. This could 

mean, as was the case for manta 3, that this type is associated with women of lesser 

importance. Again, women with cups appear to be wearing less important mantas.

Manta 5 occurs once on a woman with a cup, once on a woman in a copulation 

scene and on secondary personages. As women in copulation scenes are often associated 

with elevated mantas, their importance in society was supposedly high. Their association 

with the mantas 3, 4 and 5, however, suggests the opposite, as these types are usually 

associated with secondary personages. For now, it can be concluded that the mantas 3, 4 

and 5 can occur on auxiliary women as well as on more important ones.

Manta 6 is the most recurring type of the whole sample. It occurs eleven times on 

women with cups, two times on women with children, once on a child, once on a woman 

with an animal in her hands, seven times on women without attributes, six times on women 

in copulation scenes, a few times on main women in cérémonial scenes and on many 

secondary personages. Manta 6 is also associated with two elevated mantas. Apparently, 

this type can appear on both important and less-important women.
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Manta 15 occurs five times, manta 11 four times and the mantas 1, 7 and 16 appear three 

times. Of these, the motifs 1, 11, 15 and 16 occur on secondary personages. Motif 7 

appears on forty percent of the women with children in their hands wearing normal mantas 

(or 2 of the 5 women wearing a manta).

The most common manta types are the following: manta 2 occurs fifteen times, manta 5, 

forty-two times, manta 3, forty-four times, manta 4, fifty-five times and manta 6, one 

hundred and twenty-nine times on women wearing normal mantas. Ail these mantas occur 

frequently on secondary personages.

Of the secondary female personages in copulation scenes, twenty percent (or 4 of 

the 20 secondary women with mantas) hâve design 3 on their mantas, while sixteen percent 

(or 30 of 182) of the secondary female personages in cérémonial scenes with one or two 

main characters wear design 3.

Motif 4 appears on many different scene groups. Of the women with cups, fourteen 

percent (or 3 in 21 ) wear motif 4, of the women without attributes fourteen percent (or 2 in 

14), of the main female personages in copulation scenes twenty-three percent (or 3 in 13), 

of the secondary female personages in copulation scenes thirty percent (or 6 in 20), of the 

secondary females in cérémonial scenes taking place inside a house twenty-three percent 

(or 12 in 51) and sixteen percent (or 29 in 182) of the secondary females in cérémonial 

scenes with one or two main characters.

Motif 5 appears mostly on secondary females in copulation scenes (thirty percent, 

or 6 in 20) and on fifteen percent (or 28 in 182) of the secondary females in cérémonial 

scenes with one or two main characters.

Motif 6 is the most common design found on mantas. Of the women with cups 

fifty-two percent (or 11 in 21) are wearing motif 6, of the women with children in their 

hands forty percent (or 2 in 5), the only child with a manta and the only woman with an 

animal in her hands wear this motif, of the women without attributes fifty percent (or 7 in 

14) are associated with it, of the main female characters in copulation scenes forty-six 

percent (or 6 in 13), of the secondary female characters in cérémonial scenes inside a house 

thirty-nine percent (or 20 in 51), of the secondary females on different parts of a building 

fifty-eight percent (or 10 in 17), of the main female personages in cérémonial scenes with 

one or two mains fifty percent (or 3 in 6), of the secondary females in cérémonial scenes 

thirty-one percent (or 57 in 182) and fmally, of the main female 

scenes with main eharacters of the same size sixty-six percent of 

(or 10 in 15) are wearing motif 6.
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CHAPTER VI; ICONOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN REPRESENTATIONS ON RECUAY CERAMICS

VI.7.5. Tupus

Only women are associated with tupu-pms. As they occur in almost ail the scene-groups 

(exceptions are: the woman with drum, children, spoons and secondary females on 

different parts of buildings), the wearing of tupus seems to be associated with one’s sex 

rather than status or fiinction.

Six different types were identified. Painted pins may hâve heads resembling an anchor, a 

circle or heads in the form of serpent heads. Three-dimensional tupus are divided into 

fiinnel A, flinnel B and a flinnel with a serpent head.

The flinnel serpent only occurs on one occasion, on a woman without attributes.

Funnel A and the painted serpent-like pins occur only three times and none of these are on 

secondary personages, which could mean that they are associated with higher ranked 

women instead.

Serpent tupus occur once on a woman with a cup (five percent or 1 in 19) and twice 

on a woman with a child (thirty-three percent, or 2 in 6).

Funnel A occurs once on a woman with a cup (five percent, or 1 in 19), once on a 

woman with a child (sixteen percent, or 1 in 6) and once on a woman without attributes 

(eight percent or 1 in 12).

The painted anchors and circles and the modelled funnel B pins occur the most frequently. 

Funnel B occurs fourteen times, the painted circles twenty-one times and the painted 

anchors occur thirty-three times. Only the painted anchors and the painted circles appear 

on secondary personages.

The funnel B occurs in thirty-one point five percent of the women with cups (or 6 

in 19), in thirty-three percent of the women with children (or 2 in 6), in thirty-three percent 

of the women without attributes (or 4 in 12) and in forty percent of the main female 

characters in cérémonial scenes with main personages of the same size (or 2 in 5). It seems 

as if this tupu type occurs mostly on women with spécial functions in rituals.

Painted anchor pins occur most frequently on secondary personages. They also 

occur frequently on women with cups (forty-seven percent, or 9 in 19), on the only woman 

associated with weapons, on women without attributes (forty-one percent, or 5 in 12), on
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main females in copulation scenes (forty percent, or 2 in 5) and on main female personages 

in cérémonial scenes with main characters of the same size (sixty pereent, or 3 in 5). It 

seems as if women with cups and women without attributes are the ones that are mostly 

associated with this pin. This could mean that these women hâve a lower importanee 

during rituals.

Circular tupus also occur on secondary personages, but not that frequently. They 

also appear on women with cups (fifteen percent, or 3 in 19), on a woman with a child 

(sixteen percent, or 1 in 6), on the only woman with an animal in her hands, on women 

without attributes (sixteen percent, or 2 in 12) and on main females in copulation scenes 

(sixty percent, or 3 in 5). This tupu is difficult to interpret. It occurs on seeondary 

personages but also on women in highly ritualised situations, such as copulation scenes, in 

which women normally wear more elaborate elothes and attributes. For now, no fiirther 

conclusions can be made conceming this type.
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VI.7.6. Necklace or collar

As has been stated by Joan Gero, men are more often associated with necklaces than 

women. In fact, there are only two secondary female personages in cérémonial scenes 

inside bouses, one woman with a cup and two main female personages in cérémonial 

scenes with main personages of the same size who wear a necklace. Three of these 

necklaces consist of dots surrounding the neck of the personage, while the two secondary 

personages wear a band with vertical stripes dangling ffom it around their necks. 

Apparently, necklaces should be considered to be male prérogatives.

There are many main and individual male personages wearing a necklace. In fact, almost 

half of these men are associated with one. Only twelve percent of the secondary male 

characters wear a necklace, however. This discrepancy could either be the resuit of the 

lower amount of detail on secondary characters or of the lesser importance that is given to 

auxiliary personages. If the latter is the case, necklaces should be considered as identifiers 

of rank, as was the case in the Inca Empire.

Men with a bag, painted men and the man on a spoon are never associated with 

necklaces.

Men with birds, however, wear in eighty-five percent (or 11 in 13) of the cases a 

necklace, men with felines in sixty-eight percent (or 32 in 47), men with a llama in fifty- 

seven percent (or 16 in 28), men with weapons in fifty-two percent (or 14 in 27), men 

without attributes in fifty-one percent (or 78 in 154), main males in cérémonial scenes with 

one or two main characters in forty-seven percent (or 32 in 68), men in an architectural 

setting in forty-five percent (or 5 in 11), men with cups in forty-two percent (or 5 in 12), 

main males in cérémonial scenes with main characters of the same size in forty-one percent 

(or 7 in 17), three-dimensional heads in forty percent (or 2 in 5), men with musical 

instruments in forty percent (or 6 in 15), secondary males in cérémonial scenes inside 

houses in thirty-six percent (or 5 in 14), main males in cérémonial scenes inside houses in 

thirty-three percent (or 8 in 24), main males in copulation scenes in twenty-eight point five 

percent (or 6 in 21), men with an animal in their hands in twenty-five percent (or 1 in 4), 

men being attacked by animais in twenty-two percent (or 2 in 9), secondary male 

characters on different parts of buildings in eighteen point six percent (or 8 in 43), male 

faces in sixteen percent (or 3 in 19) and secondary males in cérémonial scenes with one or 

two main characters in ten percent of the cases (or 5 in 50).
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Different types of necklaces hâve been recognised. Most consist of dots. Light-coloured 

bands, bands with vertical stripes dangling from them and collars, however, occur quite 

frequently as well.

Almost ail the secondary male personages wear dots. Only five secondary male 

characters bave a different type, more specifîcally, the light-coloured band.

Ail the llama-men wearing necklaces hâve dots surrounding their necks, eight 

percent of the men with cups are wearing dots, eighty-two percent of the men with birds, 

sixty-two point five percent of the men with felines, seventy-eight percent of the men with 

weapons, ail the men with musical instruments, ail the men being attacked by animais, the 

one man with an animal in his hands, sixty-one point five percent of the men without 

attributes, sixty-six percent of the male faces, one of the two three-dimensional heads on 

vases, sixty-six percent of the main male personages in copulation scenes, forty percent of 

the men in an architectural setting, fifty percent of the main male personages in a 

cérémonial scene inside a house, eighty-one percent of the main male personages in 

cérémonial scenes with one or two main characters and eighty-six percent of the main male 

personages in cérémonial scenes with main characters of the same size.

Horizontal Unes, vertical incisions, holes, the infmity design with dots, a bib and 

curls ail occur on one male personage each. The horizontal Unes, the vertical incisions and 

the holes ail occur once on men associated with weapons. The infmity design and the bib 

each appear on men without attributes and curls or waves around the neck occur on the 

central male character in a cérémonial scene with one or two main personages inside a 

house.

Intertwined undulating Unes occur twice, once on a man without attributes and once 

on a male personage in a cérémonial scene with one or two main characters.

The triangular design appears once on a man without attributes, once on the face of 

a person of unidentifiable sex and once on a main male personage in a cérémonial scene 

with main characters of the same size.

Wavy Unes occur once on a man with birds, once on a man without attributes, once 

on a male face and once on a main male personage in a cérémonial scene inside a house.

Collars occur once on a man with a cup, five Urnes on men without attributes, once 

on a man in an architectural setting and once on a main male personage in a cérémonial 

scene with one or two main characters, which is taking place inside a house.
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Men are more often associated with necklaces than women. Secondary personages only 

rarely wear them. Necklaces are therefore considered to be male attributes. Furthermore, 

the use of necklaces was probably restricted to important human beings. Dots surrounding 

the neck are the most common type. But some other types occur as well. As almost ail of 

the scene-groups hâve at least one of these other types, apart from the dots, it seems that 

there is no spécifie attribution of spécial types to spécifie groups.
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Llama-men 16 16
Men+cup 5 4 1
Women+cup 1 1
Men+birds 11 9 1 1
Men+felines 32 20 6 6
Men+weapons 14 11 1 1 1
Woman+ weapons 0
Men+music 6 6
Woman+music 0
Women+child 0
Female child in arms of woman 0
Unident. children in arms of women 0
Men attacked 2 2
Men+animal in hands 1 1
Woman+animal in hands 0
Men+bag 0
Men without attributes 78 48 5 14 6 1 1 1 1 1
Women without attributes 0
Painted men 0
Unident. painted human 0
Male faces 3 2 1
Unident. faces 1 1
Male spoon 0
Female spoon 0
Unident. Spoons 0
3D male heads on vases 2 1 1
Main males in copulation 6 4 2
Main females in copulation 0
Secondary females in copulation 0
One man in architectural setting 5 2 1 1 1
Main males in cérémonial scene in house 8 4 1 1 1 1
Main females in cérémonial scene in house 0
Secondary males in cérémonial scene in house 5 5
Secondary females in cérémonial scene in house 2 2
Unident. secondary in cérémonial scene in house 0
Secondary males on different parts of building 8 3 5
Secondary females on different parts of building 0
Unident. secondary on different parts of building 0
Main males in cérémonial scene with 1/2 mains 32 26 1 3 1 1
Main females in cérémonial scene with 1/2 mains 0
Secondary males in cérémonial scene with 1/2 mains 5 5
Secondary females in cérémonial scene with 1/2 mains 2 2
Unident. secondary in cérémonial scene with 1/2 mains 0
Main males in cérémonial scene with 2/3 mains of same 
size

7 6 1

Main females in cérémonial scene with 2/3 mains of 
same size

2 2

Table VI. 106. Amount of necklace types according to each scene-group
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VI.7.7. Bracelets

Thirty (out of a total of four hundred and ninety-four) main or individual male personages 

wear bracelets (or +/- six percent). None of the secondary male characters, however, wear 

them. Sixteen (out of a total of ninety-two) main or individual female characters (or +/- 

seventeen percent) and twenty-seven (out of a total of two hundred and seventy-seven) 

secondary female personages (or +/- ten percent) wear bracelets. Apparently, women are 

more often associated with bracelets than men.

Of the men with cups, twenty-five percent has a bracelet, of the men with musical 

instruments twenty percent, of the main male personages in copulation scenes nineteen 

percent, of the men with weapons fifteen percent, of the main male personages in 

cérémonial scenes with one or two main characters seven point three percent, of the men 

without attributes six point five percent and of the llama-men three point six percent.

The only woman associated with a musical instrument, wears bracelets, as do forty-three 

percent of the women with children, twenty-four percent of the main female personages in 

copulation scenes, twenty-one percent of the women without attributes, thirteen percent of 

the secondary female characters in cérémonial scenes with one or two main characters, 

thirteen percent of the main female personages in cérémonial scenes with personages of the 

same size, nine point five percent of the women with cups and eight point seven percent of 

the secondary female personages in copulation scenes.

In conclusion, bracelets are mostly found on women. When occurring among men, they are 

solely associated with main or individual male characters. Often these men hâve some 

spécial attributes in their hands (such as a cup, a musical instrument, or weapons) or appear 

in a copulation scene.

It seems that most of the women associated with bracelets also hâve some 

importance in Recuay iconography. The only woman with a drum, many women with 

children and main female personages in copulation scenes ail wear them rather frequently.

Therefore bracelets are interpreted as being rather gender-specific attributes and 

associated with personages who hold a spécifie religions status in society.
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Scene-groups Bracelets

Llama-man 1
Man+ cup 3
Woman+cup 2
Man+ birds 0
Man+ felines 0
Man+weapons 4
Woman+ weapons 0
Man+musical instruments 3
Woman+Music 1
Woman+child 3
Female child in arms of woman 0
Unident. children in arms of women 0
Man attacked 0
Man+ animal in hands 0
Woman+ animal in hands 0
Man+bag 0
Man without attributes 10
Woman without attributes 3
Painted man 0
Unident. painted human 0
Male face 0
Unident. Face 0
Male spoon 0
Female spoon 0
Unident. Spoon 0
3D male heads on vases 0
Main male in copulation 4
Main female in copulation 5
Secondary female in copulation 2
One man in architectural setting 0
Main male in cérémonial scene in house 0
Main female in cérémonial scene in house 0
Secondary male in cérémonial scene in house 0
Secondary female in cérémonial scene in house 0
Unident. secondary in cérémonial scene in house 0
Secondary male on different parts of building 0
Secondary female on different parts of building 0
Unident. secondary on different parts of building 0
Main male in cérémonial scene with 1/2 mains 5
Main female in cérémonial scene with 1/2 mains 0
Secondary male in cérémonial scene with 1/2 mains 0
Secondary female in cérémonial scene with 1/2 mains 25
Unident. secondary in cérémonial scene with 1/2 mains 0
Main male in cérémonial scene with 2/3 mains of same size 0
Main female in cérémonial scene with 2/3 mains of same size 2

Table VI. 107. Amount of bracelets according to each scene-group
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VI.7.8. Clothes: Figurative motifs

VI.7.8.1. Figurative motifs on clothes of male personages

The différence in the amount of figurative motifs on male and female personages is clearly 

visible. Men are associated with the whole range of figurative motifs (the tooth face, the 

great crescent being, the two-headed being, felines, birds, appendages of the GCB, snake 

appendages and appendages of felines) and each of these motifs occurs more often on men 

than on women.

Secondary personages are never associated with figurative motifs and neither are men with 

bags, painted men, the male personage on a spoon nor main male personages in cérémonial 

scenes inside a house. The fact that secondary personages are never associated with 

figurative motifs and most of the main and individual personages are, makes me suspect 

that these motifs are associated with men of a high cérémonial status and/or an important 

fiinction.

Snake appendages are the most recurring motif They occur on thirty-three percent of the 

men with musical instruments, on twenty-eight percent of the llama-men, on twenty-six 

percent of the men with weapons, on twenty-five percent of the men with an animal in 

their hands (this person is also a llama-man), on seventeen percent of the men without 

attributes, on fourteen percent of the men in copulation scenes, on eleven percent of the 

men attacked by animais (the man wearing an underskirt and elaborate headgear), on seven 

point seven percent of the men with birds, on six point three percent of the men with 

felines, on six percent of the main male personages in cérémonial scenes with main 

characters of the same size and on three percent of the main male personages in cérémonial 

scenes with one or two main characters. Apparently, snake appendages mostly appear on 

men with some sort of attributes.

The great crescent being is the second most common figurative motif among men. It 

occurs mostly on men with cups (thirty-three percent), men with birds (thirty-one percent), 

men with felines (twenty-five point five percent) and men with musical instruments 

(twenty percent). It also occurs on men without attributes (eleven percent), on men in 

architectural settings (nine percent), on men with weapons (three point seven percent) and 

on men with a llama (three point six percent). It is remarkable that llama-men are not often
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associated with this type of motif, while generally; this group is associated with spécial 

attributes. Gero’s statement conceraing the complété absence of the GCB on llama-men is 

not true, though. When Gero mentions the absence of the GCB on secondary personages, 

she is correct, as is her remark on the récurrent occurrence of this motif on men with 

felines. However, when she says men with weapons are often associated with the GCB, she 

is wrong. In my whole sample only one man with weapons has this motif on his clothes.

The tooth face is another common motif on male personages. The group men with birds is 

mostly associated with this motif (thirty-eight point five percent). Men with felines 

(twenty-five point five percent), main males in cérémonial scenes with main characters of 

the same size (seventeen point six percent), men with cups (eight point three percent), men 

without attributes (seven point one percent), men with musical instruments (six point six 

percent) and main male personages in cérémonial scenes with one or two main characters 

(three percent) also hâve this motif on their clothes. Peculiar is the absence of this motif on 

the llama-men and on men with weapons.

The two-headed being appears on some occasions, mostly on main male personages in 

cérémonial scenes with main characters of the same size (twenty-three point five percent). 

This motif is also recognised on a man in an architectural setting (nine percent), a man 

with a cup (eight point three percent), men with felines (eight point five percent), a main 

male in a copulation scene (four point seven percent) and men without attributes (two point 

six percent). The two headed-being occurs never on the llama-men, men with birds, men 

with weapons and men with musical instruments.

Appendages of the GCB appear in some groups, but always in small amounts. One man in 

an architectural setting (nine percent), some men with felines (eight point five percent), 

one man with a musical instrument (six point six percent), one main male personage in a 

cérémonial scene with main characters of the same size (six percent), one main male in a 

copulation scene (four point seven percent) and one llama-man (three point six percent) 

wear them on their clothes.

Birds occur once on the elothes of a man with birds (seven point seven percent), once on a 

man with a cup (eight point three percent), four times on men without attributes (two point 

six percent) and once on a man with felines (two percent). Birds are never associated with
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the llama-men, the men with weapons, the men with musical instruments or with main 

male personages in cérémonial scenes.

Appendages of felines appear only on men with weapons (eleven percent) and felines in 

their full body form are solely associated with one main male in a cérémonial scene with 

one or two main characters (one point five percent).
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VI.7.8.2. Figurative motifs on clothes of female personages

Very few women hâve figurative motifs on their clothes. It seems as if these motifs are 

male prérogatives and even then, they only occur on spécifie main or individual 

personages.

The tooth face, birds, felines and appendages of felines are completely absent from the 

clothes of women.

Again, none of the figurative motifs occur on secondary female personages. 

Apparently, the only female scene-groups associated with figurative motifs are women 

with cups (8 in 21), women with children in their hands (2 in 7), women without attributes 

(1 in 14) and main female personages in copulation scenes (1 in 21). It is possible that 

these women had some spécial social fiinction or religions status, to such an extent that 

they are associated with motifs normally found on men and always found on main or 

individual personages. If this hypothesis is true, this would mean that mostly women with 

cups enjoyed this elevated cérémonial status and that carrying a cup had some spécial 

meaning.

The great crescent being is the most common motif It occurs on fourteen point three 

percent of the women with children, fourteen point three percent of the women with cups, 

and four point seven percent of the main female characters in copulation scenes. Gero was 

thus correct to State that only women with cups, women in copulation scenes and women 

with children are associated with this motif

Snake appendages are the second most common motif They appear mostly on women with 

cups (fourteen point three percent), but also once on a woman with a child (fourteen point 

three percent).

The two-headed being occurs twice in the whole sample of Recuay women, once on a 

woman with a cup (four point seven percent) and once on a woman without attributes 

(seven point one percent).

Appendages of the GCB only appear once, on a woman with a cup (four point seven 

percent).
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CHAPTER VI: ICONOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN REPRESENTATIONS ON RECUAY CERAMICS

VI.7.9. Clothes: Géométrie motifs

VI.7.9.1. Géométrie motifs on clothes of men

There are many more géométrie motifs associated with men’s clothes than with women’s 

clothes. The motifs 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 16, 17, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 31, 33, 36, 41, 46, 47, 48, 

52, 53, 54, 57, 60, 63, 64, 65, 68, 71, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 81, 82, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 

89, 90, 93, 94, 96, 97, 100, 102, 103, 104, 105, 111, 112, and 114 only occur on male 

characters.

The man on a spoon does not hâve géométrie motifs on his clothes. Ail the men with 

weapons hâve géométrie motifs on their clothes. Men with cups hâve géométrie motifs in 

sixty-six percent of the cases, men in architectural settings in fifty-four point five percent, 

men with musical instruments in fifty-three percent, men without attributes in forty-six 

point seven percent, main males in cérémonial scenes with one or two main characters in 

thirty-nine point seven percent, main males in copulation scenes in thirty-eight percent, 

painted men in thirty-seven point five percent, men with a bag in thirty-three percent, 

secondary males in cérémonial scenes inside houses in twenty-eight point five percent, 

men with felines in twenty-seven point six percent, secondary males in cérémonial scenes 

with one or two main characters in twenty-six percent, men with an animal in their hands 

in twenty-five percent, llama-men in twenty-five percent, main males in cérémonial scenes 

with main characters of the same size in twenty-three point five percent, men with birds in 

fifteen point four percent, men attacked by animais in eleven percent, main males in 

cérémonial scenes inside houses in eight point three percent and secondary males on 

different parts of buildings in four point six percent.

Secondary personages are not that often associated with géométrie motifs. Mostly main 

and individual men hâve them. Important is the high amount of géométrie motifs among 

the men with weapons.

The motifs 11,31, 33, 36, 48, 52, 54, 60, 64, 65, 68, 71, 73, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 82, 84, 85, 

86, 87, 88, 89, 93, 94, 96, 97, 100, 102, 103, 104, 105, 111, 112 and 114 only appear once. 

This amount is so low that no interprétation can be given surrounding these motifs and 

their meanings.
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The following motifs occur twice on the clothes of men: 41, 46, 47, 53, 63, 81 and 90.

The motifs 2, 21, 24 and 57 appear three times, the motifs 5, 17 and 74 four times, the 

motifs 7 and 16 five times, the motifs 23 and 25 seven times and the motif 4 eight times.

Motif 8 occurs ten times, while motif 26 appears eighteen times.

Very few secondary personages are associated with géométrie motifs, compared to the 

main and individual male characters. The motifs 5 and 57 appear three times on secondary 

personages, motif 46 two times and motif 23 one time. It appears that the motifs 5, 46 and 

57 occur mostly on secondary personages and on men without attributes. Thus, these 

géométrie motifs could be associated with less important men. AU these motifs are rather 

simple in outline (zigzag Unes, a cross and arrow-like designs). Motif 23, however, occurs 

on several main and individual male personages as well. Motif 5 appears on one other man, 

one without attributes. The motifs 46 and 57 only occur on secondary personages.
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2 4 5 7 8 11 16 17 21 23 24 25 26 31 33 36 41 46 47 48 52 53 54 57 60 63 64 65 68 71 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 81 82 84

Man+llama 1 1 2 1
Man+cup 1 1 1
Man+birds
Man+felines 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
Man+weapons 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Man+musical instrument 1 1 1
One attacked
Man+animal 1
Man+bag
Man without attributes 3 4 1 1 5 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 9 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1
Painted man 1 3 1 1
Spoons
Main male in copulation 1 1 1
Man in architectural 
setting

2 1 1

Main male in cérémonial 
scene inside a house

1 1

Secondary male in 
cérémonial scene inside a 
house

2

Secondary male on 
different parts of building

1

Main male in cérémonial 
scene with 1/2 mains

1 2 1 3

Secondary male in 
cérémonial scene with 1/2 
mains

3 2 1

Main male in cérémonial 
scene with 2-3 main 
characters of same size

1 1 1
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Table VI. 110. Amount of géométrie motifs on clothes of men according to each scene- 
group

VI.7.9.2. Géométrie motifs on clothes of women

The motifs 6, 27, 72, 92 and 110, as well as the black and white pattern and the red and 

white pattern, only occur on women. Motif 6 should be considered a smaller version of the 

black and white pattern. Consequently, Joan Gero was right when she stated that the 

checkerboard pattern only occurs on women.

The one woman with a musical instrument, the one possible woman on a spoon, the female 

main personages in cérémonial scenes inside a house and the female mains in cérémonial 

scenes with one or two main characters are never associated with géométrie motifs. The 

one woman with weapons, ail seven women with children, the one female child, the one
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woman with an animal in her hands, fifty-seven percent of the women with cups, fifty- 

seven percent of the women without attributes, forty-six point six percent of the main 

women in cérémonial scenes with mains of the same size, thirty-eight percent of the main 

women in copulation scenes, twenty-six point eight percent of the secondary female 

personages in cérémonial scenes with one or two main characters, twenty-six percent of the 

secondary females in copulation scenes, eleven point seven percent of the secondary 

female personages placed on different parts of a building and nine point eight percent of 

the secondary female characters in cérémonial scenes inside a house are associated with 

géométrie motifs on their clothes.

Apparently, secondary personages are associated less often with géométrie motifs than 

main or individual women. Further, solo women occur more often with géométrie motifs 

than main women in cérémonial scenes. Mostly women with spécifie attributes (the only 

woman with weapons, women with children, the only woman with a serpent-head in her 

hands and women with cups) hâve these motifs on their clothes.

Motif 6 (the checkerboard motif) and the black and white pattern occur the most 

frequently.

Motif 6 occurs three times on women with cups (fourteen percent), twice on women 

with a child in their hands (twenty-eight point five percent), on the only identified female 

child, on two women without attributes (fourteen percent), on six main females in 

copulations scenes (twenty-eight point five percent), on four secondary females in 

copulation scenes (seventeen point four percent), on three secondary females in cérémonial 

scenes inside houses (six percent), on one secondary female on different parts of a building 

(six percent), on twenty-two secondary females in cérémonial scenes with one or two main 

characters (twelve percent) and on three main females in cérémonial scenes with main 

characters of the same size (twenty percent). Motif 6, thus, occurs in almost ail the female 

scene-groups and on main, individual and secondary personages.

The black and white pattern occurs four times on women with cups (nineteen 

percent), on the only woman with weapons, on one woman with a child (fourteen percent), 

on the only woman with an animal in her hands, on two women without attributes 

(fourteen percent), on two secondary personages in copulation scenes (eight percent), on 

seventeen secondary female personages in cérémonial scenes with one or two main 

characters (nine percent) and on two main female personages in cérémonial scenes with
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main characters of similar size (thirteen percent). Again, this pattern occurs on many 

individual and main personages, as well as on secondary women.

The red and white pattern occurs twice: once on a woman without attributes (seven 

percent) and once on a secondary female character in a cérémonial scene inside a house 

(two percent). It appears as if this motif occurs mostly on less-important women, if 

secondary personages and personages without attributes can be considered as having a 

lower religious status.

The motifs 27, 72, 92 and 110 ail occur only once. Therefore, no conclusions can be made 

conceming their possible meaning. The motifs 27 and 110 are associated with secondary 

women.
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VI.7.9.3. Géométrie motif on clothes wom bv men. women and personages of 

unidentifiable sex

The motifs occurring on both sexes are 9, 12, 19, 20, 22, 29, 109 and the black and red 

pattern. Motif 12 also appears on secondary personages of unidentifiable sex.

Motif 9 occurs mostly on male personages (eight men are wearing this motif, compared to 

four women) and occurs on secondary characters as well as on main or solo personages.

Motif 12 also occurs mostly on men (twenty-eight men, compared to seven women and 

five personages of unidentifiable sex). Again, secondary as well as main and individual 

personages are associated with this motif, but the high amount of male individuals and 

main male personages is worth mentioning. It appears as if this motif occurs mostly on 

main or solo male individuals and secondary female personages.

Motif 19 appears on two main male personages and on one secondary female character.

Motif 20 appears only on main or individual personages, never on secondary characters. 

Five men and two women are associated with this motif

Motif 22 also appears solely on main and individual personages. Men wear this motif on 

three occasions and women on one occasion.

Motif 29 occurs mostly on male characters. Twenty-nine men (of which only one is 

secondary) and four women (none of which are secondary) are associated with motif 29. 

Apparently, mostly main or individual personages wear this motif.

Motif 109 only occurs on individual personages, never on secondary characters. One man 

and one woman wear this type.

As was the case for the black-and-white and the black-and-red pattern, the black-and-red 

pattern occurs mostly on women (five women compared to one man). The fact that the 

only man wearing this pattern is being attacked by a feline could refer to his vulnérable 

status. Perhaps this explains his wearing a motif normally associated with women. Both
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individual women and secondary female personages are associated with the black-and-red

pattern.

MALE SCENE- 
GROUPS

9 12 19 20 22 29 109 B
+
R

FEMALE SCENE- 
GROUPS & 
UNIDENT. SEX

9 12 19 20 22 29 109 B
+
R

Men+llama 2
Men+cup 1 1 2 Women+cup 1 1 1 1 1
Men+birds 1 Women+child 1 1 1
Men+felines 2 2 1 Female children
Men+weapons 2 6 W oman+weapons
Men+musical
instrument

1 1 2 W oman+musical 
instrument

Men attacked 1
Men+animal Woman+animal
Men+bag 1
Men without attributes 2 2 1 2 7 Women without

attributes
1 1

Painted men
Male spoons Female spoons
Main male in
copulation

2 3 Main female in 
copulation

2

One man in architect. 
Setting

2 Secondary female 
in copulation

Main male in 
cérémonial scene 
inside house

Main female in 
cérémonial scene 
inside house
Unident. secondary 
in cérémonial scene 
inside house

2

Secondary male in 
cérémonial scene 
inside house

2 Secondary female 
in cérémonial scene 
inside house

1

Secondary males on 
different parts of 
building

1 Secondary females 
on different parts of 
building

1

Main male in 
cérémonial scene with 
1/2 mains

1 10 2 6 Main female in 
cérémonial scene 
with 1/2 mains
Unident. secondary 
in cérémonial scene 
with 1/2 mains

3

Secondary male in 
cérémonial scene with 
1/2 mains

2 4 1 Secondary female 
in cérémonial scene 
with 1/2 mains

2 4 1 2

Main male in 
cérémonial scene with 
2/3 mains of same size

1 Main female in 
cérémonial scene 
with 2/3 mains of 
same size

1 1

Table VI. 112. Amount of géométrie motifs on clothes wom by men, women and
personages of unidentifïable sex
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VI.7.10. Clothes: Body stripes

Painted or tattooed motifs on limbs occur on both men and women. These consist mostly 

of géométrie motifs, although snake-like figures may appear as well.

As mentioned, Gero’s observation that clothes and body stripes on the couples in 

copulation scenes are often similar can be confirmed. Both characters wear body stripes 

with the same motifs and the spaces between the stripes and width of the stripes are often 

similar.

Fifty-one men and thirty-two women hâve designs on their limbs. Men hâve in 

eight point four percent (51 in 601) of the time body stripes and women in eight point six 

percent (32 in 369) of the time. The différences in quantity are low and thus should be 

neglected.

Very few secondary (male and female) personages hâve stripes painted or tattooed 

on their limbs. Only one secondary male character, one belonging to the group of 

secondary personages on different parts of a building, has them. As previously mentioned, 

the secondary personages belonging to this group hâve many out-of-the-ordinary attributes 

and/or clothing styles. Among women, only six secondary personages hâve body stripes. 

Apparently, body stripes are associated with main or solo individuals.

The following groups hâve rather low amounts of body stripes; men with felines 

(two percent), men with a llama (three point six percent), men in architectural settings 

(nine percent), men without attributes (nine point seven percent), main male personages in 

cérémonial scenes with one or two main characters (eleven point seven percent), men with 

cups (sixteen point six percent), main male personages in cérémonial scenes with main 

characters of a similar size (seventeen point six percent), men with weapons (eighteen 

point five percent) and women with cups (nineteen percent).

Groups where twenty percent or more hâve body stripes are: main female 

personages in cérémonial scenes with main characters of a similar size (twenty percent), 

women without attributes (twenty-one point four percent), men with an animal in their 

hands (twenty-five percent), main females in cérémonial scenes with one or two main 

characters (twenty-five percent), men with musical instruments (twenty-six point six 

percent), men with bags (thirty-three percent), main male personages in copulation scenes 

(thirty-eight percent), women with a child (forty-three percent), main females in copulation 

scenes (forty-seven point six percent) and main females in cérémonial scenes inside houses 

(fifty percent).
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MALE SCENE- 
GROUPS

Body stripes % FEMALE
SCENE-
GROUPS

Body stripes %

Men+llama 1 3.6%
Men+cup 2 16.6% Women+cup 4 ( 1 app. snakes) 19%
Men+birds 0 0% Women+child 3 ( 1 app. snakes) 43%
Men+felines 1 2% Children 0 0%
Men+weapons 5 ( 1 app. snakes) 18.5% W oman+weapons 0 0%
Men+musical
instmment

4 26.6% Woman+musical
instmment

0 0%

Men attacked 0 0%
Men+animal 1 25% Woman+animal 0 0%
Men+bag 1 33%
Men without 
attributes

15(1 app. snakes) 9.7% Women without 
attributes

3 21.4%

Painted men 0 0%
Spoons 0 0% Spoons 0 0%
Main male in 
copulation

8 38% Main female in 
copulation

10 47.6%

One man in 
architect. setting

1 9% Secondary female 
in copulation

0 0%

Main male in 
cérémonial scene 
inside house

0 0% Main female in 
cérémonial scene 
inside house

1 50%

Secondary male 
in cérémonial 
scene inside 
house

0 0% Secondary female 
in cérémonial 
scene inside house

1 2%

Secondary male 
on different parts 
of building

1 2.3% Secondary female 
on different parts 
of building

0 0%

Male main in 
cérémonial scene 
with 1/2 mains

8 11.7% Female main in 
cérémonial scene 
with 1/2 mains

2 25%

Secondary male 
in cérémonial 
scene with 1/2 
mains

0 0% Secondary female 
in cérémonial 
scene with 1/2 
mains

5 2.6%

Male main in 
cérémonial scene 
with 2/3 mains 
of same size

3 17.6% Female main in 
cérémonial scene 
with 2/3 mains of 
same size

3 20%

Table VI.l 13. Amount of body stripes according to each scene-group

VI.7.11. Clothes: Hems

Only men are associated with hems. Eighteen types hâve been recognised among the 

Recuay men. Men with bags, the man on a spoon, men in architectural settings and
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secondary male personages in cérémonial scenes with one or two main eharacters are never 

associated with hems.

Of ail the secondary personages in this sample, only six are associated with a hem. 

Four of these belong to the same vessel. Ail four are of a rather large size and carry a roof, 

while the other two secondary eharacters occur on different parts of a building and appear 

on a vessel in which no main personages are sculpted. These six secondary personages are 

thus rather peculiar compared to the other secondary eharacters. It appears as if the 

presence of a hem is restricted to main personages in cérémonial scenes and individual 

eharacters with or without attributes. This could mean that hems dénoté some sort of high 

religions status or important function in society.

Consequently, the men with bags dangling from their shoulders, the one man on a 

spoon and the men in architectural settings can be considered as being of a rather low 

cérémonial status.

Some men wear layered garments. Three out of twenty-eight men with a llama (or ten 

percent), one out of twelve men with a cup (eight point three percent), fourteen out of one 

hundred and fifty-four men without attributes (nine percent) and one out of sixty-eight 

male main personages in a cérémonial scene with one or two mains (one point four 

percent) wear this type of clothes. Many of these are associated with a double hem. Among 

the llama-men, the double hem occurs three times (3 in 28, or ten percent), among the men 

without attributes eleven times (11 in 154, or seven point one percent) and among the main 

male personages in cérémonial scenes one time (1 in 68, or one point four percent). The 

high percentage of llama-men wearing layered garments encourages me to interpret these 

clothes as being prérogatives of ceremonially important men. Perhaps double hems are 

associated with men of an even higher religions status or more importance than the men 

with only one hem.

High percentages of hems are found among the men with felines (eighty-three percent), the 

men with birds (eighty-four percent), the llama-men (seventy-one percent), the men with 

weapons (fifty-five percent), the men without attributes (thirty-five percent), main male 

personages in cérémonial scenes with two or three main eharacters of the same size 

(twenty-nine percent) and men with cups (twenty-five percent). The men with animais 

hâve a hem in twenty-five percent of the cases, but in reality the man with this hem is also 

accompanied by a llama.
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Contrary to what would be expected for the men with musical instruments, 

percentages of men with hems are rather low (twenty percent). Of the painted male 

personages, eighteen point seven percent hâve a hem.

Only one of the nine men being attacked by an animal has a hem (or eleven 

percent). This man also has other attributes normally associated with personages of more 

importance, and should be interpreted as an exceptional example among the men being 

attacked by animais.

Very few main male personages in cérémonial scenes are associated with hems. Of 

the sixty-eight main male characters in cérémonial scenes, only six are associated with a 

hem (eight point eight percent), of the twenty-four main male personages inside a house, 

only two wear a hem (eight point three percent) and of the twenty-one main male 

personages in copulation scenes, only one has a hem (four point seven percent)

Apparently, mostly solo men are associated with hems.

Scene-groups % Scene-groups %
Men+llama 71% Painted men 18.75%
Men+cups 25% Spoons 0%
Men+birds 84% Main male in copulation 4.7%
Men+felines 83% One man in architectural 

setting
0%

Men+weapons 55% Main male in cérémonial 
scene inside house

8.3%

Men+musical
instruments

20% Secondary male in 
cérémonial scene inside 
house

28.6%

Men attacked by animais 11% Secondary male on 
different parts of
building

4.6%

Men+animal in hands 25% Main male in cérémonial 
scene with 1/2 mains

8.8%

Men+bag 0% Secondary male in 
cérémonial scene with 
1/2 mains

0%

Men without attributes 35% Main male in cérémonial 
scene with 2/3 mains of 
same size

29%

Table VI.l 14. Amount of hems according to each scene-group

Eighteen different motifs are identified. Of these, the types 13, 14 and 15 occur only once

and the types 4, 7, 8 and 18 only appear twice.
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As ail these hems occur only once or twice, not a lot of conclusions can be drawn 

from them. What can be noticed, bowever, is that ail these types are géométrie motifs 

(hems 5 and 10 are the ones without motifs and occur frequently) and that these motifs 

differ from the triangular designs (hems 2, 6 and 16) and the black-and-white pattern (hem 

1), which are the motifs that occur the most frequently.

The hems 12 and 17 occur six times, hems 11 and 16 five times, the hems 3 and 2/6“'’ four 

times and hem 9 three times.

On four occasions, it is not clear if hem 2 or 6 is represented.

Hem 16 is a version of 6, but has, in addition to the white and black triangles, red 

coloured parts.

Ail the other hems hâve motifs different from the triangles, the black-and-white 

pattern and the hems without motifs.

The hems 1 and 10 each appear ten times.

Motif 1 appears on twelve point eight percent of the hems of men with felines, on 

forty percent of the hems of the main male personages in cérémonial scenes with two or 

three main characters of the same size and on five point four percent of the hems of men 

without attributes.

Hem 10 occurs on fifteen percent of the llama-men with hems, on thirty-three 

percent of the main male personages in cérémonial scenes with one or two main characters, 

on the only man with an animal in his hands with a hem, on the only two main men in 

cérémonial scenes inside houses and the only two secondary males on different parts of a 

building having a hem.

Hem 5 occurs twenty-one times and hem 2 twenty times.

Hem 5 occurs on twenty percent of the llama-men with hems, on twelve point eight 

percent of the men with felines and on sixteen point three percent of the men without 

attributes with hems, on six point six percent of the men with weapons, on sixteen percent 

of the main males in cérémonial scenes with one or two main characters and on twenty 

percent of the main males in cérémonial scenes with main characters of similar size.

It was not always easy to discem hem 2 from hem 6. Therefore, I decided to call these dubious examples 
hem 2/6.
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Hem 2 is associated with twenty-five percent of the llama-men, with ten percent of 

the men with felines wearing hems, with thirteen percent of the men with weapons, with 

sixteen point six percent of the main males in cérémonial scenes with one or two main 

characters and with fourteen point five percent of the men without attributes.

Hem 6 is the most common type and appears seventy-six times. Hem 6 appears in many 

scene-groups. The llama-men with hems hâve in twenty percent of the cases hem 6, the 

men with cups in sixty-six point six percent of the cases, the men with birds in sixty-three 

point six percent, the men with felines in forty-three point five percent, the men with 

weapons in sixty percent, the men with musical instmments in sixty-six point six percent, 

the one person attacked by a feline wearing a hem has type 6, the men without attributes 

are wearing in forty-nine percent of the cases hem 6, ail the secondary males in cérémonial 

scenes inside a house wearing a hem are associated with hem 6, sixteen point six percent of 

the main males in cérémonial scenes with one or two main characters hâve hem 6, sixteen 

point six percent of the main males in cérémonial scenes with main characters of similar 

size, and finally, the only man in a copulation scene with a hem has type 6.
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One
hem

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 2/6

Man+llama 3 17 5 4 4 2 3 1 1 1
Man+cup 3 2 1
Man+birds 11 7 1 2
Man+felines 39 5 4 3 5 17 1 1 1 2
Man+weapons 15 2 1 9 1 1
Man+musical instrument 3 2 1
One attacked 1 1
Man+animal 1 1
Man+bag
Man without attributes 11 45 3 8 1 1 9 27 2 2 2 1 1 2 4 1 2
Painted man 3 1 2
Spoons
Main male in copulation 1 1
One man in architectural 
setting

Main male in cérémonial 
scene inside a bouse

2 2

Secondary male in 
cérémonial scene inside a 
bouse

4 4

Secondary male on 
different parts of building

2 2

Main male in cérémonial 
scene with 1/2 main 
characters

1 upper 
hem

5 1 1 1 1 2

Secondary male in 
cérémonial scene with 1/2 
main characters
Main male in cérémonial 
scene with 2-3 main
characieri! of same siye

5 2 1 1 1
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CHAPTER VI: ICONOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN REPRESENTATIONS ON RECUAY CERAMICS

VI.7.12. Clothes: Belts

Only women are associated with belts. The possible woman represented on a spoon and the 

two main female personages in a cérémonial scene inside a house are the only scene- 

groups without women wearing belts.

Of the women with cups, ninety-five percent are associated with belts, of the 

women without attributes, ninety-three percent, of the main female personages in 

copulation scenes, twenty-eight point five percent, of the main female characters in 

cérémonial scenes with one or two main personages, twelve point five percent and of the 

main female personages in cérémonial scenes with mains of the same size, sixty-six 

percent. The only woman with weapons, the only woman with an animal in her hands and 

the only woman with a drum ail wear a belt as well. AU the women with children in their 

hands, as well as the child who defmitely could be defmed as a woman, wear belts.

Finally, ninety-one percent of the secondary female personages in copulation 

scenes, fifty-five percent of the secondary females in cérémonial scenes inside houses, 

thirty-five percent of the secondary females on different parts of a building and seventy 

point four percent of the secondary females in cérémonial scenes with one or two main 

characters also wear them. Therefore, it can be concluded that both main and individual 

personages, as well as secondary personages wear belts in more or less the same quantities.

Thirty-five different types are identified. Belts 1, 15, 17, 18, 19, 23, 25 30, 31, 32, 33 and 

34 ail occur once in the whole sample of Recuay ceramics, whereas the belts 10, 12, 20, 

27, 29 and 35 occur twice. These very low amounts make it difficult to form interprétations 

about their use or attribution to a spécifie group.

Of these belts the types 15 and 17 occur on secondary personages, which will be 

discussed below.

Belt 18 occurs on the only woman associated with weapons. The fact that this belt 

only occurs once in the whole sample and on a very spécial woman could mean that this 

type was restricted to women with a spécial cérémonial status and/or fünction.

Belt 12 occurs once on a secondary personage and once on a woman without 

attributes. Perhaps this type is associated with women of less important cérémonial 

fimetions.

Belt 20, on the other hand, occurs on ten percent of the belt-wearing women with 

cups. It is possible that belt 20 is solely associated with this type of woman.
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Belts 22, 27 and 35 occur only on main female personages in cérémonial scenes 

with main characters of the same size. These three belts occur on twenty percent of these 

women wearing belts.

The belts 6, 7 and 28 occur three times in this whole sample. Belt 11 appears six times, 

belts 3 and 26, seven times, belt 8, eight times and belt 16, nine times.

Belt 3 occurs on sixteen percent of the women with cups wearing belts, on the only 

woman with a musical instmment, on thirty-three percent of the main females in 

copulation scenes and on one secondary personage. It seems as if this type is associated 

with rather important women.

Belt 6 occurs twice on women with children in their hands (twenty-five percent) 

and once on a woman without attributes (seven point seven percent)

Belt 7 occurs on twenty-eight point five percent of the women with children, but 

also on the only woman with an animal in her hands. It seems as if this type indicates a 

spécial religions status.

Belt 28 occurs twice on women with cups. Therefore, belt 28 appears on ten percent 

of the belt-wearing women with cups. It also occurs once on a woman without attributes 

(or seven point seven percent)

The belts 8, 11, 16 and 26 only appear on secondary personages. More information 

on these types will be given below.

The following belts occur frequently in this sample: belt 24 appears ten times, belt 9, 

thirteen times, belt 13, fifteen times, belts 4, twenty times, belt 5, twenty-one times, belt 

14, twenty-five times, belt 21, thirty times and belt 2, thirty-eight times.

Belt 24 occurs mostly on secondary personages, but also on twenty percent of the 

main female characters in cérémonial scenes with main characters of the same size. As has 

been mentioned when investigating the cérémonial scenes with main charaeters of the 

same size, the women in these scenes are always placed in auxiliary positions to the men in 

these scenes. This could mean that belt 24 is associated with women in auxiliary positions 

and therefore of a less-important fiinction.

Equally, belt 9 oecurs mostly on secondary personages. Only one other woman, one 

without attributes, is known wearing this type. Probably belt 9 is wom by women of a 

lesser cérémonial status or women without spécifie attributes.
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Belt 13 also commonly occurs on secondary personages, though two women with 

cups (ten percent of these women wear this belt-type), one main woman in a copulation 

scene (or sixteen point six percent) and one woman without attributes (or seven point seven 

percent), are also associated with it.

Belt 14 occurs mostly on secondary personages, though one woman with a child, 

one woman without attributes and one main female personage in a copulation scene are 

also wearing belt 14.

Belt 4 appears mostly on secondary personages. This type, however, also occurs on 

the only child who definitely can be identified as being of the female sex and was held by a 

woman. Belt 4 also appears once on a woman without attributes.

Belt 5 occurs, apart from on secondary personages, twice on a woman with a cup 

(or on eleven percent of the women with cups).

Belt 21 is one of the most common belts for secondary personages. This belt only 

appears once more in this sample, on a main female personage in a cérémonial scene with 

mains of the same size. As previously mentioned, these main women probably had a 

similar fonction or religions status as the auxiliary personages in cérémonial scenes.

Belt 2 is the most common type. Apart from the secondary personages, it occurs 

twice on women with cups (ten percent), once on a woman with a child (fourteen percent), 

once on a woman without attributes (seven point seven percent) and once on the only main 

female in a cérémonial scene with one or two main characters who is wearing a belt.

The following belts occur on secondary personages: belt 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 

16, 17, 21, 24 and 26.

Surprisingly, many of these belts hâve dots on them. The belts 1 and 33 are the only 

belts with dots that are not associated with secondary personages. Both belts, however, 

occur on women without attributes.

Most of the belts without motifs (belts 2 and 14) are also commonly associated with 

secondary personages. Simple motifs (belts 4, 11, 12, 13, 17and 26), consisting mostly of 

vertical and horizontal stripes or zigzag Unes, are also associated with secondary 

personages. It looks as though more intricate motifs (such as on belts 6, 7, 19, 20, 23 and 

31) are prérogatives of main or individual women, mostly associated with attributes. It 

appears as though mostly women with children, the only woman with weapons and the 

only woman with an animal in her hands are the groups associated with the most intrinsic 

or figurative motifs.
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Woman+cup 20 2 2 3 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1
Woman+weapons 1 1
Woman+musical instrument 1 1

Woman+child 7 1 2 2 1 1

Child in hands of woman 1 1

Woman+animal in hands 1 1

Woman without attributes 13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Spoons 0

Main female in copulation 6 2 1 1 1 1

Secondary female in 
copulation

21 4 4 1 4 2 6

Main female in cérémonial 
scene inside a house

0

Secondary female in 
cérémonial scene inside a 
house

28 8 3 4 4 1 2 2 4

Secondary female on 
different parts of building

6 4 2

Main female in cérémonial 
scene with 1/2 mains

1 1

Secondary female in 
cérémonial scene with 1/2 
mains

131 17 1 11 15 7 4 6 1 10 18 1 5 1 23 4 7

Main female in cérémonial 
scene with 2/3 mains of same 
size

10 1 1 2 2 2 2
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CHAPTER VI: ICONOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN REPRESENTATIONS ON RECUAY CERAMICS

VI.7.13. Clothes: Naked

Men and women are sometimes represented as naked. Only one secondary personage, a 

woman, has no clothes. Noteworthy is the fact that mostly men being attacked by an 

animal and main personages in copulation scenes (men and women) are represented in this 

manner. The représentations of naked men being attacked by animais as a way to show 

defeat and vulnerability bave already been mentioned. Naked couples in copulation scenes 

seem natural, as clothes are impractical in such situations. Most of the couples in these 

scenes, however, are shown wearing elaborately decorated clothes and headgear. Five of 

the seven children held by women are also depicted nude.

It seems as if only personages of very spécifie groups (children in the hands of 

women, couples in copulation scenes and men attacked by animais) are represented as 

naked. Nudity should, therefore, not be considered a sign of cérémonial status or rank, but 

rather a State required for a certain function or moment in life.
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Male scene-groups Naked % Female scene-groups Naked %
Men+llama 0 0%
Men+cup 0 0% Women+cup 0 0%
Men+birds 0 0% Women+child 0 0%
Men+felines 0 0% Female child 0 0%

Children with unident. sex 5 83%
Men+weapons 0 0% W oman+weapons 0 0%
Men+musical instr. 0 0% Woman-Fmusical inst. 0 0%
Men attacked 4 44%
Men+animal 0 0% Woman+animal 0 0%
Men+bag 0 0%
Men without attributes 0 0% Women without attributes 1 7%
Painted men 0 0%
Spoons 0 0% Spoons 0 0%
Main male in copulation 3 14% Main female in copulation 3 14%
One man in architectural setting 0 0% Secondary female in copulation 0 0%
Main male in cérémonial scene 
inside house

0 0% Main female in cérémonial 
scene inside house

1 50%

Secondary male in cérémonial 
scene inside house

0 0% Secondary female in 
cérémonial scene inside 
house

1 2%

Secondary male on different parts 
of building

0 0% Secondary female on 
different parts of building

0 0%

Main male in cérémonial scene 
with 1/2 mains

1 1.4% Main female main in 
cérémonial scene with 1/2 
mains

1 12.5%

Secondary male in cérémonial 
scene with 1/2 mains

0 0% Secondary female in 
cérémonial scene with 1/2 
mains

0 0%

Main male in cérémonial scene 
with 2/3 mains of same size

0 0% Main female in cérémonial 
scene with 2/3 mains of 
same size

0 0%

Table VI.l 17. Amount of naked men and women according to each scene group

VI.7.14. Clothes: Layered garments and underskirts

Layered garments and underskirts are solely associated with male personages in Recuay 

iconography.

As previously mentioned, some men wear layered garments. Ten point seven percent of the 

llama-men, eight point three percent of the men with cups, nine percent of the men without 

attributes and one point four percent of the main male personages in a cérémonial scene 

with one or two main characters wear this type of clothes.
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Apparently, mostly llama-men are associated with layered garments. As mentioned 

in chapter V. Textiles in the Ancash région, layered garments are assumed to be 

prérogatives of ceremonially important men.

Underskirts are, again, mostly associated with llama-men (sixty-four percent). Other male 

personages wearing underskirts are: one man with weapons (three point seven percent), 

one man being attacked by a feline (eleven percent), one man with an animal in his hands 

(twenty-five percent), but the latter is also associated with a llama, two main male 

personages in cérémonial scenes with two or three main characters of the same size (eleven 

point seven percent) and seven secondary male personages in cérémonial scenes with one 

or two main characters (fourteen percent). These last seven secondary personages, ail 

belong to the same vessel (C-20-22). This vessel is quite extraordinary in this sample of 

ceramics, as it is the only time a main person and secondary personages wear a rectangular 

plate with trophy heads on their backs. These secondary personages should be considered 

to hâve a spécial function, especially when compared to other secondary characters.

Consequently, underskirts can be interpreted as clothes associated with 

ceremonially important men (llama-men, a man with weapons, the only man attacked by a 

feline who wears attributes unique to this group, main male personages and spécial 

secondary characters).
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Male scene-groups Layered garment % Underskirt %
Men+llama 3 10.7% 18 64%
Men+cup 1 8.3% 0 0%
Men+birds 0 0% 0 0%
Men+felines 0 0% 0 0%
Men-i- weapons 0 0% 1 3.7%
Men+musical instr. 0 0% 0 0%
Men attacked 0 0% 1 11%
Men+animal 0 0% 1 25%
Men+bag 0 0% 0 0%
Men without attributes 14 9% 0 0%
Painted men 0 0% 0 0%
Spoons 0 0% 0 0%
Main male in copulation 0 0% 0 0%
One man in architectural setting 0 0% 0 0%
Main male in cérémonial scene inside 
house

0 0% 0 0%

Secondary male in cérémonial scene 
inside house

0 0% 0 0%

Secondary males on different parts of 
building

0 0% 0 0%

Main male in cérémonial scene with 1/2 
mains

1 1.4% 0 0%

Secondary male cérémonial scene with 
1/2 mains

0 0% 7 14%

Main male in cérémonial scene with 2/3 
mains of same size

0 0% 2 11.7%

Table VI.l 18. Amount of underskirts and layered garments according to each scene-group

VI.7.15. Vessels’ supports: Figurative motifs

Figurative motifs occur frequently on the supports of Recuay vases. There is a remarkable 

différence in quantity between the vases representing one person with sometimes 

additional attributes and vases with more elaborate scenes (architectural, copulation and/or 

cérémonial). The latter are more often associated with figurative motifs. Vessels with one 

human personage are less frequently associated with figurative support-motifs. Of these, 

mostly the male personages hâve figurative support-motifs (one hundred and ten motifs of 

the one hundred and seventeen can be attributed to male persons), while women (only 

three of the one hundred and seventeen motifs) and personages of unidentifiable sex (four 

of one hundred and seventeen motifs) are only occasionally associated with support-motifs.

The reason for this discrepancy is possibly twofold. First of ail, elaborate scenes are 

often placed on the fiat upper part of a vase (often a paccha). There is thus room on the
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bottom part of the vessel to paint figurative motifs. This is not the case with individual 

personages on a vase, as these humans often are the vase (effigy-vessels) and therefore 

take up the whole space, leaving no room for other painted designs.

Second, it is possible that figurative motifs (often consisting of composite beings, 

probably representing some supematural force) are more often associated with cérémonial 

scenes, as they bring some additional religions or supematural meaning to the scenes. If 

this is the case, the cérémonial scenes probably held a more sacred content than the one- 

person vases.

Apparently, individual men are more often associated with figurative motifs as 

well. Again, this could mean that more religions importance was given to circumstances in 

which males were central.

Women with cups, the only woman with weapons, women with children, men with 

animais in their hands, the woman with an animal in her hands, men with bags, painted 

men, the one man on a spoon and the probable woman on a spoon are never associated 

with figurative support motifs.

The only woman with a musical instmment has a figurative motif on the vessel’s 

support, seventy-two percent of the men in architectural settings, forty percent of the three- 

dimensional heads on vases, forty percent of the faces of unidentifiable sex, forty percent 

of the men with felines, thirty-six percent of the men without attributes, thirty-three percent 

of the men being attacked by animais, thirty-one percent of the men with birds, twenty-six 

percent of the men with weapons, twenty-five percent of the persons of unidentifiable sex 

on spoons, twenty-five percent of the men with cups, twenty-one percent of the male faces, 

twenty percent of the men with musical instruments, sixteen point six percent of the 

painted persons of unidentifiable sex, fourteen percent of the women without attributes and 

three point six percent of the llama-men.

Regarding these percentages, some corrections should be made. First of ail, the 

high amount of motifs on men in architectural settings is probably due to the fact that most 

of these vessels are pacchas, which hâve more space on the bottom of the vessel on which 

motifs can be painted. Second, the three-dimensional heads appear on large vases whose 

surface is completely open to paint motifs on, while the head itself is only a small 

protrusion. The men attacked by animais are always placed on top of pacchas or on 

double-chambered vessels, which both hâve more space available for motifs. Finally, the 

very low amount of motifs among llama-men is probably due to the fact that the 

accompanying llama takes up ail the space available for possible motifs.
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Therefore, the high amount of motifs among the men with felines and the 

appearance of a figurative motif on the only woman with a drum, are the most noticeable 

quantities. This could speak in favour of a spécial meaning for the scene-groups associated 

with figurative motifs.

The great crescent being is the most recurring figurative motif on the supports of Recuay 

vessels. It never occurs on llama-men, on men with birds, on the one woman with a 

musical instrument, on painted personages, on spoons, on men in architectural settings and 

on cérémonial scenes with mains of the same size.

As suspected, copulation, architectural and cérémonial scenes are the groups mostly 

associated with the GCB. The only three-dimensional head on a vase associated with a 

figurative motif, has the GCB on its support. Four of the six motifs on faces (male faces 

and faces of unidentifiable sex) are great crescent beings (or sixty-six point six percent). 

The GCB occurs on one of the three women associated with support-motifs (or thirty-three 

percent) and sixteen out of a total of fifty-six motifs on men without attributes consist of 

the GCB (or twenty-eight point six percent). Two of the three motifs on men with musical 

instruments (or sixty-six point six percent), five of nineteen motifs on men with felines (or 

twenty-six percent), two out of three motifs on men with cups (or sixty-six point six 

percent), one in three figurative motifs on men attacked by animais (or thirty-three percent) 

and three out of seven motifs on men with weapons (or forty-three percent), are great 

crescent beings.

The second most common motif consists of snake appendages. Men with cups, the one 

woman with a musical instrument, men attacked by animais, women without attributes, 

painted personages and three-dimensional heads on vases are never associated with snake 

appendages on their supports.

Again, cérémonial scenes are often associated with this figurative motif The only 

llama-man associated with a figurative motif has snake appendages on his support. Three 

of the four (or seventy-five percent) men with birds having support-motifs are also 

associated with snake appendages. Seven out of nineteen (or thirty-seven percent) of the 

motifs on men with felines, twenty-four out of fifty-six motifs (or forty-three percent) on 

men without attributes, the only spoon having motifs on its support and two out of eight 

motifs (or twenty-five percent) on men in architectural settings are associated with snake 

appendages.
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The two-headed being is the third most common figurative motif. It never appears on the 

llama-men, on men with cups, on men with birds, on men with weapons, on people with 

musical instruments, on painted figures, on spoons, on the three-dimensional heads on 

vases, on men in architectural settings and on cérémonial scenes with main characters of 

the same size.

It is worth noting that one of the three women having figurative support-motifs and 

one of the three men attacked by animais are associated with a two-headed being and that, 

again, cérémonial scenes are the scene-groups mostly associated with this motif

The tooth face follows in number of appearances. This motif only occurs in the following 

groups: eight times on men without attributes, with architectural and cérémonial scenes.

Birds occur with varions scene-groups. Important is that the only woman with a musical 

instrument has a bird as support-motif Other groups associated with this motif are men 

with felines, men with weapons, men attacked by animais, men without attributes, men in 

architectural settings and architectural/ceremonial scenes.

Snakes are mostly associated with cérémonial scenes. However, they also occur once on a 

man with a cup, once on a man with felines and once on a painted human.

Felines are found on some occasions: once on a man with felines, twice on a man in an 

architectural setting and seven times on cérémonial scenes.

Appendages of the great crescent being are associated once with men with felines, once 

with men with birds, twice with a man in an architectural setting and five times with 

cérémonial scenes.

Unidentifiable beings are other motifs found on vessels’ supports. What looks like a 

monkey is associated once with a three-dimensional head on a vase and once with a 

cérémonial scene. A feline- or dog-like créature was also found on a cérémonial scene, as 

was an owl and a llama.

The splayed being occurs once on the vessel’s support of a man with felines and once on 

the walls of a building.
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Feline appendages occur once on a copulation scene, whereas a human head is found once

on the support of an architectural scene.
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Men+llama 1
Men+cup 2 1
Women+cup
Men+birds 3 1
Men+felines 5 2 7 1 1 I 1 1
Men+weapons 3 2 2
W oman+weapons
Men+musical instrument 2 1
Woman+musical instrument 1
Woman+child
Men attacked by animais 1 1 1
Men+animal
Woman+animal
Men+bag
Men without attributes 16 4 24 8 4
Women without attributes 1 1
Painted men
Painted humans of unident. sex 1
Male faces 2 1 1
Faces of unident. sex 2
Man on spoon
Unident. sex on spoons 1
Perhaps woman on spoon
3D male head on vases 1 Monkey: 1
Copulation scenes 4 1 2 1 1
One man in architectural setting 2 2 1 2 Feline/dog; 1
Architectural scenes with cérémonial 
scenes inside the walls

10 5 7 5 1 3 3 2 Monkey: 1 1

Architectural scenes with personages 
on different parts

9 6 3 5 1 1

Cérémonial scene with 1/2 mains 30 12 19 3 7 1 4 9 5 Dog/feline: 2 
Monkey: 1 
Owl: 1 
Llama: 1

Cérémonial scenes with mains of same 
size

1 2 1

Table VI.l 19. Amount and type of figurative motifs on vessels’ supports according to each 
scene-group
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VI.7.16. Vessels’ supports: Géométrie motifs

As was the case for the figurative motifs, copulation, architectural and cérémonial scenes 

are more often associated with géométrie motifs on their vessels’ supports than individual 

personages are. Among the individual personages, géométrie motifs also appear more 

frequently on the vessels’ supports of men than the ones of women or the ones of 

personages of unidentifiable sex.

The men with a llama, the one woman with weapons, the one woman with a drum, 

the men with an animal in their hands, the one woman with an animal in her hands, the 

men with bags and the painted men never hâve géométrie motifs on their supports.

According to some researchers, géométrie motifs also yield a symbolic or even sacred 

meaning (Orsini 2001; 65-79). Wavy or zigzag-lines would hâve referred to the serpent, 

which is the Symbol of life and water, and would hâve also tied these motifs to the 

productive capacities of women, whereas the cross would hâve referred to the feline 

(Orsini 2001: 71-72).

Men with birds (eleven motifs on thirteen vessels), men with felines (thirty-eight motifs on 

forty-seven vessels), men attacked by animais (eight motifs on nine vessels), men without 

attributes (one hundred and thirty-seven motifs on one hundred and fifty-four vessels), 

male faces (twenty-five motifs on nineteen vessels), three-dimensional male heads (ten 

motifs on five vessels), men in architectural settings (nineteen motifs on eleven vessels) 

and the one man on a spoon, are the individual men that are mostly associated with 

géométrie motifs. In the case of the men in architectural settings, the higher amount of 

support motifs is probably due to the space available for motifs, created by the roof and the 

bottom part of the pacchas.

Of ail the individual women, only the women with cups (four motifs on twenty-one 

vessels), the women with a child in their hands (four motifs on seven vessels), the women 

without attributes (eight motifs on fourteen vessels) and the possible woman on a spoon 

(two motifs on one spoon) are associated with géométrie motifs. The motifs occurring on 

women are the motifs 2, 9, 20, 21, 22, 24, 26, 29, 33 and 40. AU these motifs also appear 

on individual men and cérémonial scenes.
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The motifs 1, 14, 17, 18, 27, 28, 30, 34, 36, 37, 38, 39, 42, 43, 44, 45, 50, 51, 56, 61, 66, 

68, 69, 70, 74, 80,81,95, 98, 101, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 113, 114, 115, 116 and 117 ail 

occur once. None of these occur on individual women. The low frequency of appearance 

makes it impossible to offer wide-reaching interprétations of them.

The motifs 15, 16, 35, 48, 54, 58, 62, 75 and 99 ail occur twice on supports. Again, none of 

these motifs are associated with female scene-groups.

Motifs 32, 33, 41, 47, 55, 59 and 67 appear three times in this sample. Of these, motif 33 is 

the only one which occurs on women.

Motifs 57 and 72 appear four times on supports, the motifs 3, 6 and 52 five times, motif 7 

six times, motif 53 seven times and the motifs 31 and 40, nine times each. Only motif 40 

occurs on the supports of individual female personages. Noteworthy is the fact that motif 

52 occurs four of the five times on the supports of men with felines.

Motif 25 occurs eleven times as a géométrie support motif. This motif never appears on 

scene-groups with individual women. It occurs mostly on the supports of men without 

attributes and with cérémonial scenes.

The motifs 12 and 23 are shown thirteen times. Again, these motifs are never associated 

with individual women. The group often having these motifs on its support is the men 

without attributes.

Motif 4 occurs fifteen times. Men without attributes and cérémonial scenes are the groups 

mostly associated with this motif. None of the women hâve this motif on their support.

Motif 26 appears seventeen times. This motif mostly occurs on men without attributes and 

cérémonial scenes. It is also associated once with a woman.

The motifs 21 and 24 each occur eighteen times. Both appear on the supports of individual 

women. Motif 21 occurs mostly on men without attributes and cérémonial scenes, while 

motif 24 appears mostly on men without attributes and men with felines.
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Motif 2 occurs on twenty-two vessels. One woman has this motif on its support. It occurs 

frequently on the supports of men with felines and men without attributes.

Motif 8 appears twenty-five times on Recuay ceramics. It does not appear on the supports 

of female scene-groups. It occurs mostly with men without attributes, men in architectural 

settings and cérémonial scenes.

Motif 29 occurs thirty-seven times. It is one of the motifs that occur rather frequently on 

the supports of female individuals. It is also associated with men with weapons, men 

without attributes, male faces and cérémonial scenes.

Motif 9 appears forty-eight times. It occurs mostly on men without attributes and 

cérémonial scenes. It is also associated with female individuals.

Motif 20 occurs sixty-one times. This motif appears often on the supports of men with 

birds, men with felines, men with weapons, men attacked by animais, men without 

attributes, male faces, men in architectural settings and cérémonial scenes. One individual 

woman also has this motif on her vesseTs support.

Motif 22 is the most recurring motif on supports. It appears on the vessels’ supports of 

women, but mostly on the supports of men and cérémonial scenes. It is never associated 

with the supports of women with cups.
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3 2 2 1
4 3 1 2 1 3 5
6 1 2 2
7 1 2 1 2
8 1 1 9 3 2 2 6 1
9 1 1 1 1 19 1 1 4 3 3 13
12 1 5 1 2 2 1 1
13 1 1
14 1
15 1 1
16 1 1
17 1
18 1
20 3 4 4 1 3 4 3 1 6 8 7 15 2
21 2 1 6 1 1 1 3 3
22 1 1 7 2 2 2 23 1 1 2 3 9 8 10 1
23 1 5 1 1 1 2 2
24 2 4 1 1 4 1 1 1 2 1
25 1 3 1 2 4
26 1 4 1 2 2 2 5
27 1
28 1
29 1 1 4 11 2 4 1 1 1 1 2 1 6 1
30 1
31 1 1 1 1 1 2 2
32 1 1 1
33 1 1 1
34 1
35 1 1
36 1
37 1
38 1
39 1
40 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
41 2 1
42 1
43 1
44 1
45 1
47 1 1 1
48 1 1
50 1
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51 1
52 4 1
53 1 1 1 2 2
54 1 1
55 1 1 1
56 1
57 2 2
58 1 1
59 1 1 1
61 1
62 2
66 1
67 1 1 1
68 1
69 1
70 1
72 1 2 1
74 1
75 1 1
80 1
81 1
95 1
98 1
99 1 1
101 1
106 1
107 1
108 1
109 1
110 1
113 1
114 1
115 1
116 1
117 1
Table V .120. Amount and type of géométrie motifs on vessels’ supports according to each
scene-group
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VI.7.17. Vessels’ supports: Hems

Some of the vessels hâve hems. Interestingly enough, most of the vessels associated with 

hems hâve architectural features.

Two vessels with a man without attributes represented under a roof, two vessels 

with an architectural construction in which a cérémonial scene consisting of one or two 

main characters takes place and on which several secondary personages are positioned on 

different parts, six vessels with secondary personages positioned on different parts of a 

building and eight vessels with an architectural construction and cérémonial scenes with 

one or two main characters inside of it, ail hâve a hem.

There is only one vessel with a hem which is not associated with an architectural 

construction (C-20-22). This vessel has been mentioned already on several occasions. Its 

personages with rectangular back plates are rather exceptional in the sample of Recuay 

ceramics and its vessel’s support, containing a hem without architectural features, is 

apparently also unique.

Only five different hem motifs are recognised on vessels’ supports. There is obviously a 

greater variability in hems on clothes than in hems on supports. The hem motifs found on 

the supports are also the most frequently occurring hems found on clothing styles.

Hem 10 and 12 occur only once. Both appear on vessels with architectural features 

and a cérémonial scene inside it consisting of one or two main characters.

Hem 2 appears two times. Both hems are associated with a vessel with personages 

positioned on different parts of a building.

Hem 1 occurs four times. Once it is associated with a man without attributes placed 

under a roof, once with a vase representing a building with a cérémonial scene inside 

consisting of one main character and twice it is associated with a vessel with different 

secondary personages positioned on different parts of a building. One of the latter is one of 

two hems belonging to the same vessel. The other hem has motif 6 painted on it.

Other vessels having motif 6, the most common motif for hems, are one man 

without attributes under a roof, five vessels with an architectural construction which 

contains a cérémonial scene inside its walls with one or two main characters, two vessels 

with a building with a cérémonial scene occurring inside the walls and outside the walls 

secondary personages dispersed over different levels, the only vessel without architectural
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features and three vessels with secondary personages positioned on different parts of a 

building (of which one bas two hems, as was mentioned before).
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One hem 2 2 10 7 11
Two hems 1
1 1 1 1 2 1
2 2
6 1 1 7 5 8
10 1 1
12 1 1

Table VI. 121. Amount and type of hems on vessels’ supports according to each scene- 
group

VI.7.18. Objects in hands

It was decided to classify the objects held by human personages into larger, more general 

categories.

Vl.7.18.1. Weapons

Different types of weapons or weapon-related objects are recognised. There are clubs, 

shields, rectangular back plates, trophy heads and knives in Recuay ceramics.

a.) Shields

Shields may occur as the only attributes held by Recuay personages or they may appear in 

combination with a club, a staff, panpipes or a cup. Shields are associated with the 

following scene-groups; ten times with the llama-men (six times alone, three times in 

combination with a club and once in combination with a staff), once with a man also 

holding a cup, twice with men also holding panpipes, twice with main male personages in 

cérémonial scenes taking place inside a house (once alone and once in combination with a 

club), twice with secondary male personages in a cérémonial scene inside a house (both 

associated with a club), eleven times with secondary male personages positioned on
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different parts of buildings (seven times alone and four times assoeiated with a club), two 

times with main males in cérémonial scenes with one or two main characters (both 

assoeiated with a club), twenty-one times in the group men with weapons (of which twenty 

are combined with a club and one occurs alone), and fmally, with the only woman with 

weapons, who, apart from a shield, also holds a club.

As previously mentioned, shields occur mostly on male personages. There exists only one 

woman with a shield in her hands. Apart from the scene-group men with weapons, which 

naturally contains most of the persons with shields (eighty-nine percent), the following 

groups hâve figures carrying a shield: the llama-men (thirty-six percent), male secondary 

personages on different parts of buildings (twenty-five point six percent), men with 

musical instruments, and more specifically men holding panpipes (thirteen percent), main 

male personages in cérémonial scenes inside houses (eight point three percent), men with 

cups (eight point three percent), main male personages in cérémonial scenes with one or 

two main characters (five point eight percent), secondary male personages in cérémonial 

scenes inside houses (four point six percent) and secondary male personages in cérémonial 

scenes with one or two main characters (four percent).

Apparently, mostly men accompanied by Hamas, secondary male personages positioned on 

different parts of buildings and men with panpipes are assoeiated with a shield, the 

attribute par excellence for warriors"'.

It seems that mostly llama-men, some musicians and secondary personages placed 

at entrances and on rooftops, as if they were on the look-out, are depicted as warriors.

Llama-men should thus be interpreted as some sort of warriors. Their other 

attributes, however, indicate a position higher-up on the social ladder than the common 

warrior.

The spécifie rôle that the secondary male figures placed on different parts of 

buildings take, probably as guardians, which causes them to stand out among the male 

Recuay secondary characters, has already been mentioned.

A new élément is that the men with panpipes also hold shields. One other man with 

a musical instrument, a flûte, is assoeiated with a club. As previously stated, twenty-one 

percent of the men with musical instruments wear helmets, which is a rather high amount.

" ‘ I am inclined to consider shields to be attributes typically assoeiated with warriors, as clubs are sometimes 
difficult to discem from staffs or other unidentifiable objects.
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It seems as though some musicians also had a warrior function. In this regard, the Inca 

practice of having musicians accompany the troops must be mentioned. Apparently, a 

similar practice was in play among the Recuay. In this case, these musicians were probably 

also warriors or perhaps were dressed as warriors for protection on the battlefield.

A low occurrence of weapons has also been recorded in cérémonial scenes. 

Apparently, on occasion, warriors also took part in ceremonies.

AH the shields on Recuay ceramics are rectangular in shape, contrary to some of the 

shields on stone sculptures, which may be round. A total of fifty-two shields hâve been 

recognised. Seventeen of these shields hâve a rim on three sides (the bottom side is left 

open), ten shields hâve rims on four sides, seventeen shields do not hâve a rim at ail, and, 

due to the angle or quality of the photograph, it is not clear if eight shields hâve a rim and 

what kind of rim it is.

Three kinds of rims exist: rims without motifs, ones with parallel lines running 

alongside them (Fig. VI.243, Fig. VI.244, Fig. VI.248 and Fig. VI.253) and rims with a 

triangular motif (Fig. VI.245). Of the twenty-seven shields with rims, fourteen hâve 

parallel lines, three hâve triangular motifs and ten are without motifs.

Fig. VI.243. Rectangle Fig. VI.244. Linear design on the Fig. VI.245. Triangular 
on the inside and parallel inside and parallel lines along rim-motif and rectangle on

lines along the rim the rim the inside

Many shields also hâve interior designs. Only six shields do not hâve any interior design 

while, for seven shields, it is either unclear if they hâve designs or what type of design it is 

due to the bad angle or low quality of the photograph.

Twenty-two shields hâve a rectangle - often painted red- (Fig. VI.243 and Fig. 

VI.245) or linear design on their interiors (Fig. VI.244). The next most common occurring 

motif consists of diagonal lines Crossing each other. Of these, varions types hâve been 

noticed: multiple Crossing lines (Fig. VI.246), two Crossing lines (Fig. VI.247) and 

sometimes with dots between the lines (Fig. VI.246).
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Polka dots occur twice in the sample of fifty-two shields (Fig. VI.248).

Fig. VI.246. Multiple Fig. V1.247. Two
Crossing lines with dots Crossing Unes

Fig.VI.248. Polka dots and 
parallel lines along the rim

Other designs which occur only once are: a central face similar to the shields found on 

stone sculptures (Fig. VI.249), horizontal lines with between them snake appendages and 

triangular borders (Fig. VI.250), feline appendages (Fig. VI.251), horizontal lines with 

vertical stripes between them (Fig. VI.252), snake appendages (Fig. VI.253) and a net-

motif (Fig. VI.254).

Fig. VI.252. Horizontal 
lines with vertical stripes

between them

lines with snake appendages 
triangular borders

Fig. VI.253. Snake
appendages and parallel 

lines along the rim

Fig.VI.251. Feline 
appendages

Fig. VI.254. Net-motif
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b.) Clubs

Clubs may occur alone or in combination with a shield, a trophy head, panpipes, a flûte, a 

cup and some unidentifiable objects.

Clubs appear seven times with llama-men (once alone, three times with a shield, 

once with panpipes and twice with an unidentifiable object), once with a man holding a 

flûte in his hands, once with a man being attacked by a feline (the club occurs alone), once 

in a cérémonial scene inside a house with a main male personage who is also holding a 

shield, four times with secondary male personages (of which two are also holding a shield 

and two a trophy head) in cérémonial scenes inside a house, four times with secondary 

male personages positioned on different parts of a building (who also hold shields), on six 

main male personages in cérémonial scenes with one or two main characters (of which two 

also hold shields, two hâve unidentifiable objects and two hold a cup), on two secondary 

male personages (here ail clubs occur alone) in cérémonial scenes with one or two main 

characters, on one main male character in a cérémonial scene with main characters of the 

same size (in combination with a cup), on a female main character in a cérémonial scene 

with main characters of the same size (along with a cup), on the only woman belonging to 

the scene-group of women with weapons (along with a shield) and finally, on twenty-two 

men belonging to the scene-group of men with weapons (of which two occur alone and 

twenty together with shields).

Apparently, there are two women holding clubs. One of these, the one belonging to 

the scene-group of persons with weapons (C-5-23), is defmitely associated with one. The 

situation with the other woman (Fig. V1.255, C-21-9), belonging to the scene-group of 

cérémonial scenes with main characters of the same size, is less clear, however. It has 

already been mentioned that main women in this scene-group are always positioned on 

both sides of a central man. Although these women are represented of the same size as the 

men, their placement insinuâtes an auxiliary position in the ceremony. This data, and the 

fact that this woman holds a cup, makes me interpret this woman as a participant in the 

ceremony, which was probably a libation ritual. Even if the object in her hand is in fact a 

club, I do not think this refers to a warrior-status.
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The scene-group of men with weapons is, as was expected, mostly associated with clubs 

(in eighty-five percent of the cases). Other scene groups that are associated with clubs are: 

secondary male personages in cérémonial scenes inside houses (twenty-eight point six 

percent), the llama-men (twenty-five percent), secondary male personages in cérémonial 

scenes with one or two main figures (twelve percent), men attacked by animais (eleven 

percent), secondary male personages on different parts of buildings (nine percent), main 

males in cérémonial scenes with one or two main personages (ten percent), men with 

musical instruments (six point six percent), main males in cérémonial scenes with main 

figures of the same size (six percent) and main males in cérémonial scenes inside houses 

(four percent).

Again, the llama-men and secondary male personages on different parts of 

buildings are associated with weapons, in this case, a club. The man being attacked by a 

feline has attributes and a clothing-style similar to the ones found on the llama-men (C-8- 

6). The spécial position of this spécifie man among the men being attacked by animais is 

reaffirmed by his association with a club. His headgear, clothes and the additional fact that 

he carries a club, ail show many affmities with the llama-man. Is it too bold a statement to 

suggest that this spécifie man could hâve been a man holding the same function and 

cérémonial status as the llama-man (perhaps he even was a llama-man)? Again, the club he 

holds shows close affmities with both the llama-men and warriors. Although, at a certain 

moment of his life, he was portrayed as a man being attacked by a feline, he still retains the 

attributes denoting his elevated position in society. The fact that his clothes and headdress 

hâve not been taken from him, as is the case for almost ail the other men being attacked by
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animais, explicitly stresses his rank and his spécial position among the men being attacked 

by animais. This figure is discussed fiirther below.

Men witb musical instruments are associated only once with a club, but, as was 

mentioned, two other men with instmments hold shields. The man holding a club also 

bolds a flûte, while the two men holding shields also hâve panpipes. Among the llama- 

men, one person holds both panpipes and a club. Accordingly, shields only appear in 

conjonction with panpipes, while clubs can occur with panpipes as well as flûtes. It is 

significant to note that shields with panpipes occur twice, while a flûte with a club and a 

flûte with panpipes each occur only once. When a club is held in combination with 

panpipes, the person holding both objects is always a llama-man. Apparently, when a club 

appears together with panpipes, this is only when the man is also accompanied by a llama. 

A club in combination with a flûte and a shield in combination with panpipes, occur on 

men with fewer emblems denoting a high rank or fiinction. Remarkable is also that when 

weapons occur next to musical instruments, this always occurs on individual men, never on 

main or secondary personages. The discussion on this aspect will be continued when 

analysing the musical instruments.

c.) Rectangular back plates with trophy heads 

There exist only six personages with a rectangular plate on their backs among Recuay 

ceramics. This number is quite surprising, as these are regular éléments found on Huaraz 

stone sculptures. What is clear is that these plates are, again, solely associated with men. 

Also, five of these personages belong to the same vase (C-20-22). The central and largest 

male personage has one, as do the four smaller male auxiliary figures. Ail these plates hâve 

a similar outline: they consist of a rectangular slab attached to a cord around the neck and 

decorated with trophy heads. They appear to be almost identical to the slabs found on 

Huaraz stone sculptures (but not the plates found on Aija sculptures which, with their 

central face and diagonal Unes radiating outwards, resemble shields).

One, rather spécial, man with a cup is also associated with a rectangular plate on his 

back (C-2-15). This person clearly resembles the Huaraz stone sculptures. He wears a 

collar and is represented in a seated position. His back plate, however, lacks trophy heads. 

Plates with and without trophy heads are found on the Moche vessel representing a battle 

scene between Moche-warriors and a foreign, probably Recuay, group. I am of the opinion 

that the rectangular plates without trophy heads had the same trophy-exposing fimction, 

but were wom by warriors who still had to kill and decapitate their first victim.
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Fig. VI.256. Two secondary male personages in a Fig. VI.257. Man with a trophy 
cérémonial scene inside a house with a club and a head and a knife (C-11 -165)

trophy head in their hands (C-20-59)

One of these men with a trophy head also holds a knife (Fig. VI.257, C-11-165). This is the 

only time a knife occurs.

e.) Conclusion weapons

Apparently, weapons can occur on individual personages, the llama-man and during 

cérémonial scenes. Weapons were thus used during varions occasions in life, much to the 

contrary of musical instruments, which will be investigated below. This evidence dénotés 

the importance of the warrior-status of the llama-man and some men with musical 

instruments, as well as the presence of warriors during rituals.
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d.) Trophy heads and a knife

As previously mentioned, trophy heads occur on the backs of the rectangular plates, 

although they hâve also been recognised in the hands of men. One man without attributes 

holds a knife and a trophy head (Fig. VI.257, C-11-165) and two secondary male 

personages in a cérémonial scene taking place inside a house each hold a club and a trophy 

head (Fig. VI.256, C-20-59). Again, it is surprising that so few trophy heads are 

represented on the ceramics, given their high rate of occurrence among the stone 

sculptures. Could this mean that the ceramic personages should be considered as entities 

different from the personages represented on the stone sculptures? Did ceramics serve 

different flmctions than monoliths? Did the personages on ceramics represent different 

flinctions than the sculptural ones? The discrepancies and possible meanings will be 

explained fiirther below.

The taking of heads is better know^n for the Nasca culture. Here, trophy heads are found in 

iconographical représentations, as well as during excavations. Some exceptions aside, ail 

Nasca heads belong to young adult males. Such a restricted âge and sex distribution 

suggests that these heads were taken from enemy combatants rather than from revered 

elders. Therefore, their presence in iconography does not refer to ancestry, but rather to 

warriorhood, the power of the vanquisher and the fertilising powers trophy heads 

contained, as it is the head vv^hich contains most of the human’s power. I follow Proulx’s 

interprétation of trophy heads in which he States; “The prime purpose for taking heads was 

magical in nature - to ensure continued abundance of the food crops. The trophy heads 

were symbolic of, or a metaphor for, régénération and rebirth” (Proulx 2001: 135).
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Men+llama 1 6 3 1 1 2
Men+cup 1 1
Women+cup
Men+birds
Men+felines
Men+weapons 2 1 20 1 2 1
W oman+weapons 1
Men+musical instr. 1 2
Woman+musical instr.
Women+child
Men attacked by animais 1
Men+animal in hands
Woman+animal in hands
Men+bag
Men without attributes 1
Women without attributes
Painted men
Man on spoon
Unident. sex on spoon
Perhaps woman on spoon
Main male in copulation
Main female in copulation
Secondary female in copulation
One man in architectural setting
Main male inside house 1 1
Main female inside house
Secondary male inside house 2 2
Secondary female inside house
Unident. secondary inside house
Secondary male on different parts of building 7 4
Secondary female on different parts of building
Unident. secondary on different parts of building
Main male in cerem. scene with 1/2 mains 1 3 1 2 2
Main female in cerem. scene with 1/2 mains
Secondary male in cerem. scene with 1/2 mains 2 2 4 2
Secondary female in cerem. scene with 1/2 mains
Unident. Secondary in cerem. scene with 1/2 mains
Main male in cerem. scene with mains of same size 1
Main female in cerem. scene with mains of same 
size

1

Table VI. 122. Amount and type of weapons according to each scene-group
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VI.7.18.2. Musical instruments

a. ) Panpipes

Panpipes may occur on their own or in combination with a club, a shield or an animal. 

Panpipes are associated with four llama-men (once in combination with a club and three 

times alone), with two men also holding a shield, with one man also carrying an animal in 

his hands and with two men solely associated with panpipes. There are thus nine men 

earrying panpipes.

Therefore, the scene-group of men with musical instruments contains the most 

personages with panpipes (five out of fifteen, or thirty-three percent), the scene-group of 

men with an animal in their hands has one person who holds panpipes (one out of four, or 

twenty-five percent), four out of twenty-eight llama-men (or fourteen percent) also hold 

panpipes and finally, two out of twenty-seven men with weapons (or seven point four 

percent) carry panpipes as well.

As expected, the men with musical instruments hold most of the panpipes. 

Apparently, llama-men, the men with an animal in their hands and men with shields might 

also be associated with panpipes. It seems that llama-men not only had some kind of 

warrior-status, but also that some of them might hâve been musicians or that llama-men 

could hâve functioned as musicians during spécifie moments in life or during partieular 

rituals. Surprisingly, llama-men are never associated with flûtes. The only time panpipes 

are held by a person also holding a club, is among the llama-men.

Panpipes also occur together with shields and animais in the hands of personages, 

although flûtes never do.

It looks as if panpipes are associated with more spécifie personages (sueh as llama- 

men, men with shields and men with animais in their hands). They never occur on main or 

secondary personages in cérémonial scenes.

b. ) Flûte

Flûtes occur alone or in combination with a club. Flûtes appear twice on their own among 

men with felines, onee in the hands of a man also holding a elub, once in the hands of a 

main personage in a cérémonial scene taking plaee inside a house, three times in the hands 

of main male personages in cérémonial scenes with one or two main figures and nine times 

on their own in the hands of an individual person. A total of sixteen male personages are 

recognised holding flûtes. In comparison with the nine panpipes, this amount is rather high.
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The scene-group containing most of the flûtes is thus, as expected, the men with 

musical instruments (ten out of fifteen or sixty-six percent). Note that flûtes occur twice as 

often as panpipes in this group. Other groups having personages holding flûtes are: main 

males in cérémonial scenes with one or two main characters (four out of sixty-eight, or five 

point eight percent), main males in cérémonial scenes inside houses (one of twenty-four, or 

four point two percent), men with felines (two of forty-seven, or four point two percent) 

and men with weapons, more speciflcally, clubs (one of twenty-seven, or three point seven 

percent).

Flûtes are thus the only musical instruments carried by the men accompanied by 

felines. Flûtes are also présent among the main male personages in architectural and 

cérémonial scenes. They never occur on llama-men or on personages holding shields. They 

do, however, occur in combination with a club.

It seems as if flûtes hâve a more general use since they occur more often than 

panpipes and in less spécifie situations (e.g., with llama-men). Contrary to the panpipes, 

they are used by the main men in cérémonial scenes. As was the case for the panpipes, they 

are never held by secondary personages.

c. ) Drum

There exists only one woman in the whole sample of Recuay ceramics who holds a 

musical instrument, more speciflcally, a drum.

d. ) Conclusions musical instruments

Musical instruments are mostly associated with men. Only one woman holds a musical 

instrument, a hand drum. Remarkable is that men are never associated with a drum. They 

are solely represented with wind instruments (flûtes and panpipes).

It looks as if wind instmments are solely associated with men of a certain religions 

status. Among the wind instmments, panpipes hâve a more restricted use and are 

associated with men of an even higher cérémonial status.
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Panpipes Flûte Drum Panpipes
+club

Flûte
+club

Panpipes
+shield

Panpipes
+animal

Men+llama 3 1
Men+cup
Women+cup
Men+birds
Men+felines 2
Men+weapons 1 2
W oman+weapons
Men+musical instr. 2 9 1 2 1
Woman+musical instr. 1
Women+child
Men attacked by animais
Men+animal in hands 1
Woman+animal in hands
Men+bag
Men without attributes
Women without attributes
Painted men
Man on spoon
Unident. sex on spoon
Perhaps woman on spoon
Main male in copulation
Main female in copulation
Secondary female in 
copulation
One man in architectural 
setting
Main male inside house 1
Main female inside house
Secondary male inside house

Secondary female inside house
Unident. secondary inside 
house
Secondary male on different 
parts of building
Secondary female on different 
parts of building
Unident. secondary on 
different parts of building
Main male in cerem. scene 
with 1/2 mains

4

Main female in cerem. scene 
with 1/2 mains
Secondary male in cerem. 
scene with 1/2 mains
Secondary female in cerem. 
scene with 1/2 mains
Unident. secondary in cerem. 
scene with 1/2 mains
Main male in cerem. scene 
with mains of same size
Main female in cerem. scene 
with mains of same size

Table VI. 123. Amount and type of musical instrument according to each scene-group
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VI.7.18.3.CUPS

a.) Cups carried in hands

Cups can occur alone or in conjunction with a shield, a club or a child. Cups occur once 

with a man also carrying a shield, once with a woman also holding a child, once on their 

own while being held by a man represented on a spoon, once on their own with a person of 

unidentifiable sex on a spoon, once on their own in the hands of a man sitting on a 

stairway, ten times on their own in the hands of individual men, twenty times on their own 

in the hands of individual women, five times on their own in the hands of secondary 

female personages in cérémonial scenes consisting of a copulation ritual, thirty times on 

their own in the hands of secondary female characters in cérémonial scenes taking place 

inside a house, twice on their own in the hands of secondary female personages in 

cérémonial scenes consisting of a copulation scene inside a house, seven times on their 

own in the hands of secondary female personages positioned on different parts of 

buildings, seventy-eight times on their own in the hands of secondary females in 

cérémonial scenes with one or two main characters, twice on their own in the hands of 

secondary personages of unidentifiable sex in cérémonial scenes with one or two main 

characters, twice on their own in the hands of secondary male personages positioned on 

different parts of buildings, eleven times on their own in the hands of main male characters 

in cérémonial scenes taking place inside houses, seventeen times on their own and twice in 

combination with a club in the hands of main males in cérémonial scenes with one or two 

main characters, once on their own and once in combination with a club in the hands of 

main male characters in cérémonial scenes with main characters of similar size, once on 

their own in the hands of a main female character in a cérémonial scene with one or two 

main personages and finally, four times on their own and once in combination with a club 

in the hands of main females in cérémonial scenes with characters of similar size.

There are thus forty-one individual and main male personages holding a cup (of 

which thirty-seven occur on their own, one in combination with a shield and three in 

combination with a club), twenty-seven individual and main female personages holding 

one (twenty-five occur alone, one in combination with a child and one in combination with 

a club), thirteen secondary male characters (ail of which occur alone) and one hundred and 

twenty-two secondary females carrying a cup (which ail occur on their own).
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AU cups 41 13 54 27 122 149 1 2 206
Cups alone 37 13 50 25 122 147 1 2 200
Cups+shield 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
Cups+clubs 3 0 3 1 0 1 0 0 4
Cups+child 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
able VI. 124. Amount of cups according to sex and position in the scene of the personage 

holding them

As expected, the highest percentages are found among the seene-groups of men with cups 

(ail twelve of them) and women with cups (ail twenty-one hâve them). The only 

recognisable man on a spoon also holds a cup. Of the secondary females in cérémonial 

scenes inside houses, sixty-three percent hold a cup, of the secondary females in 

cérémonial scenes with one or two main figures sixty percent, of the secondary females 

positioned on different parts of buildings, forty-one percent, of the main males in 

cérémonial scenes with one or two mains, thirty-six point seven percent, of the main 

females in cérémonial scenes with main characters of the same size, thirty-three percent, of 

the secondary females in copulation scenes, thirty percent, of the main males in cérémonial 

scenes inside houses, twenty-nine percent, of the personages of unidentifiable sex on 

spoons, twenty-five percent, of the secondary males in cérémonial scenes with one or two 

main figures, twenty-two percent, of the women with children, fourteen percent, of the 

main females in cérémonial scenes with one or two main characters, twelve point five 

percent, of the main males in cérémonial scenes with main characters of similar size, 

twelve percent, of the secondary personages with unidentifiable sex in cérémonial scenes 

with one or two main characters, nine point five percent, of the men in architectural 

settings, nine percent, of the secondary males positioned on different parts of buildings, 

four point six percent and of the men with weapon, three point seven percent.
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Male scene-groups Amount of cups 
per scene-group

% Female scene- 
groups

Amount of 
cups per 
scene-group

%

Men+cup 12/12 100% Women+cup 21/21 100%
Man on spoon 1/1 100%

Woman+child 1/7 14%
Man+weapons 1/27 3.7%
Man in
architectural setting

1/11 9%

Secondary female in 
copulation

7/23 30%

Main male inside 
house

7/24 29%

Secondary female 
inside house

32/51 63%

Secondary male on 
different parts of 
building

2/43 4.6% Secondary female 
on different parts of 
building

7/17 41%

Main male in 
cérémonial scene 
with 1/2 mains

25/68 36.7% Main female in 
cérémonial scene 
with 1/2 mains

1/8 12.5%

Secondary male in 
cérémonial scene 
with 1/2 mains

11/50 22% Secondary female in 
cérémonial scene 
with 1/2 mains

112/186 60%

Main male in 
cérémonial scene 
with mains of same 
size

2/17 12% Main female in 
cérémonial scene 
with mains of same 
size

5/15 33%

Table VI. 125. Amount of cups accort ing to each scene-group

First, let us look at the scene-groups in which both male as female personages are 

associated with cups. Among the individual figures with cups, twelve are men and twenty- 

one are women. Of the secondary male personages positioned on different parts of 

buildings, four point six percent hold a cup, whereas among the secondary female 

personages, forty-one percent hold one. Of the secondary male personages in cérémonial 

scenes with one or two main figures, twenty-two percent hold a cup, while sixty percent of 

the secondary female personages do. Of the main male personages in cérémonial scenes 

with main characters of the same size, twelve percent carry a cup, whereas thirty-three 

percent of the main females hold one. It is clear that out of ail these groups, the female 

personages are more often represented holding cups than men. The only discrepancy can 

be found among the main personages in cérémonial scenes with one or two main 

characters. Here, thirty-six point seven percent of the main males are associated with cups, 

while only twelve point five percent of the female mains hâve. A possible explanation 

could be that the main males in these scenes hâve cups in their hands, because the smaller
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secondary women hâve just given their cup to the central, larger man in order for him to 

drink from it or to pour its contents onto the ground as part of a libation ritual. In general, 

there are very few main female personages in these scenes and, when they do appear, they 

are mostly represented in act of copulation (during which holding a cup would seem very 

impractical).

Apparently, secondary female characters are the personages most commonly associated 

with cups (sixty-three percent of the secondary females in houses, sixty percent of the 

secondary females in cérémonial scenes with one or two main personages, forty-one 

percent of the secondary females on different parts of buildings and thirty percent of the 

secondary females in copulation scenes). As previously stated, there are many more 

secondary female personages than main or individual female personages associated with 

cups. It has also been suggested that the individual women with cups are probably larger 

représentations of the secondary female characters in cérémonial scenes. Among the main 

female characters in cérémonial scenes with mains of the same size, a large amount, thirty- 

three percent, are holding a cup. It has already been mentioned that these women always 

occur at the side of a central male and that they therefore should be interpreted in a similar 

fashion as the secondary female characters surrounding the main male personages.

On the other hand, very few of the secondary male personages hold a cup. Of the 

secondary males on different parts of buildings, only four point six percent carry a cup, 

while twenty-two percent of the secondary males in cérémonial scenes are holding one. As 

stated on varions occasions throughout this chapter, the secondary males on different parts 

of buildings are more likely to hold weapons than cups. Their rather peculiar clothing-style 

sets them apart from ail the other secondary male characters. The secondary males in 

cérémonial scenes are, in comparison with secondary female characters, infrequently 

associated with cups. In fact, when compared to the main male personages (thirty-six point 

seven percent of the main males in cérémonial scenes with one or two main characters hold 

a cup and twenty-nine percent of the main males inside houses), the latter are more often 

holding a cup than are secondary male figures. It has been previously mentioned that the 

représentations of individual men with cups hâve more éléments in common with the main 

males with cups than with the secondary males with cups. It would appear that the 

individual men with cups are représentations of the main men with cups, while the 

secondary males with cups, when considering their clothing-style, are of a completely 

different and lower religions status.
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Two out of a total of six spoons (or thirty-three point three percent) show personages (one 

man and one person of unidentifiable sex) with a cup. This amount is rather high. 

Furthermore, cups are the only objects appearing in the hands of persons on spoons. 

Perhaps the reason for this can be explained by relating a common practice among the 

Recuay, which consists of representing the fimction of a vessel, in this case, a spoon, on 

the vessel’s support itself Spoons were probably used to serve food or liquid by 

transporting them from a larger vessel into smaller, individual cups. The persons depicted 

on these spoons are probably holding the latter.

Cups mostly occur on their own in the hands of personages. Only once is a cup found in 

the hands of a woman also carrying a child, once in the hands of a man holding a shield, 

three times in the hands of a man also holding a club and once in the hands of a woman 

also holding a club (although, it is not clear whether, in this last instance, the stick-like 

object held by this woman is in fact a club). In the cases of a cup in combination with a 

shield and a child, these instances are so infrequent that a clear interprétation of these 

occurrences is difficult to formulate. In the case of the three main men in cérémonial 

scenes holding a club and a cup, it is possible that these men represent warriors (as is the 

case in many other cérémonial scenes in which the central, larger male has attributes 

typical of warriors) who are taking part in cérémonial scenes which consist of drinking- 

and/or libation-rituals. As is the case for the main male personages in other cérémonial 

scenes, these men with clubs hold the cup a woman just presented to them.

b.) Vessels on the backs of personages

There are three personages - two women (Fig. VI.259, C-11-74 and Fig. VI.260, C-11-127) 

and one person of unidentifiable sex (Fig. VI.258, C-11-54) - carrying a vessel on their 

backs. Two of these carry the vessel’s support, while one is carrying a separate vase. Ail 

three vessels are similar in form. They hâve a globular body and an opening which is quite 

reduced in size with a flaring rim.
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Fig. VI.258.C-11-54 Fig. V1.259. C-11-74 Fig. V1.260. C-11-127

These vessels resemble the aryballos, known from the Inca Empire (but without the long 

neck, handles, pointed base and nubbin) used to store and transport chicha (maize beer) or 

other liquids (Bray 2003: 11; De Kesel 1983: 71; and Morris & Thompson 1985: 100), as 

well as the tumin (Fig. VI.262) which is also used for transport and storage, but also for the 

fermentation of chicha (Arnold 1993: 120, 122; and Sillar 2000: 145). The aryballo and 

the tumin were carried on the back (Rowe 1946: 237) by means of a cord, which was 

passed through one of the handles, over the nubbin, and through the other handle. It seems 

as if a similar situation is being represented on the three Recuay vessels under investigation 

here. Interesting is that two of the three figures are women (the sex of the third one is 

unidentifiable), as is the case for many of the Inca personages carrying vessels on their 

backs on ceramics, as well as for other cultural periods (Fig. V1.261 and Fig. VI.263). It 

seems as though mostly women were associated with transport vessels.
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Fig. VI.261. Woman carrying an aryballo, while 
nursing a child (Chimù-Inca, A.D. 1200-1450) 

(Art Institute Chicago 2013)

T
8cnr

Fig. VI.262. Tumin 
(Arnold 1993: 82, Fig. 5.8)

Fig. VI.263. Moche woman carrying a vessel on 
her back (Smithsonian, A088275-0)
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Cup Cup+
shield

Club
+cup

Vase itself 
carried by cord 
around head

Hands on cord around 
head, carrying bag 
with a vessel

Child
+cup

Men+llama
Men+cup 11 1
Women+cup 20 1
Men+birds
Men+felines
Men+weapons 1
Woman+weapons
Men+musical instr.
Woman+musical instr.
Women+child 1
Men attacked by animais
Men+animal in hands
Woman+animal in hands
Men+bag
Men without attributes
Women without attributes 2
Unident. sex without attributes 1
Painted men
Man on spoon 1
Unident. sex on spoon 1
Perhaps woman on spoon
Main male in copulation
Main female in copulation
Secondary female in copulation 7
One man in architectural setting 1
Main male inside house 7
Main female inside house
Secondary male inside house
Secondary female inside house 32
Unident. secondary inside house
Secondary male on different parts of 
building

2

Secondary female on different parts of 
building

7

Unident. secondary on different parts of 
building
Main male in cerem. scene with 1/2 mains 23 2
Main female in cerem. scene with 1/2 
mains

1

Secondary male in cerem. scene with 1/2 
mains

11

Secondary female in cerem. scene with 1/2 
mains

112

Unident. Secondary in cerem. scene with 
1/2 mains

2

Main male in cerem. scene with mains of 
same size

1 1

Main female in cerem. scene with mains of 
same size

4 1

Table VI. 126. Amount of cups according to each scene-group
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VI.7.18.4. Staffs

Staffs in the hands of figures occur either on their own or in combination with a shield, a 

small llama and an unidentifiable object.

Staffs appear seven times among llama-men (once in association with a shield, four 

times on their own, once in combination with a small llama and once with an unidentifiable 

object), seven times on their own among painted male personages, twice on their own 

among secondary males positioned on different parts of buildings, once on its own on a 

main male in a cérémonial scene (who also wears a rectangular plate with trophy heads on 

his back) and twice on their own among secondary males in a cérémonial scene. There are 

thus nineteen personages holding a staff.

Seven out of sixteen (or forty-three point seven percent) painted men, seven out of twenty- 

eight llama-men (or twenty-five percent), two out of forty-three secondary men (or four 

point six percent) on different parts of buildings, two out of fifty secondary male 

personages in a cérémonial scene (or four percent) and one out of sixty-eight (or one point 

four percent) main men in a cérémonial scene with one or two main figures are associated 

with staffs.

It is clear that women are never associated with staffs, which makes me interpret staffs as 

being the exclusive privilège of men. Among the male personages, it is clear that only 

certain scene-groups represent men with staffs. Llama-men and painted men are the two 

groups containing most of the personages associated with staffs. As mentioned on many 

occasions, llama-men seem to hâve had a particular position in Recuay society based on 

their clothing style. Gero (2001) is of the opinion that only llama-men are associated with a 

staff, which she calls a wara. My analysis of the data contradicts this statement. From the 

high amounts of staffs among these men, however, it seems obvions that a particular 

association between llama-men and staffs must hâve existed in Recuay society.

The high number of staffs among painted men, however, is puzzling, especially 

because these men hâve nothing in common with the llama-men. It is even uncertain 

whether the staffs represented on the llama-men are of the same type as the ones found on 

the painted personages, since a comparison between the painted examples and sculpted 

ones is unfortunately practically impossible. Apart from one vessel housed at the Museo 

Cassinelli (C-12-14) and for which the provenience is uncertain, ail the painted men on
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vessels belong to the site of Pashash. It might be possible that staffs are associated mostly 

with the northem régions of Ancash.

The main male personage in a cérémonial scene holding a staff is unique in this sample (C- 

20-22). He is the only main man represented with a rectangular plate with trophy heads on 

his back, an element found more often among stone sculptures. As previously mentioned, 

some éléments (face-designs and earplugs) belonging to this man are similar to the ones 

found on the llama-men. This could mean that men with a particular position in society 

could be represented by holding staffs.

On the other hand, there are four secondary personages holding staff-like objects 

(secondary personages are often interpreted as being less important based on their clothing- 

style and other attributes). Two of these are sculpted on the outer sides of buildings (Fig. 

VI.264, C-19-3 and Fig. VI.265, C-19-4), as if they were guardians, and two occur in a 

cérémonial scene surrounding a central male (Fig. VI.266, C-20-11). As previously stated, 

the secondary male personages, positioned on different parts of buildings, are probably 

guardians who also hold some sort of warrior-position in society. The two secondary male 

personages appearing in the cérémonial scene are standing next to a main male character 

holding a club, two secondary females holding a cup and one secondary male also holding 

a club. The large amount of weapons in this scene encourages me to déterminé this scene 

as related to warriors.
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It seems as if practically ail men with staffs hâve some kind of warrior/guardian-fimction. 

The llama-men are often associated with weapons, the two secondary males on the outside 

of buildings seem to hâve had a guardian function, the two secondary males in the 

cérémonial scene are associated with personages with clubs, the main male personage in a 

cérémonial scene has trophy heads attached to a plate on his back and one of the painted 

men is clearly represented as being in a combat scene (C-12-4). Although these men ail 

had a warrior function, their different attributes and clothing styles seem to indicate a 

different cérémonial, and perhaps even political, status. Apparently, there existed some

type of hierarchy among the Recuay warriors.

Shield+staff Staff Staff+small
llama

Staff+
unident

Men+llama 1 4 1 1
Men+cup
Women+cup
Men+birds
Men+felines
Men+weapons
W oman+weapons
Men+musical instrument
Woman+musical instrument
Women+child
Men attacked by animais
Men+animal in hands 1
Woman+animal in hands
Men+bag
Men without attributes
Women without attributes
Painted men 7
Man on spoon
Unident. sex on spoon
Perhaps woman on spoon
Main male in copulation
Main female in copulation
Secondary female in copulation
One man in architectural setting
Main male inside house
Main female inside house
Secondary male inside house
Secondary female inside house
Unident. secondary inside house
Secondary male on different parts of building 2
Secondary female on different parts of building
Unident. secondary on different parts of building
Main male in cerem. scene with 1/2 mains 1
Main female in cerem. scene with 1/2 mains
Secondary male in cerem. scene with 1/2 mains 2
Secondary female in cerem. scene with 1/2 mains
Unident. secondary in cerem. scene with 1-2 mains
Main male in cerem. scene with mains of same size
Main female in cerem. scene with mains of same size
Table VI. 127. Amount of staffs according to each scene-group
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VI.7.18.5. Animais

The Recuay personages are sometimes represented while holding animais in their hands. 

Small Hamas occur twice, while a lizard, a serpent head and an unidentifiable animal each 

occur once. Small Hamas are solely associated with the men accompanied by a larger 

Hama. In addition to the small Hama, one of these men also holds a staff. The serpent head 

appears alone and is being held by a woman, the lizard is held by a man and the 

unidentifiable animal is held, together with panpipes, by a man. The only woman 

associated with an animal in her hands, holds a serpent head. AH the other animais are held 

by men.

Very few conclusions can be formed regarding these personages holding animais, 

as only the small Hamas occur more than once. Conceming these small Hamas, solely 

associated with Hama-men, an interprétation centred on fertility is proposed in which the 

calves in the hands of the men leading adult Hamas by a cord refer to reproduction of the 

herds.
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StaffF 
small llama

Panpipes 
+ animal

Lizard Serpent
head

Small
llama

Men+llama 1 1
Men+cup
Women+cup
Men+birds
Men+felines
Men+weapons
Woman+weapons
Men+musical instrument 1
Woman+musical instrument
Women+child
Men attacked by animais
Men+animal in hands 1 1 1 1
Woman+animal in hands 1
Men+bag
Men without attributes
Women without attributes
Painted men
Man on spoon
Unident.sex on spoon
Perhaps woman on spoon
Main male in copulation
Main female in copulation
Secondary female in copulation
One man in architectural setting
Main male inside house
Main female inside house
Secondary male inside house
Secondary female inside house
Unident. secondary inside house
Secondary male on different parts of building
Secondary female on different parts of building
Unident. secondary on different parts of building
Main male in cerem. scene with 1/2 mains
Main female in cerem. scene with 1/2 mains
Secondary male in cerem. scene with 1/2 mains
Secondary female in cerem. scene with 1/2 mains
Unident. secondary in cerem. scene with 1/2 mains
Main male in cerem. scene with mains of same size
Main female in cerem. scene with mains of same size
Table VI. 128. Amount of animais in hands of personages according to each scene-group

VI.7.18.6. Children

There are only eight personages in the sample of Recuay ceramics holding a child in their 

hands. Seven of these are individual women, of which one also carries a cup. The other 

person is a secondary male personage standing on the stairs of a building (Fig. VI. 167, C- 

19-1). It is quite exceptional to encounter a man with a child, not only in the Recuay 

culture, but in many other pre-Columbian cultures as well. The fact, however, that only one
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man is found holding a child makes the formulation of encompassing interprétations nearly 

impossible.

The sex of only two of these children can been determined. The ehild in the hands 

of the secondary man and one of the children in the hands of a woman (C-7-7) are both 

female. They each hâve design 24 painted or tattooed on their faces and the child in the 

hands of the woman clearly has the checkerboard-motif on her dress and wears a belt. It is 

quite peculiar that both children are female. The amount of children, whose sex has been 

identified, however, is too low in order to make definite conclusions on this issue.

Fig. VI.267. Secondary male with a child in 
his hands (C-19-1)

For now, it can be concluded that mostly individual women are associated with children 

and that these women are often wearing elaborately decorated dresses, belts, mantas and 

tupus. On one extraordinary occasion, a man holds a child. This man, however, has a rather 

simple clothing style. Two of the eight children held by Recuay personages are of the 

female sex.
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Child Child+cup
Men+llama
Men+cup
Women+cup 1
Men+birds
Men+felines
Men+weapons
W oman+weapons
Men+musical instrument
Woman+musical instrument
Women+child 6 1
Men attacked by animais
Men+animal in hands
Woman+animal in hands
Men+bag
Men without attributes
Women without attributes
Painted men
Man on spoon
Unident. sex on spoon
Perhaps woman on spoon
Main male in copulation
Main female in copulation
Secondary female in copulation
One man in architectural setting
Main male inside house
Main female inside house
Secondary male inside house
Secondary female inside house
Unident. secondary inside house
Secondary male on different parts of building 1
Secondary female on different parts of building
Unident. secondary on different parts of building
Main male in cerem. scene with 1/2 mains
Main female in cerem. scene with 1/2 mains
Secondary male in cerem. scene with 1/2 mains
Secondary female in cerem. scene with 1/2 mains
Unident. secondary in cerem. scene with 1/2 mains
Main male in cerem. scene with mains of same size
Main female in cerem. scene with mains of same size

Table VI. 129. Amount of children in the hands of personages according to each scene- 
group

VI.7.18.7. Bags

I am of the opinion that the position of bags (wom on the back, held in the hands or 

dangling from a shoulder) are of importance for the interprétation of the varions social 

rôles.

There are three men shown with a bag dangling from their shoulder. One of these also 

carries a bag on his back (C-10-1) and a club-like object in his hands.
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A second man with a bag on his back is the main personage in a cérémonial scene 

(C-20-19).

Only one person, one of the main women in a cérémonial scene with main 

characters of similar size, holds a bag in her hands (C-21-9).

Finally, there are three figures (two women and one person of unidentifiable sex) 

who carry bags on their backs which contain a vessel (in two instances, it is the vessel’s 

support and once a separate sculpted vase). The latter were already described in the section 

above about the personages with cups. The two women hâve bags decorated with snake 

appendages. Surprisingly, the central man of the cérémonial scene carrying a bag on his 

back (C-20-19) also has this same décoration. His bag surrounds a round, bulbous object. It 

is unclear if this object is a vase. Within pre-Columbian iconography, it is quite 

exceptional to fmd a man carrying a vase on his back, particularly if this vase is used for 

transporting chicha. As there is only one man represented in this manner, of which it is not 

even clear whether he is carrying a transport-vessel, no further interprétations can be made 

on this subject.

The bag on the back of the other men (the one with a bag dangling from his 

shoulder, C-10-1) is of a different type. The bag lacks décoration, which makes it more 

difficult to interpret its function.

There are three men with bags dangling from their shoulders. It is striking that most 

figures with bags dangling from their shoulders are men. From the Inca Empire, we know 

that coca was a male prérogative. It is possible that the three men with bags dangling from 

their shoulders (of which one also has a bag on his back) are transporting coca-leaves in 

these bags. The hands of most of these men are in a rather peculiar position. They are 

raised and touching the headdress, as if to underline the hallucinogenic properties of coca 

(Fig. VI.268 and Fig. VI.270). One of these men also holds a club-like object in his hands 

(Fig. VI.268, C-10-1). Many Moche vases show coca-chewers with a similar club-like 

object in their hands (Fig. VI.269). This object represents in fact a gourd in which lime was 

stored. The lime was added in order to activate the coca. Lastly, the man with a bag 

hanging from his shoulder from the Linden Muséum (Fig. VI.270, C-10-3) clearly has a 

bulge in one of his cheeks. This bulge is often found on représentations of coca-chewers. 

Apparently, men with bags dangling from their shoulders are coca-chewers.
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"ig. VI.268. Man with bag dangling from his 
shoulder, holding a club-like object and 

touching his head with his hands (C-10-1)

Fig. VI.269. Moche coca- 
chewer (Phoebe A. Hearst

Muséum of Anthropology s.d.)

Fig. VI.270. Man with bag dangling from his 
shoulder, touching his head with his hands 
and with a bulge in his cheek (C-10-3)

Finally, there is one woman holding a bag in her hands. She is part of a cérémonial scene 

with three main personages of a similar size (C-21-9). The other woman represented in this 

scene is peculiar as well, as she carries a cup and a club-like object. Clubs are rarely 

associated with women in Recuay iconography. The hands of the main male personage are 

free of any objects. It is unclear if the two women are presenting these typical male 

attributes (a coca-bag and a club) to the male main personage or if these objects belong to 

the women themselves.
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It can be concluded that bags with vessels in them are mostly carried on the backs of 

women. These vessels were probably used to transport chicha or some other liquid. The 

bags without vessels in them that are carried on the back and the bags dangling from the 

shoulders of personages are associated with men. The ones dangling from the shoulders 

were probably used to store coca-leaves.

Bag on 
back

Bag in 
hands

Bag dangling 
from shoulder

Bag carrying a 
vessel on the back

Men+llama
Men+cup
Women+cup
Men+birds
Men+felines
Men+weapons
W oman+weapons
Men+musical instrument
Woman+musical instrument
Women+child
Men attacked by animais
Men+animal in hands
Woman+animal in hands
Men+bag 1 3
Men without attributes
Women without attributes 2
Unident. sex without attributes 1
Painted men
Man on spoon
Unident. sex on spoon
Perhaps woman on spoon
Main male in copulation
Main female in copulation
Secondary female in copulation
One man in architectural setting
Main male inside house
Main female inside house
Secondary male inside house
Secondary female inside house
Unident. secondary inside house
Secondary male on different parts of building
Secondary female on different parts of building
Unident. secondary on different parts of building
Main male in cerem. scene with 1/2 mains 1
Main female in cerem. scene with 1/2 mains
Secondary male in cerem. scene with 1/2 mains
Secondary female in cerem. scene with 1/2 mains
Unident.secondary in cerem.scene with 1/2 mains
Main male in cerem.scene with mains of same size
Main female in cerem.scene with mains of same size 1
Table VI. 130. Amount of bags according to each scene-group
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VI.7.18.8. Turbans and shells

a.) Turbans

There are only two personages holding a turban: a secondary female character (Fig. 

VI.272, C-20-10) and a secondary male personage (Fig. VI.271, C-20-51), both occurring 

in cérémonial scenes with one or two main characters. Apparently, both men and women 

can hold a turban. Both headdresses are of type 13 (turban with a small crescent), a 

headdress mostly associated with secondary men or men with rather plain clothes. Only 

secondary personages are represented holding a turban. As personages holding a turban 

only occur within cérémonial scenes (perhaps they are presenting it to the central male 

personage), it seems as if this act was part of some ritual. The fact that the turban held by 

both secondary personages is normally associated with secondary men (and thus men of 

lesser importance in ceremonies) is a bit strange, since this contradicts the possibility that it 

represents a coronation ceremony. Moreover, the central male figures in both cérémonial 

scenes are already wearing headdresses (one turban with a human face, hands and a small 

crescent and a turban with hands and a lunar-shaped crescent). The other secondary 

personages in both cérémonial scenes hâve cups in their hands. Apparently, holding 

turbans was an act accompanying a libation and/or drinking ritual. What the meaning is for 

the whole of the ceremony, however, is not clear.

Fig. VI.271. Secondary male with 
turban (C-20-51)

Fig. VI.272. Secondary female with turban 
(C-20-10)
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b.) Shells

Thirteen secondary female personages (of which four occur in a copulation scene) are 

holding a shell in their hands. Only women and more specifically, secondary personages in 

cérémonial scenes with one or two main characters hâve shells in their hands. As 

previously mentioned, these women could be interpreted as having a rather low social 

position. They are always smaller in size, they appear surrounding a central male or 

copulating couple and their clothes and attributes are generally associated with women of a 

lower cérémonial status. Most of the women with shells wear mantas 3 or 6, belts 8 or 21, 

one wears dcivchor-tupus and their clothes frequently hâve the checkerboard motif, the black 

and white pattern, or motif 9. Ail these éléments are mostly associated with secondary 

personages.

Consequently, it can be concluded that shells occur in cérémonial scenes, which 

sometimes concentrate on a copulating couple. Shells do not naturally occur in the Ancash 

région and must hâve been imported from the coast. Therefore, they probably augmented 

the importance or sanctity of the ritual in which they were used. The women holding them 

in these ceremonies, however, did not reçoive an augmentation in importance.
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Turban Shell
Men+llama
Men+cup
Women+cup
Men+birds
Men+felines
Men+weapons
W oman+weapons
Men+musical instrument
Woman+musical instrument
Women+child
Men attacked by animais
Men+animal in hands
Woman+animal in hands
Men+bag
Men without attributes
Women without attributes
Painted men
Man on spoon
Unident. sex on spoon
Perhaps woman on spoon
Main male in copulation
Main female in copulation
Secondary female in copulation 4
One man in architectural setting
Main male inside house
Main female inside house
Secondary male inside house
Secondary female inside house
Unident. Secondary inside house
Secondary male on different parts of building
Secondary female on different parts of building
Unident. secondary on different parts of building
Main male in cerem. scene with 1/2 main characters
Main female in cerem. scene with 1/2 main characters
Secondary male in cerem. scene with 1/2 main characters 1
Secondary female in cerem. scene with 1/2 main characters 1 13
Unident. secondary in cerem. scene with 1/2 main characters
Main male in cerem. scene with main characters of same size
Main female in cerem. scene with main characters of same size
able VI. 131. Amount of turbans and shells according to each scene-group
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VI.8. Status and function of men and women in Recuav society based on the 

iconographical analysis of the ceramics

VI.8.1. Introduction

The archaeological record indicates that the Recuay culture was a stratifîed society. Some 

people lived in well-built résidences (with drainages, stone slahs incorporated in the walls 

and finely crafted masonry), often located in the centre of the city, which contained high 

status items, such as stone spindle whorls, fancy ceramics and jewellery made of gold, 

copper, shells or obsidian. Other members lived in dwellings located on the city’s outskirts 

(and thus less secure from attacks). These constructions project a more crude quality of 

workmanship and contained items made of clay and non-precious stones (see Chinchawas, 

Queyash Alto and Yayno).

Such noticeable hierarchical différences existed not only in life, but also continued 

on into death for the Recuay. Clear examples of this social stratification hâve been found at 

the site of Pashash in the différences between the interments of the main burial chamber 

and the outer one.

The iconography, as visible on the Recuay ceramics, seems to confirm this 

situation. Some human personages are associated with attributes and clothing styles 

containing more qualitative value than others. This does not mean, however, that wearing 

more elaborately decorated clothes always translates into more important functions or a 

higher social position . In my study of possible social stratification among the Recuay, I 

concentrated in first instance on the différences in size among the personages represented 

on ceramics. Based on the différences in clothing style and attributes between main, solo 

and secondary personages, 1 could conclude that there often was a relation between the 

elaborateness of cloths and the importance of the characters within the ceremonies.

As will be explained further on in this chapter, Recuay ceramics depict cérémonial 

life. Therefore, when considering status of the personages on these ceramics, I am mainly 

contemplating their importance in the religions sphere. Some éléments, however, seem to 

point to political - or even propagandist - use of these ceramies by Recuay leaders (the 

glorification of the warrior capacities of certain male personages and the importanee of

Good examples are the paws/hands (which are not very large nor visually obvions additions to turbans) 
which occur mostly as attachments to the headdresses of main and solo personages. These persons are 
considered to hâve more important positions in ceremonies than the secondary men.
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ancestors’*^ and fimerary rituals in which men clearly are central). Even if the possibility 

exists that cérémonial leaders and earthly leaders were completely separate people (as is 

the case in most present-day western societies), I am of the opinion that among the Recuay 

both spheres of power were congruent and without clear defined boundaries. I am thus 

under the impression that the fimctional and hierarchical différences in cérémonial 

représentations reflect to some extent the social différentiation in Recuay society.

VI.8.2. Secondary personages in cérémonial scenes on ceramics

Among the Recuay vessels representing human personages, there exist two types: vessels 

containing one larger person (or effigy vessels) and vessels representing scenes (mostly 

pacchas) with different personages. The latter often show personages of different sizes, 

among which the larger figures are placed in the middle with the smaller ones surrounding 

them, as if to emphasise their lesser importance by putting them in auxiliary positions. 

These smaller secondary personages wear similar clothes and headdresses and, in 

comparison with solo personages on effigy vessels and the main personages in scenes, the 

décorations on their clothes are often less elaborately decorated.

Secondary personages wear simple turbans with crescents or sometimes caps on their 

heads. They never hâve éléments such as feline heads, arms, pins, serpent-feline créatures, 

human faces, mouths or birds attached to their turbans.

Helmets occur only on very spécifie secondary male personages: those who are 

positioned on roofs, on stairs, on ledges of buildings or looking out of Windows. These 

rather peculiar secondary male personages will be discussed later in this chapter.

The three-comered hat, fezzes and wraps are unusual among secondary male 

personages. The secondary personages wearing these types of headdresses are always 

exceptional in comparison to the other secondary characters (e.g., they are larger in size, 

they are carrying a roof or they appear in cérémonial scenes in which main personages are 

absent).

Crowns, the triangular-step designs, the high hat with tail and bicephalic 

appendages are completely absent among secondary male characters.

CHAPTER VI: ICONOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN REPRESENTATIONS ON RECUAY CERAMICS

Descent was one of the ways to augment one’s social and/or political status.
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The earplugs wom mostly by secondary personages often lack a design (earplugs 12, 13 

and 41). Contrary to most of the earplug-types, they do not hâve dots or crosses painted on 

their interiors. The secondary male personages positioned on different parts of buildings 

often wear earplugs with four dots (earplugs 16 and 23), instead of the more usual ones 

with a central dot and multiple dots surrounding it.

Face-designs are rather uncommon among secondary female personages. Of a total of two 

hundred and seventy-seven secondary female characters, only thirteen hâve them (or five 

percent). The designs occurring on secondary women are the following: motif 5 (four 

times), motif 6 (two times), motif 9 (two times), motif 18 (two times) and motif 63 (three 

times).

Secondary male personages, however, are associated in forty percent of the cases 

with tattooed or painted designs on their faces (forty-three out of a total of one hundred and 

seven male personages). The designs 6 (seven times), 7 (two times), 8 (eighteen times), 12 

(four times) and 63 (twelve times) are associated with secondary male characters.

Elevated mantas are completely absent from secondary female characters. Elevated mantas 

are clearly associated with individual or main women acting in rather important scenes 

(e.g., copulation scenes) or holding objects with significant religions and probably social 

meaning (e.g., the only woman holding weapons, the only woman holding a drum and two 

women holding a child).

The manta-motifs occurring on secondary personages are the motifs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 

11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17. Of these mantas, the motifs 1, 3, 4, 5 and 15 occur mostly on 

secondary personages, while the motifs 11, 12, 13, 14, 16 and 17 occur only on secondary 

characters, but in very low amounts. These motifs can thus be considered to be associated 

with women of a probably lower cérémonial status.

Manta 2 occurs on some secondary personages, but also as a motif on an elevated 

manta, while motif 6, the most common motif, occurs on solo, main and secondary women 

in more or less the same quantity. The motifs 2 and 6 should thus be considered as mantas 

which would hâve been used by women represented in both prominent and auxiliary 

positions in ceremonies.

Few secondary female characters are associated with tupu-^xns. It seems that tupus are the 

privilège of rather important women. The only tupu-ty^QS found among secondary
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personages are painted anchors (eleven times) and circulât tupus (four times). Ail the other 

pins (fiinnel serpents, funnels A, tunnels B and painted serpents) are never associated with 

secondary personages and even the anchors and circulât tupus are mostly found on main or 

solo women.

Necklaces appear more frequently on men than on women. Two out of a total of five 

women with necklaces are secondary personages, while only twelve percent of the 

secondary males (compared to almost fifty percent of the main male figures and solos) 

wear a necklace.

It seems as if necklaces are mostly male attributes. Their low occurrence among 

secondary personages seems to indicate that they functioned as identifiers of status.

Bracelets are mostly associated with women. Seventeen percent of the main and solo 

women wear them, while ten percent of the secondary female characters are associated 

with bracelets. Among the main and solo men only six percent wear bracelets, while 

secondary male characters are never associated with them.

It seems that bracelets are mostly female attributes and that they are associated with 

personages holding spécifie attributes or main characters acting in copulation scenes.

Figurative motifs on clothes occur more frequently on men than on women. They are never 

associated with secondary personages, neither male nor female. A reason could hâve been 

that the space on the clothes of secondary personages was too small in order for an artisan 

to be able to paint the intricate figurative motifs on them. The fact that they appear more on 

men than on women is, however, of great importance when investigating hierarchy and/or 

functional différences between both sexes. More information on this subject is given 

below.

A similar situation is recognisable among the géométrie motifs. They occur more 

frequently on men than on women and secondary personages are less often associated with 

them. A différence is that less space is required for géométrie motifs to be painted than for 

figurative motifs.

The géométrie motifs occurring on secondary males include the following: motif 5 

(three times), motif 9 (two times), motif 12 (seven times), motif 23 (one time), motif 29 

(one time), motif 46 (two times) and motif 57 (three times). The motifs 5, 46 and 57 occur
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on secondary personages or on men without attributes. Therefore, they are probably 

associated with men of lesser importance within the cérémonial life of the Recuay. The 

motifs 9, 12, 23 and 29 appear on main and solo men as well as on secondary personages. 

Consequently, no spécifie meaning can be accorded to them.

Among secondary female personages, the following motifs hâve been recognised; 

motif 6 or the checkerboard motif (thirty times), motif 9 (two times), motif 12 (five times), 

motif 19 (one time), motif 27 (one time), motif 110 (one time), the black and white pattern 

(nineteen times), the red and white pattern (one time) and the black and red pattern (three 

times).

The motifs 6, 9, 12, 19 and the black and white pattern appear, apart from on 

secondary personages, also on main and solo characters. Consequently, no status- or 

fimetion-determining meaning can be given to these motifs.

The motifs 27 and 110 occur only on secondary female personages, but as they 

appear only once, no definite interprétations can be given surrounding these motifs.

The red and white pattern and the black and red pattern occur on secondary female 

characters or on female individuals without attributes. The black and red pattern also 

occurs on a men attacked by a feline (C-8-2). This spécifie scene-group is generally known 

for its naked personages with simple headgear, which indicates a lower and/or vulnérable 

status. Both patterns should thus be regarded as motifs occurring on figures of lesser 

importance.

Body stripes are far less common among secondary personages than among the solo or 

main characters. Only one secondary male figure (one positioned on the outside of a 

building) and six secondary female personages hâve painted or tattooed stripes on their 

limbs. It seems that body stripes are characteristic of persons of a higher cérémonial status 

or of personages taking more prominent places in rituals, particularly when we consider the 

ease with which these motifs can be painted, even on small spaces, as is the case among 

secondary personages.

Hems occur rarely on secondary personages. There are only six secondary characters in the 

whole sample who wear one. Four of these belong to the same vessel (C-18-7), in which 

they carry a roof and are represented as larger than the other personages (main and 

secondary ones) participating in the cérémonial scene beneath the roof The other two 

secondary characters with hems are men positioned on the outer parts of buildings. As
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mentioned before, the latter are rather peculiar among the secondary personages and often 

hâve unusual attributes and clothing styles.

It seems that hems only appear on main and solo men and, on rare occasions, 

among secondary personages with singular functions (such as, carrying a roof and on the 

lookout from buildings).

Belts occur in more or less the same quantity on main and solo women as on secondary 

female personages. Apparently, belts are the privilège of females without a fünctional or 

hierarchical différentiation. The motifs on these belts, however, may differ according to 

function and/or status of the female personages.

The belts 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 24 and 26 occur on 

secondary characters. Some of these belts consist of dots (belts 3, 5, 8, 9, 15, 16, 21 and 

24), others of vertical Unes (belt 11), horizontal Unes (belts 13 and 26) or zigzag Unes 

(belts 4, 12 and 17) and, fmally, some lacking a motif (belts 2 and 14). It would appear that 

secondary personages are associated either with belts devoid of a motif or with belts 

having a rather simple géométrie motif

The belts 8, 11, 15, 16, 17 and 26 are solely associated with secondary characters. 

Consequently, these types should be identified as belts associated with women taking up 

less important positions within ceremonies.

The belts 4, 5, 9, 12, 21 and 24 occur mostly on secondary women. On certain 

occasions, however, they may occur on women who, according to me, also had a rather 

low religions status, such as solo women without attributes (because they hâve many 

éléments in commun with secondary female personages), solo women with cups (because 

they are similar to the secondary women with cups) and main women in cérémonial scenes 

with main characters of the same size (because they are always placed in auxiliary 

positions and hâve attributes similar to the secondary women). Therefore, 1 consider these 

belts to be associated with women of low cérémonial importance.

The meaning of three of the belts (belts 2, 13 and 14) is unidentifiable, as they 

occur on both secondary personages and on main women in copulation scenes and/or 

women with a child in their hands. The latter two scenes hâve been identified as highly 

ritualised ceremonies in which the participating women are associated with extremely 

décorative clothes.
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once more on a solo man with a cup in his hands (C-2-15). This personage is represented 

larger in size than is normally the case, wears a fez and a large collar and is also 

represented in a seated-position, much like the stone monoliths from Huaraz. Therefore, 

rectangular back plates are assumed to be associated with rather spécifie men, acting in a 

very spécifie ritual.

Aside from the ones appearing on the back plates, trophy heads occur twice among 

secondary male personages in a cérémonial scene inside a house (C-20-59) and once in the 

hands of a solo man also holding a knife (C-11-165). Trophy heads are an exceptional 

occurrence on Recuay ceramics, certainly in eomparison with their frequent appearance on 

stone sculptures. As was the case for the rectangular back plates, it is assumed that they 

occur only on spécial personages, some of which are secondary characters.

Staffs are never associated with women. They mostly occur in the hands of llama-men 

(seven times) and painted men (seven times), but do occur occasionally on secondary male 

characters. Two secondary male personages on different parts of buildings (C-19-3 and C- 

19-4) and two secondary male characters in a cérémonial scene hold a staff (C-20-11). As 

mentioned before, secondary male personages on different parts of buildings had, 

aeeording to me, a guardian-function, which explains the staffs in their hands. The two 

secondary males in the cérémonial scene occur next to a main male and a secondary male 

holding clubs. These secondary personages with staffs probably also had some sort of 

guardian- or warrior-fünction.

Musical instruments are never associated with secondary personages, neither male nor 

female, as is the case for bags and animais.

There is one example of a secondary male personage on the stairway of a building holding 

a child in his arms (C-19-1). In the whole sample of Recuay ceramics, only seven solo 

women are associated with a child. This example of a secondary male character holding a 

child is thus quite exceptional. Interesting is that, again, this secondary personage is one of 

the characters that was catalogued under the scene-group of secondary personages on 

different parts of buildings, a group often containing secondary male personages who 

deviate from the classical appearance of secondary persons.
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One of the belts, number 3, is probably a high status item, as it occurs only once on 

a secondary woman, but several times on the main women in copulation scenes and on the 

only woman who has a musical instrument in her hands.

Layered garments are never associated with secondary personages. They mostly occur 

among the llama-men and will thus be identified as garments belonging to male personages 

with a spécial function and a high religions importance.

Underskirts are mainly found among llama-men and, as is the case for layered garments, 

will be considered as garments belonging to ceremonially important men. There are only 

seven secondary characters wearing an underskirt, ail of whom belong to the same vessel 

(C-20-22) and of which four hâve a rectangular plate on their backs. This is one of the only 

Recuay vessels portraying this type of plate, whereas among stone sculptures it occurs 

frequently. The back plates are therefore considered to be associated with men having very 

spécifie functions in Recuay cérémonial life. Probably, underskirts may be considered 

garments distinguishing status, which explains their almost complété absence among 

secondary personages.

Shields appear mostly in the hands of solo men (with the highest occurrence among llama- 

men and men with panpipes). Secondary male personages positioned on different parts of 

buildings are frequently associated with shields as well (eleven times). Secondary male 

characters in cérémonial scenes inside houses and secondary male personages in 

cérémonial scenes with one or two main figures each appear only twice in association with 

a shield. Apparently, rather spécifie men carry shields, of which secondary male 

personages on the lookout take up an important part.

Clubs occur more frequently than shields among Recuay men. They appear mostly in the 

hands of solo men (many being llama-men) and secondary men in cérémonial scenes (ten 

times).

Rectangular back plates with trophy heads attached to them occur once on a main male 

character and four times on secondary male personages, ail belonging to the same vase (C- 

20-22). These secondary characters are quite exceptional in the whole sample of secondary 

men, as they are the only ones wearing an underskirt. A probable rectangular plate occurs
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Up until this point, only the objects found in the hands of secondary men hâve been 

described. Among the secondary female characters carrying objects, only three attributes 

can be recognised: turbans, shells and cups.

Turbans are solely carried by secondary personages. One male (C-20-51) and one 

female personage (C-20-10) can be recognised on two different vessels. Both hold the 

same type of turban (headdress 13), which is a rather simple headdress (a turban with a 

small crescent), mostly wom by secondary men. The two secondary personages holding 

these turbans wear attributes similar to the other secondary characters. Apparently, 

carrying a turban was not a task performed by people of primary importance within 

ceremonies.

Thirteen secondary female characters hold shells in their hands. Shells are solely 

associated with secondary female personages. Again, these women are similar to the other 

secondary females holding objects. It seems that carrying shells was a task that could be 

performed by the same type of women holding a cup or a turban.

The objects most commonly found in the hands of secondary female personages are 

cups. Forty-four percent (or one hundred and twenty-two out of a total of two hundred and 

seventy-seven) of the secondary females hâve a cup in their hands, while only twelve 

percent (or thirteen out of a total of one hundred and seven) of the secondary males hold 

one. Compared to the solo and main personages (forty-one men out of a total of four 

hundred and ninety-four, or eight percent, and twenty-seven women out of a total of 

ninety-two, or thirty percent), secondary females are more often associated with cups.

To conclude, it can be stated that secondary personages hâve less decorated headgear-types 

and clothing styles. The headdresses among secondary men are rather simple and consist 

mostly of turbans with crescents or caps, the earplugs often lack designs, the women never 

wear elevated mantas, very few women hâve /«pw-pins, very few secondary personages 

wear necklaces, bracelets, body stripes, underskirts or hems, none of the secondary 

personages hâve figurative motifs on their clothes, géométrie motifs are rather exceptional, 

layered garments are completely absent and women wear belts, often lacking motifs or 

having simple ones (dots, zigzags, horizontal or vertical stripes).

Some secondary male personages, however, seem to hâve had attributes and clothing styles 

deviating from the norm.
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The secondary personages on different parts of buildings, for example, are the only 

secondary male personages associated with helmets. Normally, secondary male personages 

wear turbans with crescents or caps. Among the secondary personages on different parts of 

buildings, these éléments hâve been less frequently attested. Body stripes occur only once 

among secondary male characters and, again, these are found on a man on the outer part of 

a building. Only six secondary characters wear a hem. Two of these belong to the scene- 

group of secondary males on different parts of buildings. The objects carried by these men 

are also exceptional among Recuay ceramics. They are the secondary personages with the 

highest percentage of weapons (shields, clubs and staffs) and, contrary to the norm, are 

very infrequently associated with cups. The only man holding a child also belongs to this 

group. I am of the opinion that the reason for these discrepancies may be found in the 

different fimetions these secondary male characters exercised in society. The functions of 

these Recuay figures are discussed further below.

Other, rather spécial, secondary male personages are the four carrying a roof over a 

cérémonial scene (C-18-7). These are larger than the personages partaking in the ceremony 

beneath the roof and wear rather singular clothes. AU four of them wear a wrap as 

headdress and hâve hems. Apparently, their fonction as roof-bearers made them stand out 

from the other secondary characters.

And fmally, seven secondary male personages occur on one of the two vessels in 

which personages are represented wearing a rectangular plate with trophy heads on their 

backs (C-20-22). These personages are the only secondary characters wearing an 

underskirt. The fact that back plates with trophy heads are often found on Huaraz 

monoliths, suggests that this spécifie vessel projects some sort of ancestral vénération. 

Further discussion of the fonctions of Recuay personages follows below.

VI.8.3. Hierarchy between both sexes

According to me, some éléments discovered during my research indicate different 

cérémonial and probably also social positions for men and women in Recuay society.

First of ail, the amount of solo and main men differs greatly from the female presence on 

effigy vessels or at the centre of cérémonial scenes. This discrepancy in quantity is also 

found among the secondary personages.
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In my sample, I counted three hundred and sixty-four male solo personages and one 

hundred and thirty main male characters. Women occur five and a half times less often as 

main (forty-six times) or solo personages (forty-six times).

As for the secondary personages, whose smaller size and less elaborate clothing 

style hâve been mentioned before, the situation is completely different. There are two and a 

half times more secondary female personages than secondary male characters, or more 

specifîcally two hundred and seventy-seven women and one hundred and seven men.

Recuay iconography is very standardised and its range of scene-groups is rather 

limited. Ceramics were used during funerary rituals*''* and as a way to promote new 

leaders and confirm their power (see also Lau 2002: 297-298). The fact that there are more 

secondary female personages, who are considered to be of less importance in cérémonial 

life, and many more main and solo male personages, suggests that the focus in iconography 

was on this society’s male (cérémonial and perhaps also political) leaders. The female 

presence in iconography is concentrated in cérémonial scenes, where they mostly act as 

secondary personages carrying cups.

There are five and a half times more solo and main men than women. But, of the ninety- 

two main and solo women, many resemble the secondary female characters. It seems that 

even when women are represented as main characters or as individual personages on effigy 

vessels, they are of lesser cérémonial importance than the main and solo men.

There are twenty-one solo women with a cup in their hands. Only twelve solo men 

are represented in this way. This resembles the situation among the secondary characters 

carrying cups. Here, secondary males are also less often associated with cups than women 

(one hundred and twenty-two secondary females and thirteen secondary males). More so, 

the types of garments and their motifs of the solo women with cups resemble those of the 

secondary females with cups. This is not the case for the solo men and secondary men with 

cups. The men in both male scene-groups differ greatly in clothing and headgear-style. 

There seems to be more resemblance between the solo and the main males with cups.

Similarities between solo women and secondary women with cups include the 

following. Women from both scene-groups wear mantas. Manta 6 is the most common

’ Probably, funerary rituals were carried oui more lavishly when an important political leader was buried. 
Most likely it was during these spécifie rituals that the highly decorated ceramics were used and afterwards 
placed in the tombs. Probably, leaders took these events to implement or invigorate their power by displaying 
their wealth. One way of doing so was by providing large quantities of food and drink during funerary 
ceremonies and by depicting these rituals on ceramics (for more information on commensal politics see 
Dietler & Hayden 2001).
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type for both groups, followed by manta 4, 5 and 3, respectively. Both groups wear long 

dresses with belts. The belts 2, 5 and 13 are the most récurrent types. The biggest 

différence exists in the occurrence of figurative motifs on the clothes of solo women and 

the absence of these on secondary women. The reason for this variance could be the fact 

that there is not enough space on the secondary women for the artisan to paint intricate 

motifs on them. The géométrie motifs for both groups, however, are similar. The 

checkerboard motif, the black and white pattern, the black and red pattern and motif 12 

occur on both scene-groups. Body stripes are uncommon among both groups. Both female 

types hâve face designs, but the design-motifs are different. Tupus are présent among hoth 

groups, with anchors being the most common type. Circular tupus appear on hoth female 

types as well. Finally, necklaces and bracelets are rather uncommon for both scene-groups.

It seems that solo women with cups resemble the secondary women with cups. 

Perhaps the solo women with cups could be considered to be larger représentations of the 

small personages in cérémonial scenes (see also Lau 2000; 184). The solo men with cups 

differ from the secondary men and seem to hâve more elaborately decorated clothes and 

headgear. This could imply that, even though they were represented as individual effigies, 

solo women had a lower cérémonial importance than the solo men with cups.

Among the scene-group of women without attributes, éléments from which rather low 

religions statuses for these spécifie women (certainly when compared to solo men without 

attributes who wear sumptuously decorated headdresses and clothes) can be inferred, are 

also recognised. Most of these women wear tupus and belts often associated with 

secondary personages. None of these figures wear elevated mantas, only two women hâve 

face-designs and just one woman has a figurative motif, the two-headed being, painted on 

her dress.

The fifteen main female personages in cérémonial scenes with main characters of a similar 

size hâve, according to me, an equally low cérémonial importance. First of ail, they always 

appear in auxiliary positions with regard to the main male charaeters in these scenes. 

Secondly, their mantas, clothes, belts, face-designs and tupus resemble those found on 

secondary female personages.

Of the ninety-two solo and main women, fifty (twenty-one solo women with cups, fourteen 

women without attributes and fifteen main females in cérémonial scenes with mains of
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similar size) seem to hâve had a rather low religious importance, which, compared to the 

male personages, is a rather high amount.

Another way to try to detect cérémonial status différences between male and female 

personages is to compare the attributes and clothing styles they hâve in common with each 

other. Face-designs, necklaces, bracelets, figurative and géométrie motifs on clothes and 

body stripes occur on both sexes. Both men and women can also hold turbans and cups in 

their hands.

Face-designs can be found on both men and women. They appear mostly on personages 

with attributes in their hands or on persons placed at the centre of cérémonial scenes. 

Among women, face-designs occur mostly on solo or main figures and almost never on 

secondary female characters (only four percent). Men, on the other hand, are more 

frequently associated with face-designs. For instance, even forty percent of the secondary 

males are associated with painted or tattooed designs on their faces. It seems that face- 

designs are mostly associated with solo and main figures. Men, including secondary male 

characters, hâve them more often than women. If the amount of face-designs is related to 

social position, this could mean that men enjoyed higher positions on the social ladder. The 

biggest différences in amounts of face-designs occur between the male and female 

secondary personages, which could signify that the secondary male personages were more 

important than the secondary females. But, face-designs may, of course, also be function- 

related. In this case, it appears that the fimetions taken by men (main, solos and secondary 

ones) were more often associated with face-designs than those taken by women.

Necklaces occur mostly on men, although five women (of which two are secondary 

characters) wear them as well. Apparently, necklaces are mostly associated with men. 

Among the male personages with necklaces, fifty percent are mains or solos, while only 

twelve percent are secondary characters. This implies that necklaces were mostly wom by 

men with rather important fimetions in ceremonies.

Bracelets occur on both men as women. Women, however, wear them more often. 

Seventeen percent of the main and solo women, ten percent of the secondary women, six 

percent of the main and solo men and none of the secondary men are associated with 

bracelets. Bracelets clearly occur mostly on main and solo persons. But, as was the case for 

necklaces, the différence in the amount between men and women could be the resuit of this
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attribute being the privilège of a certain sex (in this case, women), instead of an indication 

of fiinction or status.

Figurative motifs are présent on the clothes of both men as women, although men 

are associated more often with them. Men are shown to wear the whole range of motifs 

(birds, the GCB, the two-headed being, felines, snakes, the tooth face), while women never 

hâve birds, felines or tooth faces on their clothes. Neither male nor female secondary 

personages are associated with figurative motifs. Of course, the reason for this could be the 

size of these personages and the difficulty of painting such elaborate designs on smaller 

surfaces.

Géométrie motifs, on the other hand, are much casier to paint, even on such small 

surfaces. They do occur on secondary characters, but in lesser amounts than on solo or 

main individuals. They occur on men and women, but men are associated more often with 

them and hâve a wider range of motifs. Regarding women, the fact that among women 

these motifs occur more often on solo personages with attributes than on main women in 

cérémonial scenes (both groups having the same size and thus the same space on which the 

motifs can be painted), could indicate that géométrie motifs are identifiers of cérémonial 

status or spécifie fonctions. The fact that they occur more often on men than on women 

could also indicate that men are generally regarded as having more importance in 

ceremonies than women.

Body stripes occur in similar quantities on men (on eight point four percent) and on 

women (on eight point six percent). They mostly appear on the limbs of solo and main 

individuals. Only one secondary male character and six secondary females hâve them. As 

body stripes are rather easy to paint, even on secondary characters, it can be assumed that 

they are mostly associated with important cérémonial figures. However, since the amount 

of occurrence is more or less similar for men as for women, drawing a conclusion about 

the status différences between men and women based on the presence or absence of body 

stripes is difficult.

One secondary male and one secondary female hâve a turban in their hands. Both 

personages are wearing simple garments and headgear. It seems that figures (male and 

female) holding turbans hâve a similar (low) position in ceremonies.

Both men and women are associated with cups. Eight percent of the solo and main 

men, thirty percent of the solo and main women, twelve percent of the secondary males 

and forty-four percent of the secondary females hâve them. Women are mostly associated 

with cups and, among the female personages, secondary characters are the ones that carry
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cups more frequently. It has already been mentioned that the main and solo women with 

cups resemble the secondary female characters and that their less elaborate clothing style 

makes me suspect that women with cups are generally of a lesser religious importance. 

Carrying a cup probably had a spécifie significance within ceremonies, but the persons 

carrying them are generally associated with simple garments and attributes, they are often 

represented smaller in size and are mostly placed in auxiliary positions. The fact that 

mostly women carry cups in their hands, could mean that they were considered to be of 

less importance than men.

I am of the opinion that men more often took central rôles and important functions in 

ceremonies. 1 base myself on the quantitative différences between male and female 

presence in iconography. Solo and main men occur five and a half times more often than 

solo and main women. Secondary female personages, on the other hand, appear two and a 

half times more often than secondary male personages. Consequently, men are central in 

iconography while women, often carrying cups, are placed in auxiliary positions. Even 

among the main and solo women, many of the females resemble the secondary women, 

which are supposedly of lesser religious importance. The high frequencies of face-designs 

and géométrie motifs (whose rather simple outlines make it possible for them to be painted 

even on small spaces, as is the case among the secondary personages) on men, also 

insinuâtes functional and perhaps even hierarchical différences between men and women.

VI.8.4. Functions of men and women

VI.8.4.1. Llama-men

Out of a total of five hundred and six ceramics, twenty-eight represent persons 

accompanied by a llama. Ail of which are men.

It seems to me that men leading a llama by a cord had an important place in cérémonial life 

and probably even in society as a whole. In the whole sample of Recuay ceramics, they are 

the personages wearing the most elaborate headdresses and garments. Fezzes (ten times), 

the three-comered hat (five times), the owl-crescent (two times), underskirts (eighteen 

times), layered garments (three times), hems (twenty times) and notched earspools (seven 

times) occur most frequently among this spécifie scene-group.
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The attributes associated with these men could give an indication of their fiinction. As the 

name of the scene-group suggests, ail these men are represented next to a llama. Two of 

these figures also hold a smaller llama in their hands.

I follow the opinion of George Lau (Lau 2002: 297-298; Lau 2006a: 123, 125; Lau 

2008: 1038; Lau 2010c: 263-264, 275), in which he States that these vessels do not 

represent mere pastoral scenes. They must hâve had a spécifie relation to religions and 

cérémonial life.

The economy of the Recuay was concentrated on the breeding of Hamas. Llamas 

supplied food, wool for textiles, hide, bones for certain tools and dung for fiiel. Their 

capacity to carry rather large and heavy volumes over long distances as well as their ability 

to manoeuvre the narrow mountain passes quite easily, made them the perfect beasts of 

burden. As previously mentioned, corrals were found throughout the Ancash heartland, as 

well as on the valley slopes of the Pacific. Long-distance exchange activities were in place 

between the Recuay and Coastal people (Amat O. 2003: 98-99; Lau 2006a: 131; 

Laurencich-Minelli and Wegner eds. 2001: 26, 28). Llamas were thus crucial to Recuay 

economy. Consequently, rearing must hâve been a constant occupation, carried out with 

care. An example of this constant care is visible in the interment of conopas or illas near 

corrals in order to increase the fertility of the herds. Conopas or illas are small llama- 

effigies (as found in Queyash Alto and Yayno) which were filled (when an opening was 

présent on the top) or rubbed with coca leaves, llama fat or liquids such as chicha (Wegner 

2011: 13).

The importance of llamas for Recuay economy and the prominence of rituals to 

increase fertility of the herds seem to suggest that the représentations of llama-men could 

be explained within a fertility ceremony. The elaborately decorated garments and 

headdresses these men are wearing seem to underscore the importance of these ceremonies 

and the people acting in them. We are probably dealing here with a key figure in society (a 

chief, an important priest or a person who exercised both offices), who, at certain periods 

of the year, conducted a ritual, perhaps a sacrifice of a llama, in order to encourage fertility 

and health amongst the herds by imploring the corresponding divinities or ancestors. The 

occasional presence of a calf in these scenes strengthens this interprétation.

An additional fünction of these rituals could hâve been the promotion of new leaders. In 

these fertility rituals, leaders exercised their authority over one of the most important 

économie activities in Recuay society, the camelid herds.
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As warriorhood was another way of showing off power and prestige, the political 

factor of these ceremonies is reinforced by the strong presence of weapons in the 

iconography (shields appear ten times, clubs seven times and staffs seven times). The 

llama-men probably combined the fiinctions of a chief with priestly fünctions. Whether 

these men were active in combat or whether their fiinction as warriors was merely 

cérémonial, is not clear. It is obvious, however, that the llama-men were not common 

warriors. Their headgear and clothing style are far more luxurious than those of the 

traditional représentations of Recuay warriors or guardians and indicate a position higher 

up on the cérémonial and social ladder. These warriors and guardians are discussed further 

below.

Joan Gero (1992: 21) interprets the staffs in the hands of llama-men as being 

symbols of authority. Nevertheless, in my investigations, staffs are always associated with 

warrior-related persons and/or scenes. Staffs also occur on smaller secondary characters 

wearing simple headgear and clothes, which contradicts the interprétation of staffs as being 

merely political symbols.

The occurrence of panpipes (four times) among llama-men is also significant. As we will 

see further on, musical instmments are often associated with men holding weapons. 

Musicians and warriors seem to hâve had a spécial relationship. From the Inca Empire, we 

know that musicians often accompanied the troops into battle, in order to generate fear 

among the enemy and courage among the own forces (Bolanos 1985: 53-54; Bolanos 

2007: 132, 185). Musical instmments are never associated with secondary personages and 

could thus be interpreted as attributes belonging to persons with a very spécifie fiinction 

and probably a high social position. The association of llama-men with panpipes again 

confirms their spécial status and fiinction.

Cups are the most common attributes held by Recuay persons on ceramics. Interestingly, 

llama-men are one of the only scene-groups that are never associated with them. Cups 

seem to hâve had spécial fiinctions in ceremonies and their presence suggests libation 

and/or drinking rituals. Apparently, llama-men only presented Hamas during ceremonies. 

They were not the main actors in the drinking and/or libation acts of which Recuay 

ceremonies often consisted. Perhaps the présentation of Hamas was a coj^Ü^lfîra^iarate 

ritual or maybe leading a Hama to sacrifice was a different épisode of aü^aer cere^my of 

which libation and drinking acts were part of Another important obseH^nhguJfe^^iould
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be made here is that the possibility exists for the llama-men being the same men as the 

main characters in cérémonial scenes, but clothed differently. This possibility, however, 

does not réfuté the interprétation of llama-men being more important in cérémonial rituals 

than the other men. Even if the llama-men were in real life the same persons as the ones 

acting in libation rituals, they clearly differentiated themselves during certain rituals by 

wearing completely different attributes and clothes.

VI.8.4.2. Warriors and guardians

Apart from the scene-group of figures with weapons, consisting of twenty-seven male 

effigy vessels and one female effigy vessel, other scene-groups contain représentations of 

figures with weapons as well. There are fourteen llama-men, one man attacked by a feline, 

one man with a trophy head and a knife, one man holding a cup, two main men in 

cérémonial scenes taking place inside buildings, seven main males in cérémonial scenes 

with one or two main characters, one main man in a cérémonial scene with main characters 

of a similar size, one main female personage in a cérémonial scene with main characters of 

a similar size, four secondary male characters in cérémonial scenes inside buildings, eleven 

secondary males on different parts of buildings and six secondary males in cérémonial 

scenes with one or two main characters which are associated with weapons.

If we consider staffs as weapomy, the amount increases with the addition of seven 

painted men, five more llama-men, two more secondary male personages positioned on 

different parts of buildings and two more secondary males in a cérémonial scene with one 

or two main characters.

Apart from carrying weapons (shields and clubs) or battle-related objects (trophy heads, 

rectangular back plates, staffs and knives), these personages are associated with certain 

headdresses and garments.

In comparison with the other scene-groups, helmets occur quite often in association 

with men with weapons and/or staffs. Helmets occur three times on men with a musical 

instrument in their hands (of which one also carries a club), once on a man attacked by 

birds (as we will see, this scene-group probably has some relation to battle-scenes), three 

times on painted men holding staffs, six times on secondary males on different parts of a 

building (of which one also holds a club and a shield), three times on an effigy of a man 

with weapons and three times on llama-men (of which one holds a staff and two hold 

weapons). In ail the other scene-groups, helmets occur in very small, negligible amounts.
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As previously mentioned, the three-comered hat occurs mostly among llama-men. 

Of the five llama-men wearing this headdress, three are associated with weapons and one 

with a staff. The only secondary personage wearing this hat belongs to the scene-group 

secondary personages positioned on different parts of buildings (a group often representing 

secondary males having guardian or warrior fimctions) and has a shield in his hand. There 

are only three other men associated with the three-comered hat, without weapons (a main 

in a copulation scene, a man with felines and a main in a cérémonial scene with one or two 

mains).

Underskirts are récurrent garment-types among men with weapons and/or staffs. Of 

the eighteen llama-men wearing this garment, eight are associated with weapons and three 

with staffs, the one man attacked by a feline wearing an underskirt also holds a club (C-8- 

6), the only secondary male characters (seven) wearing it, are ail represented on the vase 

from the Ethnologisches Muséum in Berlin (C-20-22) showing personages associated with 

rectangular back plates and one male effigy associated with an underskirt also holds 

weapons (C-5-24). There are only two men with an underskirt who are not associated with 

a battle-related theme. Both are main male personages in cérémonial scenes with one or 

two main characters.

Hems are often présent among men with weapons, but, as they also occur on other 

personages, I do not consider them to be the exclusive privilège of warriors. Rather, in my 

opinion, hems are identifiers of status. Warriors wearing hems should thus be considered 

as having a rather high position in society.

Snake appendages are the most common figurative motifs on the clothes of Recuay 

men. There seems to be a preference, however, to paint these motifs on the clothes of men 

with weapons and men with musical instruments. Scene-groups with snake appendages 

appearing on the clothes of more than twenty-five percent of their men are: men with 

musical instruments, the llama-men and men with weapons. Four of the eight llama-men 

with snake appendages carry weapons and two hold a staff The men with musical 

instruments having snake appendages painted on their clothes are not associated with 

weapons, however. This is surprising since men with musical instruments often carry 

weapons as well. Consequently, no definite conclusions can be made surrounding the 

association of snake appendages with certain ftinctions.

As previously mentioned on several occasions, men with weapons are often associated 

with musical instruments. One llama-man holds panpipes and a club, two male effigy
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vessels are associated with a shield and panpipes and one male effigy vessel is represented 

with a club and a flûte. There is clearly a relationship between warriors and musicians. The 

possibility exists that musicians accompanied the troops into battle, wearing similar clothes 

and headgear (helmets are common headdresses among musicians and snake appendages 

are often painted on their clothes as well). Perhaps the helmets and weapons wom by 

musicians had just a protective function or maybe musicians also took part in fighting 

battles. As previously mentioned, musicians are often represented together with warriors in 

Moche iconography and ethnohistorical documents mention musical instruments being 

played on the battle field in the Inca Empire (Bolanos 1985: 53-54; Bolanos 2007: 77, 185, 

132).

There seem to hâve existed different types of warriors, who probably took different 

positions on the social ladder. First of ail, there are the llama-men, of which nineteen out of 

a total of twenty-eight are associated with weapons and/or staffs. Next, there are the main 

and solo men with weapons,”^ who wear similar headdresses and garments. Musicians are 

found within the llama-men group and the main and solo men with weapons.*’^ Then, there 

is a third group of twenty-five secondary male personages represented with weapons 

and/or staffs. Next, there is one man being attacked by a feline (C-8-6), who contrary to the 

other men being attacked by animais, wears clothes and attributes resembling the ones of 

the llama-men and thus forms a separate group. And finally, there are seven painted men 

holding staffs who form a fifth group.

I am thus of the opinion that a hierarchy could be detected among the personages with 

weapons. The highest position, according to me, was taken by the llama-men. Their 

association with Hamas showed their authority over one of the most important économie 

resources. Consequently, the depiction of these scenes also contained a political message 

through which leaders established and accumulated power. Their récurrent association with 

weapons also reveals their importance as warriors. It is not clear whether the llama-men 

were actual warriors or if their function was merely cérémonial. In any case, their 

exceptional and more luxurious headdresses and garment-types set them apart from the 

common warriors.
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Among the men attacked by animais, there is one man who resembles the llama-man (C-8- 

6). He wears an underskirt, a hem, bas snake appendages painted on his shirt and carries a 

club. Normally, men attacked by animais are already shown in a defeated State (often 

naked or with their insides taken out, while the animais are feeding on them). This man is 

depicted in a fighting stance and he still wears his rather elaborately decorated clothes and 

insignia. As warriorhood was a way through which one could express leadership qualities, 

the fact that this figure is the only man shown fighting back against an animal instead of 

being defeated and is wearing clothes similar to the llama-man, could mean that leadership 

was attained after a victorious battle. Perhaps the losing warriors were eaten by the 

animais, while the winning warrior moved up the social ladder to become a llama-man.

It has been mentioned that the solo men from the scene-group of personages with weapons 

resemble the main men with weapons in cérémonial scenes rather than the secondary men. 

Why, then, do 1 think that these solo and main men hâve an intermediate social position 

between llama-men and secondary men with weapons? First, their larger scale and central 

position clearly differs in comparison with the secondary men. Second, their headdresses 

and garment-types are more elaborately decorated. Solo and main men with weapons hâve 

headdresses associated with, among others, the tooth face, feline heads, human faces and 

serpents. The secondary men with weapons, however, mostly wear turbans with crescents 

and, on some occasions, caps or paws.

Necklaces occur more frequently among solo and main men (twenty times 

compared to two times among secondary personages) as do hems (fifteen times among the 

solo and main men and only two times among the secondary characters).

As is the case among ail secondary characters in Recuay iconography, none of the 

secondary men with weapons hâve figurative motifs on their clothes. Nevertheless, the solo 

and main men can be associated with the great crescent being (but not as often as Joan 

Gero proclaims), appendages of felines and the two-headed being. Snake appendages are 

the most common figurative motifs on clothes of solo and main men with weapons.

Body stripes occur only once on secondary males with weapons. Among the main 

and solo men with weapons, eight appear with painted or tattooed stripes on their limbs.

Géométrie motifs occur on both main and solo men as well as on secondary men, 

though in different quantities. Among the thirty-nine main and solo males with weapons, 

thirty-five géométrie motifs are recognised. Among the twenty-five secondary characters 

with weapons, only seven géométrie motifs are présent.
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None of the secondary males with weapons are associated with musical 

instruments. In fact, none of the secondary personages hâve musical instruments in their 

hands. It seems that only solo or main men hold them. This leads me to conclude that men 

of a rather important cérémonial and probably also social position were musicians. More 

on the status of musicians is discussed below.

AU these éléments hint at a more important warrior status for the solo and main 

men with weapons than for the secondary men. As previously mentioned, llama-men with 

weapons wear even more spécifie and elaborately decorated clothes than the solo and main 

men, which indicates the intermediate social position of the solo and main men between 

the llama-men and the secondary men with weapons.

As was mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, secondary personages are considered to 

be of lesser importance. They wear headdresses and garments with less décoration, they 

are smaller in size and are placed in auxiliary positions. Twenty-five secondary male 

characters carry weapons and/or staffs. Four of these belong to the group showing 

cérémonial scenes inside a house, thirteen to the scene-group of secondary personages on 

different parts of a building and eight to the group showing cérémonial scenes with one or 

two main characters.

Apparently, secondary males with weapons occur mostly in the scene-group of 

secondary personages on different parts of a building. As previously mentioned, the 

secondary characters in this scene-group seem to hâve had a different function from the 

more common secondary personages surrounding a central male character, while holding a 

cup. Their infrequent association with cups, their rather spécial garments and headdresses 

(they are the only secondary personages wearing helmets, the only secondary person with 

body stripes belongs to this scene-group, they are the secondary characters of which the 

highest percentage is associated with weapons and two of the six secondary personages 

with hems belong to this group) and their position on the outer parts of buildings in which 

a ceremony is often taking place, indicates a protective function for these personages. 

However, even if I recognise that these secondary persons on different parts of buildings 

are different from the more common secondary male characters, I still perceive their status 

to be lower than that of the main and solo men. They are still represented as smaller than 

the latter and their garments, although they differ in some ways from those of the common 

secondary males, still contain less décoration. In my opinion, the unusual garment-styles 

and headdresses among the secondary personages on different parts of buildings can be
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explained by their different fimction, when comparing them to the other secondary males 

holding cups and surrounding a central main male character. The males with cups are 

clearly participants in a libation and/or drinking ritual, while the secondary personages on 

the outer parts of buildings were probably guardians.

Apart from the secondary personages on different parts of buildings, twelve other 

secondary males hold weapons. Three of these belong to the same vessel (C-20-11), which 

depicts one main male with a club in his hands, two secondary females with cups, one 

secondary male with a club, two secondary males with staffs and one broken secondary 

personage. Apart from the two secondary females, ail the personages in this scene carry 

weapons.

Two other secondary males belong to a scene consisting of four secondary males 

(of which two carry a club) surrounding a main male, under a roof (C-18-4). None of the 

personages carry a cup.

Two of the secondary males carrying weapons are represented inside a house on 

both sides of a main male personage who also carries weapons (C-18-20). Again, none of 

the personages carry cups.

Four of the secondary males belong to the vessel representing male personages with 

rectangular trophy-plates on their backs (C-20-22). Again, this vessel’s scene emphasises 

warriorhood, rather than a libation or a drinking ritual.

Finally, one secondary male holding a club and a cup belongs to a scene containing 

one main male, four secondary females, of which two hold a cup, and three secondary 

males (C-20-12). This scene is rather peculiar among Recuay cérémonial scenes as, 

contrary to the typical scenes, ail the personages are placed in a circle (instead of a central 

main being surrounded by smaller secondary characters), and some are holding each 

other’s arms.

None of the scenes with secondary male personages associated with weapons 

belong to the more common cérémonial scenes in which smaller secondary characters with 

cups in their hands surround a larger central main character. It seems as if secondary male 

characters with weapons did not partake in cérémonial rituals. They probably were 

guardians, on the lookout for enemies and protecting the personages inside the buildings 

they were standing on.

Among the personages carrying weapons, there are seven painted men carrying staffs. It is 

difficult to define the hierarchical position of these figures, as their clothes and headdresses
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are painted, which makes a comparison with the sculpted types problematic. The fact that 

five of the seven painted men with staffs belong to the site of Pashash is another aspect 

which makes status identification more difficult, as the clothing style could hâve a 

geographical rather than a hierarchical explanation. What can be concluded from the fact 

that these painted men hâve staffs is that they represent warriors. Two of the seven men 

wear a helmet, a headdress typically associated with warriors and another man is 

represented in a combat scene (C-12-4), in which one man holds the hair of the second 

man. The latter holds a staff.

So far, we hâve concentrated on the male personages holding weapons and/or staffs, but 

there are also two women holding weapons.

One of these is a solo woman who is definitely associated with a shield and a cluh 

(C-5-23). She wears an elevated manta, characteristic of women with a spécial fiinction 

and probably a higher cérémonial status, and a belt (motif 18), which is unique in the 

whole sample of women. This vessel has a male double (C-5-24), who also wears rather 

spécial attributes and clothes. His headdress is unique among Recuay men, he wears 

notched earspools, an underskirt and has vertical incisions around his neck. This is also the 

first time that a complementary male-female pair could be recognised in Recuay ceramics.

The second time a woman is documented with a possible weapon in her hands is in 

the scene-group of cérémonial scenes with main figures of the same size (C-21-9). This 

woman clearly holds a cup in one hand, while the object that she carries in the other is very 

likely a club. This woman has nothing in common with the solo woman with a shield and a 

club, mentioned above. The quality of the picture, however, does not allow for a clear 

distinction of the club-like object in her hands. The fact that this woman holds a cup and is 

represented in a scene typically associated with libation and/or drinking rituals, convinces 

me that we are not dealing with a female warrior.

AU these éléments indicate that female warriors were exceptional in Recuay 

society. The fact that the only definite female warrior is complemented by a male version 

seems to suggest that warriorhood necessarily needed a male component.

VI.8.4,3. Musicians

In the sample of five hundred and six Recuay ceramics, there are fifteen solo men (of 

which two are associated with felines, three with weapons and one with an unidentifiable
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animal in his hands), one solo woman, four llama-men (of which one also holds a club) and 

four main men in a cérémonial scene holding musical instruments.

Secondary personages are never associated with musical instruments, which could 

mean that only those having a high religions status are depicted with musical instruments.

Of the twenty-three men with musical instruments, fourteen wear turbans, three 

helmets, four fezzes and one a three-comered hat. The amount of fezzes and helmets is 

rather high. As previously mentioned, helmets are considered to be associated with men 

having some sort of warrior fonction. The fezzes represented among the men with weapons 

are of a different type than the ones présent among llama-men. They are smaller or consist 

of the bottle’s aperture, which makes them look like fezzes. The éléments attached to the 

turbans of men with musical instruments are diverse. Most of these éléments, however, are 

typically associated with secondary men. Crescents occur six times, as do caps and paws, a 

feline head appears three times and bird heads, arms and a pin ail occur once.

Only six men hâve painted or tattooed designs on their faces. This amount is rather 

low in comparison to other scene-groups.

Apart from the llama-men with musical instruments (of which three hâve a hem 

and three wear an underskirt), their clothes are rather simple and lack décoration. 

Figurative motifs occur infrequently. Six men hâve snake appendages on their clothes, 

three hâve the great crescent being, one has appendages of the great crescent being and one 

has a tooth face. Aside from the three llama-men with hems, there are only three other men 

wearing this element. Body stripes occur only five times. Géométrie motifs are a bit more 

common. The motifs 26 and 29 both occur twice, while the motifs 8, 9, 12, 22, 23, 25 and 

29 appear once.

Nine men wear a necklace and six wear bracelets.

The rather high amount of helmets among musicians is, according to me, to be explained 

by the fact that musicians often had a fonction as warriors. Apart from the four llama-men 

with panpipes in their hands who, as previously mentioned, are men of a high social 

importance, clothes and headdresses seem to imply an average status for musicians. It is 

worth mentioning, however, that secondary personages are never associated with musical 

instruments.
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Only one woman is depicted in association with a musical instrument, more specifically a 

hand drum. She appears on an effigy double-vessel with a bird sculpted on the other side. 

She wears an elevated manta, which indicates a rather high cérémonial status.

As is also the case in other pre-Columbian cultures, among the Recuay, mostly men are 

associated with musical instruments. In my Recuay sample, men are solely represented 

with wind instruments in their hands, while one woman with a hand drum was recognised. 

Among the Moche, Nasca and other cultures, wind instruments and drums are mostly 

shown in the hands of men (Bolanos 1985, 2007). Ethnohistorical records, however, 

mention the acllas and Coyas playing hand drums (Arriaga 1621: ch. 5) and the drawings 

of Guamân Poma de Ayala (2011: 182, 184, 184) often depict women playing drums. It 

seems as though men are generally associated with the whole range of musical instruments, 

while women had in certain time periods a spécifie relationship with hand drums.

VI.8.4.4. Coca-chewers

In my opinion, there are three men who are definitely involved with the act of coca- 

chewing. Ail three of them belong to the scene-group of men with bags dangling from their 

shoulders. Small bags {chuspas) with coca-leaves are still wom around the shoulder by 

indigenous people in the Andes today. AU three men are represented in the same position, 

with their hands touching their heads. Perhaps this position underscores the hallucinogenic 

properties of chewing coca, after which one feels lightheaded. One of these men holds 

what I assume to be a lime-gourd (C-10-1). Another man has a bulge in his cheek (C-10-3), 

an element often found on représentations of coca-chewers. AU three persons associated 

with coca are men. The Recuay stone tenon-heads (from the Pomabamba and Pallasca 

régions) showing bulges in their cheeks are also men. It is possible that, as was the case in 

the Inca Empire (Cobo 1964[1653]: 138-139; Garcilaso 1609: Book 4, ch. ii), coca- 

chewing was a privilège of the male members of Recuay society.

After investigating the clothing style of these three men, it appears that a rather modest 

position in cérémonial life was reserved for them. AU three men wear turbans, while two 

hâve a small crescent attached to them. These headdresses are common among the rather 

humble secondary personages. The earplugs (10 and 12) occurring among these men are 

also rather simple and without elaborate designs. None of the men wear a necklace or a 

bracelet and none hâve painted or tattooed designs on their faces. Only one man has stripes
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on his limbs and one has géométrie motif 12 painted on his clothes. Even though these men 

are solo effigies, none hâve figurative motifs painted on their clothes.

VI.8.4.5. Shell-bearers

Thirteen secondary female personages hâve a shell in their hands. Four of these occur in 

copulation scenes, while the others are secondary characters in cérémonial scenes often 

containing personages holding cups, which indicates the presence of shell-bearers in 

libation and/or drinking rituals.

AU shell-bearers are women and secondary characters. As previously mentioned, 

secondary personages seem to hâve been of lesser importance in iconographical 

représentations. The clothes and attributes associated with the shell-bearing secondary 

women are ail typical of secondary female personages and consequently confirm the 

likelihood of their lower cérémonial status. The manta motif 3 occurs five times, while the 

manta motif 6 appears four times. There are no figurative motifs on the clothes of these 

women, while six wear the checkerboard motif, two motif 9 and two the black and white 

pattern. The latter are ail géométrie motifs which occur regularly on secondary characters. 

Eleven women wear a belt. Seven are of type 21 and four of type 8. Both are belts typical 

of secondary characters. One woman wears dinchor-tupus, which is one of the only two 

/M/7M-types appearing among secondary characters. Tattooed or painted face-designs, as 

well as necklaces, are completely absent.

Thirteen secondary female characters, divided over six vessels, are found holding 

shells. Shells thus had some importance during drinking and/or libation rituals, as well as 

during copulation scenes, although their rather modest rate of appearance (six out of a total 

of five hundred and six vessels) contradicts that they were frequently part of daily 

cérémonial activities. The presence of shells, imported from the coast, probably heightened 

the social significance of the religions activities during which they were used. However, 

based on the garments and attributes of the personages carrying shells, it can be concluded 

that shell-bearers did not hâve an important religions position. When investigating their 

clothes, they seem a lot like the garments found on other secondary female characters (e.g., 

those carrying cups, the one woman holding a turban). Apparently, ail these secondary 

female characters had more or less the same, rather low, position in ceremonies, 

independent of the objects they were holding.
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I am of the opinion that the shells carried by these women are spondylus. In, for example, 

Queyash Alto this type of shell was found in the so-called residential part of the site and 

the shells held by the secondary female personages closely resemble these bivalve shells. 

Spondylus shells Avere also found in other pre-Columbian cultures, mostly in tombs or 

other highly ritualised contexts. At Chavin de Huantar, for example, spondylus was found 

in the Gallery of the Offerings in the Old Temple. At Kuntur Wasi (750-500 B.C.), beads 

and spondylus fragments were encountered in a burial site. At Sipan (A.D. 1-300), shells 

were found in tombs of men, while in the cemetery of Pacatnamu (Moche III), beads made 

of spondylus were placed in tombs of women and children. In San José de Moro (A.D. 

550-700), the famous priestesses held spondylus shells in their hands. The Sacrifice 

Ceremony painted on certain Moche pots, again depicts women who carry spondylus-sheWs 

in their hands (Carter 2011: 71-73).

Ethnohistorical texts and contemporary Andean agricultural practices indicate a 

relationship between spondylus and agricultural fertility and water in the Inca Empire. 

Spondylus shells were used in water rituals and were referred to as “daughters of the sea”. 

In the Chimu reign, a similar relation may be recognised, as spondylus offerings were 

found in a well in the Ciudadela Tschudi at Chan Chan and near a cultivated field of the 

Chimu period in the La Poza area of Huanchaco (Cordy-Collins 2001: 39-40; Pillsbury 

1996: 318,323).

What is clear ffom ail of this is that in many of the pre-Columbian cultures there 

existed a clear affmity between spondylus shells on the one hand and agricultural fertility, 

water and high status on the other. The presence of shells in copulation and libation scenes 

could indicate a similar relationship with fertility and water during the Recuay period.

VI.8.4.6. Cup-bearers

As previously mentioned, both men and women, can carry cups in their hands: there are 

twenty-one solo women, twelve solo men, one hundred and twenty-two secondary females, 

thirteen secondary males, one man on a spoon, twenty-eight main men and six main 

women. Personages with cups occur in the centre of cérémonial scenes (as main 

personages), in auxiliary positions surrounding the central person (as secondary characters) 

and as solo individuals on effigy vessels. Consequently, cups are part of many different 

iconographie situations. The presence of cups probably refers to ceremonies in which 

drinking and libation was a key act.
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In my opinion, the solo effigy vessels of men and women with cups in their hands 

are larger représentations of the smaller main and seeondary personages acting in 

cérémonial scenes (see also Lan 2000: 184). Based on the similar clothes and headdress- 

styles, there seem to exist similarities between the solo women with cups, the main females 

with cups and the seeondary female characters, on the one hand, and between the solo men 

and the main men with cups, on the other. Seeondary male characters with cups seem to 

hâve had similar cérémonial functions and positions as the seeondary females.

Let us first look more closely at the women with cups, their occurrence in certain scenes 

and their possible importance for the ceremony.

Women with cups occur as solo représentations on effigy vessels. Normally one 

would assume that they are of a higher religious importance since they occur on their own 

and on a larger scale. Nevertheless, their garments and attributes resemble the ones 

belonging to the seeondary female characters. In both scene-groups, the mantas 4 and 6 are 

the most common types. The mantas 3 and 5 occur in both scene-groups as well. These are 

mantas commonly associated with seeondary characters and consist of rather simple 

motifs. The same is true for the belts. The rather plain belts 2, 5 and 13 occur in both 

scene-groups at more or less the same, rather high, rate. Body stripes are uncommon, as are 

necklaces, bracelets and painted or tattooed designs on the faces, kndcvox-tupus and 

circular ones occur on both scene-groups, though among the solo women, other pins are 

présent as well (funnels A and B and serpents). The appearance of géométrie motifs is 

similar as well. The checkerboard-motif and the black and white pattern are the most 

récurrent motifs in both scene-groups. The black and red pattern and motif 12 appear in 

both female groups as well. The biggest différence, however, occurs among the figurative 

motifs. The solo women hâve three times the great crescent being, three times snake 

appendages, once appendages of the great crescent being and once the two-headed being 

painted on their clothes, while figurative motifs are completely absent among the 

seeondary female characters with cups. An explanation for this absence of figurative 

motifs could be the fact that the space on the clothes of the smaller personages is not large 

enough for such elaborate designs.

Among the main females with cups, five belong to the scene-group cérémonial 

scenes with main characters of the same size and only one consists of a main woman in a 

cérémonial scene with seeondary characters. It has been mentioned that main females in 

cérémonial scenes with main characters of the same size generally look a lot like seeondary
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females and that even if they are of the same size as the main males in these scenes, they 

are always placed in auxiliary positions. Thus, I propose to regard them as having similar 

functions and cérémonial importance as the secondary female personages. When 

comparing their attributes and clothes to those of secondary females with cups, it can be 

noticed that manta 6 is, once again, the most common manta-type. Manta 2, a type 

appearing once among the secondary females with cups, occurs as well. Belt 24, a belt also 

appearing four times among secondary females with cups, occurs twice among main 

females. The other belts (27 and 35) occurring on main females with cups, however, are 

not found on secondary females and consist of rather intricate motifs. Similar to the 

secondary females and the solo women with cups are the low frequencies of body stripes, 

face-designs, necklaces and bracelets. Figurative motifs are completely absent. 

Nevertheless, the checkerboard motif is, again, the most common géométrie motif on 

clothes. The fiiimel B-pins are, as was the case among solo women with cups, présent 

among the main females with cups.

The sixth main female with a cup in her hands is a woman sculpted on a vessel next 

to a main man of similar size and two smaller secondary female personages (C-20-64). 

Consequently, this woman cannot be considered to be the sole main subject of the scene. 

She is represented next to a man of the same size. Her attributes and garments are also 

quite similar to the ones found among secondary women (manta 6, lacking face-designs, a 

bracelet and a necklace).

To conclude, one can State that women holdings cups, whatever their size or 

position in a cérémonial scene, were ail of a rather low cérémonial status. Nevertheless, 

their presence within ceremonies must hâve been crucial. Their common occurrence as 

cup-bearers was indispensable for the rituals depicted in the iconography.

Twelve solo men with cups, thirteen secondary males with cups, twenty-eight main men 

and one man on a spoon with a cup in his hands hâve been recognised. Consequently, there 

are many more main male personages than main women with cups, but fewer solo and 

secondary men with cups than solo and secondary women with cups. It has already been 

pointed out that the solo men with cups hâve more éléments in common with the main men 

with cups in cérémonial scenes than with the secondary men with cups. The headdresses of 

the solo and main men with cups are often embellished with rather exceptional éléments, 

such as mouths, feline heads and pins, while the headdresses of the secondary male 

characters consist mainly of turbans with small crescents. The latter is a headgear-type
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commonly found among the secondary personages and should therefore be considered as 

the headdress of rather low-status men. Ail the earplugs occurring among the secondary 

men (earplugs 7, 12, 13 and 22) are also found on main and solo men with cups. 

Nevertheless, one of the most spécial earplugs, the notched earspool, appears on one main 

and on one solo man and not on secondary men. Face-designs occur on both main and solo 

men. Only one secondary male personage holding a cup has them. Hems occur in more or 

less the same quantity in ail three scene-groups. Body stripes occur on both main and solo 

men with cups and never on secondary males. Necklaces occur rather frequently on solo 

men (five out of twelve times, or forty-one point six percent) and on main men (twelve out 

of twenty-eight, or forty-two point eight percent), whereas only two secondary men wear 

one (two out of thirteen, or fifteen point three percent). Bracelets occur on some occasions 

on main and solo men, while they are completely absent from secondary men with cups. 

Figurative motifs are absent on the secondary males with cups. Among the solo men four 

are associated with the great crescent being, one with birds, one with the two-headed being 

and one with a tooth face, while among the main men, one is associated with snake 

appendages and one with the two-headed being. Géométrie motifs are much more common 

among the main and solo men than among the secondary males with cups. Only three 

motifs occur among secondary men (motifs 5, 12 and 29), which ail appear on main and 

solo men as well.

It appears that main and solo men with cups hâve more or less the same attributes 

and wear similar garment-types, while the secondary men with cups wear less elaborate 

headdresses and clothing styles.

Based on the similarities between the solo and main men with cups, I am of the 

opinion that solo men with cups are individual représentations of the main men with cups 

in cérémonial scenes. Meanwhile, secondary men with cups in cérémonial scenes seem to 

be of a different and lower cérémonial importance. The secondary men probably had 

similar fimetions (see also Lau 2006a: 126) and consequently also similar (low) religions 

positions as the secondary female characters with cups.

VI.8.4.7. Turban-carriers

There are two secondary personages, one man and one woman, carrying a turban with a 

small crescent on top. As previously mentioned, this turban is a headdress often found 

among smaller secondary men, and may thus be considered a headdress used by men of a 

rather low fimctional and cérémonial position. Both secondary characters with a turban in
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their hands occur in cérémonial scenes in which the other personages carry cups. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that the présentation of turbans took place during drinking 

and/or libation ceremonies. Nevertheless, as there are only two scenes showing figures 

carrying turbans in the whole sample it is clear that this act of presenting a turban was a 

quite uncommon part of cérémonial life among the Recuay. Again, I want to emphasise 

that I am not convinced that these acts had something to do with a coronation ritual, since 

the turbans held by these personages are normally associated with figures of lower 

religious importance and the main characters in both scenes are already wearing a 

headdress. Both characters holding a turban wear clothes and attributes commonly found 

among secondary personages. The man wears a turban with a small crescent, has earplugs 

without a design and he lacks face-designs, a hem, a necklace and bracelets. The secondary 

female personage wears manta 2, the black and white pattern on her clothes, belt 2 and she 

does not wear tupus, nor does she hâve a necklace, bracelet or face-designs. Based on this 

information, I consider figures carrying turbans to hâve a rather low cérémonial status, 

probably corresponding to that of the other secondary personages holding objects (shells 

and cups).

VI.8.4.8. Carriers of transport vessels

There are three figures (one person of unidentifiable sex and two women) that definitely 

carry a vessel on their backs. Two carry the vessel’s support itself, while one carries a 

separately sculpted vessel. Ail three vessels are globular in form and hâve a flaring rim. 

Two of the vases are transported in a cloth on which snake appendages are painted. One 

man with a bag holding a bulbous object could be carrying a vessel as well (C-20-19). This 

bag also has snake appendages on it.

The similarities between these vessels and the aryballos or tumins used for the 

fermentation and transportation of chicha, hâve already been mentioned. Other pre- 

Columbian cultures (e.g., the Moche, Chimu and Inca) often depict similar vessels being 

transported on the backs of mostly women. There seems to hâve been a relationship 

between the brewing and transportation of maize beer and women. Nevertheless, among 

the Recuay, there does exist one male effigy vessel carrying a possible transport vase.

The four personages probably associated with transport vessels on their backs ail 

wear clothes and headgear generally associated with ceremonially important figures. One 

of the women wears a rather exceptional belt decorated with snakes, both women wear 

tupus (one consists of tunnels A and the other of circular pins), one of the women and the
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man wear bracelets, the man and the person of unidentifiable sex both wear necklaces, the 

man wears a turban with a pin on top (headdress 50), as well as a hem. He also has the 

géométrie motif 7 on his clothes and a rather exceptional face-design (design 19). The 

person of unidentifiable sex has body stripes and on its clothes are painted the tooth face 

and géométrie motif 11.

The fact that none of the secondary characters on Recuay ceramics are associated 

with transport vessels on their backs is another element which supports the hypothesis that 

the people carrying these vessels hâve rather important religions positions.

VI.8.4.9. Child-carriers

In my sample of Recuay ceramics there are seven solo women and one secondary man 

with a child in their hands.

The solo women are wearing rather elaborately decorated clothes. Two wear 

elevated mantas, one wears manta 20, a very exceptional manta-type. Six hâve painted or 

tattooed designs on their faces. Six also wear tupus, among which the funnels B and 

serpents occur twice, and the tunnels A and circles once. Three hâve bracelets and ail of 

the women wear belts. Two belts are decorated with snake appendages (belt 6) and two 

hâve a step-design (belt 7). Both belts are rather exceptional among Recuay ceramics and 

they are associated with women holding a spécial fimetion. One of these women has the 

great crescent being painted on her clothes, while another has snake appendages on hers. 

As mentioned before, it is rather exceptional to see figurative motifs among women. Three 

women hâve stripes painted or tattooed on their limbs. A rather large amount of géométrie 

motifs are also présent on the clothes. The checkerboard-motif occurs twice, while the 

motifs 9, 20, 22, 92 and the black and white pattern ail appear once. Ail these éléments are 

in favour of attributing a rather spécial religions status to women holding children.

In Moche iconography, children are mostly carried by women or feminised personages 

(e.g., female bats, female skeletons). Often these représentations take place within a sphere 

of death and sacrifice (Bourget 2001: 103). No defmite conclusions can be made 

surrounding the sacrifice of children within Recuay society. Nevertheless, I am of the 

opinion that a similar concept of fertility can be accorded to the presence of children in 

certain rituals, even if these rituals are not sacrificial. Children, certainly when associated 

with women or copulation scenes, clearly refer to birth, the continuity of the lineage and 

fertility as a whole (see also Gero 1992: 20; Gero 1999: 34).
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The situation is different for the secondary man with a child in his hands. This is the only 

time a man is found with a child in his hands. The vessel on which this man is depicted 

cornes from the Royal Muséums of Art and History in Brussels (C-19-1), but looks very 

much like a vessel from the Ethnologisches Muséum in Berlin (C-19-3). The only 

differenee between these two vessels is the fact that on the vessel from Berlin, the man 

holds a staff, while on the vessel from Brussels, the secondary man holds a child. The 

possibility exists that the one from Brussels is a forgery, although the child in the arms of 

the man has the same face-designs as the ehild in the arms of a female effigy vessel (C-7- 

7). If this vessel is false, the ceramist who made it knew quite a lot of Reeuay iconography 

and copied in fine detail the face-design occurring on children. The fact remains, however, 

that men typieally are not associated with children. The secondary man is associated with 

rather simple elothes and headgear, contrary to the solo women with children. He wears a 

simple turban, while bracelets, face-designs and motifs on his elothes are absent. This man 

is thus considered to hâve a lower cérémonial position than and a different fimetion from 

the solo women holding children.

The children represented in the arms of women and the one secondary man lack 

headdresses, earplugs, tupus, belts, necklaces and bracelets. This could mean that these 

éléments were either assigned later on in life or that these children did not wear attributes 

associated with high cérémonial status.

Two ehildren, however, hâve design 24 painted or tattooed on their faees. This 

design is typical for women. The sex of the other five ehildren, however, is unclear.

There is one more vessel from the Rautenstrauch-Joest Muséum in Kôln (C-16-18) 

that probably also is depicting children. This vessel shows a copulation scene with three 

smaller persons lying on the side. Normally, secondary personages are represented in a 

standing position, usually holding some sort of object in their hands to represent their 

active participation in the ceremony. The fact that these eharacters are represented as lying 

on their backs, with their hands free of objects and associated with a copulation scene, 

makes me incline to interpret that these three personages are children.

Copulation scenes probably refer to fertility, in which offspring naturally are of 

importance. In this regard, the presence of calves in the hands of men leading a llama by a 

cord should be mentioned. These scenes are probably depicting fertility rituals, in whieh 

calves symbolise the continuity within the herds. In a similar fashion, the smaller persons
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lying next to the copulating couple could also be regarded as symbolising the continuity of 

the cultural lineage.

Two of the three smaller personages are clearly of the female sex, because a vagina 

is visible. The third secondary character could also be identified a female based on its 

clothes and attributes. Two wear manta 5, while the other’s manta is of an unidentifiable 

type. Manta 5 is a simple type, found among rather simply clothed women. AU three 

personages wear belts whose styles are regularly associated with seeondary women: two 

are belt-type 16, while the other is type 8. None of the three hâve tupus, necklaces, 

bracelets or face-designs. Again, it seems that children wore attributes and garments 

associated with secondary personages who, according to me, had rather low status 

positions in ceremonies.

VI.8.4.10. Animal-carriers

There are five persons carrying an animal. Four are solo men, of which two are llama-men 

holding a calf and one is a solo woman.

As mentioned before, the llama-men with calves are, according to me, of a high 

cérémonial position. The calves held by these men probably refer to a fertility ritual in 

order to implore health and fertility of the llama herds.

Apart from the llama-men, one man holds a lizard, while another holds an 

unidentifiable animal and panpipes. Both men hâve rather simple clothes, generally 

associated with men of a lower cérémonial status. One wears a turban with a side pin and 

the other a turban with paws. One does not wear earplugs, while the other wears plugs with 

very small dots. One has body stripes and none hâve necklaces, bracelets or face-designs.

One woman is associated with a serpent head in her hands. She wears manta 6, 

circular tupus, the black and white pattern on her dress and belt 7, which is a rather 

elaborate belt-type which also occurs on two solo women with children in their hands. This 

last element suggests a rather high cérémonial status for this woman.

As there are very few personages represented with animais in their hands, it would 

be unwise to make far-reaching conclusions regarding this type of figures. The possibility 

exists that spécifie figures presented certain animais in rituals (perhaps for sacrifice), 

although the cérémonial scenes in iconography never show these kinds of acts. The only 

occurrences where animais are held in a figure’s hands appear on effigy vessels.
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CHAPTER VI; ICONOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN REPRESENTATIONS ON RECUAY CERAMICS 

VI.8.4.11. Couples in copulation scenes

On a total of five hundred and six vessels, twenty-one represent copulation scenes. These 

always depict a central couple consisting of a man and a woman, which is sometimes 

surrounded by smaller, always female, personages. The latter generally carry cups in their 

hands, although shells can be held as well. In some instances the scene takes place within 

an architectural setting.

The male-female pair often has a similar clothing style, which confirms their 

significance as a couple. Three of the couples are naked and when having stripes painted 

on their limbs, these are of the same style and width (see also Gero 2004).

Both the main male personage and the main female personage wear rather intricate 

headgear and garments, which, according to me, refers to their high importance in 

ceremonies.

Six of the twenty-one women wear elevated mantas. Combined with the occurrence 

of the mantas 9, 19 and 21, which solely appear on main women, it may be concluded that 

the mantas wom by main women in copulation scenes reveals their rather high religions 

status. The same situation is tme for the belt-types. Belt 3 (occurring on the only woman 

with a musical instrument and on only one seeondary person) appears twice, belts 13 and 

14 (occur on both seeondary as main characters) each occur once and the belts 31 and 32 

(occur solely on main women) each occur on one occasion as well. Quite a lot of these 

women (eleven) hâve painted or tattooed designs on their faces. As previously mentioned, 

many of these women (ten) hâve stripes painted on their limbs, often in concordance with 

the body stripes on the men. Three women hâve circular twpw-pins and two wear anchor- 

pins. None of these women wear necklaces, but as mentioned before, these attributes are 

generally assoeiated with men and therefore do not give any indication of the status of 

women. Five women, however, wear bracelets. Motifs on clothes are rather uncommon. 

This could be due to the position of these women (generally under the man), which often 

makes it diffieult to detect the motifs on their garments. One great crescent being, six 

women with the checkerboard motif and two women with motif 29 were identified.

Among the main men, similar high religions status items are recognisable. 

Headdresses contain rather spécial éléments. One fez, one wrap and one three-comered 

hat, aside from sixteen turbans are recognised. Eléments attached to the turbans are 

crescents (ten times), paws (six times), caps (four times), feline heads (four times) and a 

pin (one time). Almost ail the earplugs wom by these men hâve rather intricate designs. 

Only two men hâve face-designs. Six men wear necklaces, four hâve bracelets and eight
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hâve body stripes. One man wears a hem and a rather big amount hâve motifs painted on 

their clothes. Snake appendages occur three times, the two-headed being and appendages 

of the great crescent being once, géométrie motif 29 three times, motif 9 two times and the 

motifs 4, 21 and 25 ail appear once.

Neither the main men nor the main women partaking in the copulation act hâve 

objects in their hands. Apparently, their sole fimetion is the one of sexual intercourse.

Since these personages are richly dressed, it could be presumed that these actors 

had rather important cérémonial statuses. More so, the fact that there are onlookers (the 

secondary female personages with cups or shells in their hands and the possible children) 

and that many of these sexual acts take place within an architectural setting, suggests that 

this copulation scene was a cérémonial act rather than a daily activity (see also Gero 2004). 

It is assumed that these ceremonies had a symbolic meaning referring to fertility. The 

copulation scenes, the presence of only female secondary personages (women being the 

life-givers par excellence), the secondary character holding cups (libation rituals are meant 

to nourish the earth in order for it to give crops and abondance in retum) and shells (shells 

often being associated with agricultural fertility and water) ail are clear référencés to 

fertility. As was the case among the scenes showing a man holding a llama by a cord, I am 

of the opinion that imploring fertility from the divinities and ancestors was the main goal 

of these copulation ceremonies,and, in my opinion, of ail the rituals visible in Recuay 

iconography.

VI.8.4.12. Men with felines

A rather large amount of effigy vessels shows men accompanied by two felines. From a 

total of five hundred and six vessels, forty-seven belong to this scene-group. Two of these 

were discussed in the section on musicians, as they hold flûtes. None of the other men, 

however, carry objects in their hands, which makes the allocation of a fonction difficult, if 

not impossible considering the prématuré State of our knowledge of Recuay culture and its 

customs. Nevertheless, it is at least possible to investigate their probable cérémonial status 

in iconographical représentations, which, according to me, is a rather important one.

Men with felines wear headdresses with rather spécial éléments attached to them. 

Apart from the rather common paws (sixteen times), crescents (twenty-nine times) and 

caps (two times), the turbans are also associated with arms (eleven times), feline heads (six 

times), birds (seven times) and feline-serpent créatures (three times). Of ail the turbans 

associated with feline heads, twenty-one percent occur among the men with felines. Of ail
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the headdresses with birds, forty-three percent belong to men with felines and fifty percent 

of the feline-serpent créatures on turbans are associated with this scene-group as well. It is 

thus very clear that the headdresses on men with felines are of an extremely decorated 

kind, which could infer a higher social position for these men. The earplugs associated 

with these men are also rather elaborately decorated and many hâve designs painted on 

them. Ten men hâve painted or tattooed designs on their faces and thirty-two are wearing 

necklaces. A very large amount of men, thirty-nine out of forty-seven, wear hems. Only 

one character has stripes painted or tattooed on his limbs and none of the men wear 

bracelets. An unusual high amount of motifs are présent on the clothes of these men. The 

great crescent being and the tooth face occur twelve times, appendages of the great 

crescent being and the two-headed being four times, snake appendages three times and 

birds once. The géométrie motifs 12, 25 and 29 occur twice, while the motifs 16, 23, 36, 

65, 79, 81 and 109 appear once.

VI.8.4.13. Men with birds

There are thirteen effigy vessels representing a man accompanied by two birds. As was the 

case for the figures with felines, these human personages are also always men. None of 

these men hâve objects in their hands, so allocating a fimetion to them is difficult. 

Additionally, their attributes and clothing styles do not reveal much information as to the 

religions status of the men with birds.

AU these men wear turbans, with crescents appearing ten times, paws eight times 

and arms and caps one time. These éléments are the ones most commonly found among 

Recuay men and they mostly adom secondary characters. AU of the men with birds wear 

earplugs. Most of these earplugs, however, do not appear on secondary personages 

(earplugs 15, 18, 25, 31 and 34) or only occasionally (earplugs 1, 22, 28 ail occur only 

once on a secondary man). Earplug 7 is the only one which occurs with any frequency 

among secondary men. Only two men hâve face-designs and none of them wear bracelets, 

nor do they hâve stripes painted or tattooed on their limbs. Some éléments hinting at a 

rather high cérémonial status include the fact that eleven men wear a necklace and eleven 

also hâve hems. A rather high amount of figurative motifs occur among the clothes of men 

with birds: five hâve a tooth face, four hâve the great crescent heing, one has a hird and 

one has snake appendages. As for géométrie patterns, motifs 20 and 97 each occur only 

once.
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I thus propose an intermediate religions position for these men. They are not equal 

with the men with felines or the llama-men, but are more important than secondary men. 

Their exact function or symbolic meaning, however, is still unidentifiable.

VI.8.4.14. Men attacked bv animais

There are a total of nine vessels that represent a person being attacked by animais. On 

seven of these, the attacking animais are felines, while, in two instances, the animais are 

condors. The person being attacked is always of the male sex.

One of these men (C-8-6) has been briefly discusses in the section about warriors, 

for he holds a club in his hands. This man shows similarities with the llama-men. For 

instance, he wears an underskirt with a hem and snake appendages adom his shirt. He is 

the only man in this scene-group who is shown with ail his insignia and clothes, and he is 

holding a weapon, as well. Ail the other men from this group are depicted as naked, while 

being fed on or firmly grabbed by an animal. My hypothesis for the meaning of this battle 

scene with an animal is that it references some sort of rite of passage, after which the victor 

would graduate to a new position in life, the one of the llama-men, while the loser’s fate 

would be to be eaten by the animais.

In general, the clothes and headgear of the men attacked by animais are rather 

simple without much élaboration. Most of their headdresses consist of turbans, although 

one man wears a helmet (C-8-3). As previously mentioned, I perceive helmets as markers 

of warriorhood. The possibility that men attacked by animais are warriors firmly supports 

my hypothesis regarding the rite of passage through which warriors could augment their 

position in society and become llama-men, the highest rank of warriors. The éléments 

attached to the turbans are of the simpler sort; crescents appear twice, while caps, a pin and 

arms occur once. Six of the nine men wear earplugs, which is a rather low amount. Three 

hâve face-designs and only two wear necklaces. None of the men attacked by animais wear 

bracelets. Four of the men are naked, which is a very high amount. The only other instance 

where nude people are represented in Recuay iconography is in copulation scenes, in 

which nudity is expected and regarded as a more normal State. Nude warriors could refer to 

a State of vulnerability and defeat. This is exactly the State in which the men attacked by 

animais are shown: they hâve been defeated and now must suffer being eaten by animais. 

Apart from the man resembling the llama-men and the four naked men, the clothes of two 

other men are unidentifiable, while only the head of a third man is shown. There is one 

final man wearing a shirt with the black and red pattern. It has been noted that this pattern
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is normally associated with women. Perhaps its occurrence on a man under attack also 

refers to a vulnérable State.

It seems that most of the men being attacked by animais are shown without many 

insignia or apparel, often naked and in a State of surrender. The only man still combating is 

the one resembling a llama-man. Therefore, I argue that men being attacked by animais 

represent warriors in a State of defeat. Only one man was able to conquer the attacking 

animal, which reveals his great power. Perhaps this victory made him become a llama-man 

or, if he already was a llama-man, he could vanquish a wild animal, contrary to the more 

common warriors.

VI.8.4.15. Personages without attributes

It is rather difficult to attribute a fiinction and cérémonial status to personages without 

attributes, as they do not hâve objects in their hands, nor are they represented within a 

scene. The enormous amount of men (one hundred and fifty-four) in this scene-group, 

présents another difficulty. Surely, within this large group of men, subdivisions according 

to fiinction and/or religions status were présent. Unfortunately, the current State of research 

does not allow us to make such a division. Among the men without attributes, éléments 

referring to both a high cérémonial status and an intermediate or lower one are présent. 

Turbans, helmets, fezzes or other more unusual headdresses occur. The éléments attached 

to the turban range from the more common crescents, caps and paws to human heads, 

birds, arms, feline heads, pins, mouths and décorative géométrie designs. Most of the men 

wear earplugs, representing the whole range, from simpler ones without designs to intricate 

ones. Twenty-eight men hâve designs painted or tattooed on their faces, seventy-eight wear 

necklaces, ten hâve bracelets and fifteen hâve stripes on their limbs. Fourteen men hâve 

layered garments, eleven wear double hems and forty-five men hâve single hems. Quite a 

lot of figurative motifs are présent on the clothes as well. Snake appendages occur twenty- 

six times, the great erescent being seventeen times, the tooth face eleven times and both 

birds and the two-headed being appear four times. A varied number of geometrie motifs 

are présent as well.

The women without attributes are a bit easier to investigate, as there are only fourteen of 

them and ail wear rather standard and similar clothes. Their similarities with secondary 

women and therefore there probably low religions status hâve already been mentioned. 

None of these women wear elevated mantas, only two women hâve face-designs, only
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three wear bracelets, only one woman bas a figurative motif on her clothes (the two-headed 

being) and only three women hâve stripes painted or tattooed on their limbs. The mantas, 

belts, tupus and the géométrie motifs on the clothes are ail similar to the ones found on 

secondary personages.

VI.8.4.16. Snoons

There are six spoons depicting a human personage on their handle. Only one of these 

figures can defmitely be identified as a man by his headdress. One other person could be a 

woman, for the person wears what looks like a manta. The man wears a turban with a 

feline head and paws attached to it. None of the other personages wear headgear, earplugs, 

tupus, belts, hems, necklaces or bracelets. This makes a fonction and status description 

practically impossible. One of the personages on a spoon has a design painted or tattooed 

on its face and two persons hâve a cup in their hands. The fact that spoons are used to pour 

liquid from one réceptacle into another, could infer that the two cups held by the figures on 

the spoons refer to this act of pouring. The exact fonction of the personages on the spoons 

and their possible cérémonial status, however, remain completely unclear.

VI.8.4.17. Three-dimensional heads on vases, sculpted faces and painted faces 

On several occasions, heads are sculpted or painted on Recuay vases. There are five male 

three-dimensional heads, nineteen male faces and four male painted faces in the whole 

sample of Recuay ceramics. Female heads or faces are never recognised. Of the twenty- 

eight faces, only sixteen are defmitely associated with earplugs. It seems as if earplugs are 

rather uncommon. Twenty-five male faces wear headdresses. AU consist of turbans. Most 

of the éléments attached to these turbans are generally associated with secondary persons, 

such as crescents (ten times), paws (nine times), caps (one time) and pins (one time). Only 

twelve male faces hâve painted or tattooed designs, while only five are associated with a 

necklace. It would seem that the heads and faces of men reveal a rather low cérémonial 

status. Unfortunately, it is impossible to identify their fonction as neither clothes nor 

objects in their hands are visible.

VI.8.5. Conclusions

As is the case among the Moche, it seems to me that the iconographical world represented 

on Recuay ceramics is the cérémonial and the religions one. The iconography seems to be
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centred on fertility rituals in which the people implored the divinities and ancestors for the 

continuity of their lineage as well as the fecundity of the herds. Such rituals are recognised 

on vessels showing copulation acts, the présentation of children, the présentation and 

possible sacrifice of Hamas, the presence of shells, drinking and/or libation rituals 

(identifiable by the many figures holding cups and the people carrying transport vessels for 

maize beer) and coca-chewing. Often these ceremonies are accompanied by music. No real 

life situations consisting of, for example, pastoral thèmes or household tasks are 

represented.

The actors in these scenes seem to hâve had varions functions and cérémonial 

statuses. In most of the ceremonies, men are central and are often represented as warriors. 

Not only were these rituals enacted in order to ensure prosperity and fecundity, but they 

also served political ends (see also Lau 2002; 297-298; Lau 2006a: 123, 125). Recuay 

iconography seems to operate simultaneously on a symbolic and a political level. The 

central male personages exercised their power and authority by presiding over the rituals 

(perhaps even by organising them and being the main providers of food and drink) as well 

as by exhibiting their strength as respectable warriors. This is why, according to me, so 

many warrior-related objects appear on the Recuay vessels, while in fact none of the 

vessels show actual battle scenes.

Recuay iconography is comprised of a relatively limited number of scenes. The 

cérémonial scenes depict the entirety of the ritual, whereas the effigy vessels show 

individual actors of these scenes (see also Lau 2000: 184). Based on the similar clothing 

styles and attributes held by these solo personages and the actors in the cérémonial scenes, 

1 view the effigy vessels as parts of one large narrative, which is represented in the 

cérémonial scenes. At the centre of the rituals, we encounter male musicians, male 

warriors, men with cups and a copulating male-female pair. Surrounding these figures, 

mostly female cup- and/or shell-bearers are found, although, in some examples, male cup- 

bearers are présent as well. Sometimes in these cérémonial scenes, the activities are 

watched over by smaller male guardians.

The question remains: what do these rituals represent and in which context did they 

take place? Not only did these rituals hâve political ends and were they used to implore 

fertility from the divinities*’^, but an additional highly probable aim of the rituals and 

message behind their représentations is the célébration of or connection to ancestry (see

' These “divinities” can be understood as a quite large concept, encompassing gods and also natural entities, 
such as the earth, the sun and the mountains.
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also Lau 2006a; 130). The vessels’ decorativeness and their lack of wear from domestic 

use contradict any notion that they were intended for daily use. Further, most, if not ail, of 

these ceramics were found in fiinerary contexts, so, even if these vessels were used before 

their placement in the tombs, they must hâve been related to a symbolic System associated 

with the culture’s religious beliefs relating to death and the afterlife. It has been mentioned 

that chicha and Hamas were often the principal offerings made to the ancestors and that 

music usually enlivened the ancestral ceremonies. It is possible that the ceremonies shown 

on the Recuay ceramics represent the rituals that were enacted in reverence of their 

ancestors. Similar ceremonies are visible in the archaeological record. In sector II of 

Queyash Alto, production and storage spaces for maize beer hâve been discovered. The 

process of méat préparation and drinking activities (accompanied by music) are displayed 

in sector III (Fitzhugh 1989; Gero 1991; Gero 1992). In Chinchawas, cérémonial activities 

consisting of drinking rituals and the display of sumptuary goods are visible in the 

enclosures near the résidences (from the Late Recuay period) and near the chullpas (from 

the Middle Horizon onwards) (Lau 2010: 119-120, 135, 355, 359). Based on this evidence, 

it can be concluded that the libation and/or drinking ceremonies as well as the llama- 

presentations represented on the Recuay ceramics were actual rituals performed in the 

central plazas, enclosures, or near the chullpas, perhaps during fimerary ceremonies (this 

would certainly be the case for ones taking place near tombs). The likelihood also exists 

that the ceramics themselves were used during these ceremonies, after which they were 

interred along with the dead. Analysis of the vessels’ contents would surely provide a more 

décisive answer surrounding this possibility.

Unfortunately, due to the lack of extensive archaeological excavations, much 

essential information pertaining to the Recuay culture and their customs is lacking. The 

current State of research seems to indicate that the personages represented in the ceramic 

iconography were actual people and not divinities or ancestors. The textiles, the métal 

headdress with feathers found in Jancu, the twpw-pins found in, amongst others, Pashash, 

Chinchawas and Queyash Alto, the stone and shell pendants from Chinchawas as well as 

the earrings found in Chinchawas and Pashash ail resemble the clothes and attributes 

adoming the figures represented in the iconography. However, until further archaeological 

research is carried out in the Ancash région, in which gender is an active part of the 

research question, one will continue to wonder about the exact meaning behind the 

iconographical depictions of these ceremonies and their participants.
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The aim of this thesis is 1) to create an iconographie compendium of Recuay stone 

sculptures, textiles and ceramics and 2) to amplify our knowledge of Recuay society by 

looking at its human actors.

The iconographie compendium can be found in the appendices and consists of three 

hundred and eighty-eight stone sculptures, thirteen textiles and five hundred and six 

ceramics. The stone sculptures are divided into groups according to their geographical 

origin, their sculptural types (monoliths, relief slabs and tenons) and the presence or 

absence of genitals. The ceramics are catalogued according to scene-groups (twenty-one in 

total). Inventory numbers were given in such a way so that other researchers can easily add 

new artefacts. I therefore invite other researchers to refer to this dissertation as a working 

tool to further their own investigations and to continue the iconographical analysis that has 

been started here.

The research results collected here also contribute to the academie field on Recuay society 

by concentrating on and enriching the knowledge of the fimetions of men, women and 

children in iconographical représentations and their position in cérémonial, social and 

perhaps even political life. While iconography formed my primary and most important 

source of information, the archaeological record and ethnohistorical documents offered 

valuable additional data.

The conclusions of this research reveal that ancestry was at the centre of religions life. 

However, since I am of the opinion that religions life was intertwined with many aspects of 

the social and political sphere, particularly when it cornes to ancestry, I often extended my 

interprétations of the status and function of men and women to encompass not only 

religions ceremonies, but also the society as a whole.

The social significance of ancestral vénération is clearly visible in the huge amount 

of stone sculptures produced by the Recuay. Many of these sculptures were found near 

funerary architecture, which suggest their relation to death. More important evidence 

supporting this link is the resemblance of these monoliths to the mummy bundles which 

are described in ethnohistorical documents and found at, for example, Chachapoyas (see 

also Kauffmann 1970/71). Furthermore, if we consider the profound belief in petrified 

ancestors in the Andes, it is not too far a stretch to regard these monoliths as being or 

representing ancestors (see also DeLeonardis and Lau 2004). In contrast with past
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researchers, with Tello (1929) being the first scholar to investigate the monoliths, I argue 

that most of the Recuay sculptures represent men. This would mean that even if stone 

uprights (huancas) were perceived in Inca and colonial times as depicting both men and 

women, among the Recuay, men were most likely at the centre of the vénération of 

lithomorphosised ancestors.

The archaeological record confirms the existence of ancestral célébrations in the 

Recuay culture. At Queyash Alto (Huarâs and Early Recuay period), ceremonies - during 

which chicha and llama-meat were consumed - took place in the main plaza. Based on the 

discovery of flûtes, it is highly probable that music enlivened these célébrations (see also 

Fitzhugh 1989; Gero 1990 and 1992). At Chinchawas, rituals were enacted first during the 

Late Recuay period in enclosures in the central part of the site, and later these ceremonies 

moved to locations near chullpa-iomhs in the Middle Horizon. In this evidence, we 

recognise a probable shift from public, small-scale ceremonies to even more restricted 

rituals, which concentrated to a greater extent on the particular descent group one belonged 

to. It appears thus that ancestry gained in importance over time. At Chinchawas, as was the 

case in Queyash Alto, these rituals seem to hâve centred on drinking and libation rituals, 

for many bowls and camelid bones were found (see also Lau 2002 and 2010b).

Ethnohistorical documents (e.g., Cieza 1968; Cobo 1964; Doyle 1988; Duviols 

1986; Estete 1968; Martinez Cereceda 1995) provide information about the belief in 

petrified ancestors and the ceremonies organised in their honour in order to implore 

fertility for the herds, the fields and the people. From these documents, we can deduce that 

music often accompanied the festivities and that chicha and Hamas were the principal 

offerings. Further, these offerings are exactly the same ones that were found in the 

archaeological record and, can thus give an indication of the meaning of the iconographical 

représentations on ceramics as well.

According to me, the ceramics represent the religions world of the Recuay, in which 

ceremonies - centred on appealing to the divinities and/or ancestors for fertility - were key. 

As most of these vessels were found in fünerary contexts, an association with ancestry and 

fertility seems to clearly suggest itself

Evidently, drinking and libation rituals are one of the most important ceremonies 

represented on Recuay vessels. First, the vessels’ form (being pacchas) indicate their use 

for libations (see Carriôn Cachot 1955). Second, most of the figures on the ceramics carry 

cups in their hands. Further, some personages even carry on their backs big vessels, which
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I perceive to be storage and/or transport vessels for chicha, used during the libation 

ceremonies (see also Lan 2006a: 126). From ethnohistorical documents we do know that 

libation rituals were intended to nourish the earth (e.g., Mariscotti de Gorlitz 1978) in order 

to increase the fertility of the fields.

Other scenes clearly indicate that the community’s fertility was one of the main 

concems among the Recuay. Twenty-one copulation scenes were recognised in this 

sample. These scenes often take place within an architectural setting with onlookers being 

regularly represented as well. Furthermore, the male-female couple at the centre of such 

scenes wears elaborately decorated clothes. This seems to imply that these copulation 

scenes do not represent daily activities, but instead depict highly ritualised ceremonies 

during which the vital religions status of the central couple was emphasised (see also Gero 

1999: 38; Gero 2004). This central couple is sometimes surrounded by smaller secondary 

personages. Interestingly, these witnesses are always of the female sex. In other scene 

groups, secondary personages can be male, which makes the explicit link with the female 

sex in the copulation scenes even more meaningful. Could this overtly female presence 

refer to their capacity as life-givers? Often, these secondary women carry cups or shells in 

their hands. The relation between libations and fertility has already been explained. Shells, 

however, are also recognised for their significance within fertility rituals, mostly in their 

association with water and agricultural fruitflilness (see Pillsbury 1996). In one copulation 

scene, the continuity of the lineage is to an even greater extent implied by the presence of 

three (female) children.

Children are not often represented on Recuay ceramics. Apart from the three 

children lying next to a copulating couple, just seven are found held by women on effigy 

vessels, and only one is held by a secondary male personage standing on the stairway of an 

architectural construction. The présentation of children by mostly women appears to 

indicate, once again, that ensuring the continuity of the descent group was a prime concem 

for the Recuay.

Llamas were one of the main sources of wealth among the Recuay (e.g., Amat O. 

2003; Lau 2006a; Laurencich-Minelli and Wegner eds. 2001). That many Recuay rituals 

revolved around the Hamas’ well-being, is visible from the multiple small llama-effigies 

{compas) that were found during excavations (Wegner 2011). Therefore, the association 

of llamas with men wearing clothes and attributes almost exclusively found on this 

particular scene-group (on twenty-eight vessels) appears to indicate a cérémonial, perhaps 

even sacrificial, significance rather than a pastoral one (see also Lau 2002: 297-298; Lau
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2006a: 125). I am of the opinion that this scene-group, which I refer to as the llama-men, 

shows a ceremony aimed at augmenting the herds and ensuring fertility among the animais. 

An element in favour of this interprétation is the smaller llama (perhaps a calf) on display 

in the hands of two of the men accompanied by a llama. As was the case for the copulation 

scenes, in which children sometimes are represented, these calves could also hâve been a 

référencé to the highly desired offspring.

Ethnohistorical documents and archaeological excavations (e.g., Queyash Alto) 

indicate the use of musical instmments during the cérémonial célébrations. The presence of 

panpipes, flûtes and one hand drum in my sample of vessels seems to confirm this 

information.

Based on the similarities between the clothes and attributes of the ceramic personages and 

the archaeological discovery of textiles, twpw-pins, pendants of precious stones and shells 

and the métal feather-like headdress from Jancu, I conclude that the actors in the 

cérémonial scenes are iconographical représentations of real people and not ancestors or 

divinities, as has been proposed in the past.

Warriorhood appears to hâve been an important aspect of Recuay life and one of 

the chief ways to gain social respect and power. The fortifications found at, for example, 

Yayno (see Lau 2010a) confirm this hypothesis, as do the many stone sculptures associated 

with weaponry. The warrior-related imagery on monoliths also indicates that one of the 

ways to attain ancestral status was by having exercised exceptional skills or shown courage 

on the battle field.

At the centre of many ceremonies depicted on the ceramics stand men, sometimes 

portrayed as warriors. It seems that ceramics did not merely represent ceremonies, but 

were also a means through which leaders could exhibit and thus increase their power (see 

also Lau 2002: 297-298; Lau 2006a: 125). By showing off their central positions in rituals 

and by perhaps referring to themselves as the organisers of these festivities and the main 

providers of food and drink, these chiefs made Recuay ceramics into ever-lasting 

memories of male power.

This discussion of significant social and cérémonial rôles inevitably raises the issues of 

status and how the iconography enhances our understanding of the social stratification in 

Recuay culture.
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cups. Only twelve percent of the secondary men are associated with cups, while forty-four 

percent of the secondary women are.

Apart from cup-bearing, other functions are recognisable in the iconographical 

représentations of ceramics.

As stated previously, warriorhood was an important aspect of Recuay society and 

warriors are often represented on ceramics. In general, warriors can be recognised based on 

their association with weapons (including clubs, shields, staffs, rectangular back plates, 

trophy heads and knives), with helmets and perhaps also with snake appendages on their 

clothes. In my research, a hierarchical différence has heen noticed between the different 

types of warriors.

First, there are the llama-men, who, as has been mentioned previously, wear apparel 

(the notched earplugs, the three-comered hats, the fezzes, the owl-crescents, the 

underskirts, the layered garments and the many hems) which clearly set them apart. They 

are also often represented holding weapons and musical instruments (musicians and 

warriors are regarded as being in close relation to one another). It therefore seems likely 

that, besides their cérémonial fiinction, the llama-men also had a warrior fiinction. Based 

on their exceptional clothing style, llama-men appear to hâve been warriors of the highest 

level.

On a second plane, we recognise the solo and main men with weapons who, as 

stated previously, resemble each other.

On the bottom of the hierarchical ladder, the secondary male personages with 

weapons hâve been placed. In comparison to female secondary characters, secondary men 

are more often associated with weapons and less with cups. They also wear clothes which 

are normally found on warriors. Furthermore, the secondary men are often depicted on 

roofs, stairways or looking out of Windows of architectural constructions in which libation 

or drinking rituals are taking place, as if they are positioned on the places offering the best 

visibility possible in order to protect the people inside the buildings. I therefore conclude 

that these secondary male personages are in fact guardians.

There are three other warrior-groups whose hierarchical position is still unclear. 

First, there are two women with weapons represented in this sample. For one of these, it is 

not clear if she actually is associated with a weapon (a club). Moreover, she is represented 

in a cérémonial scene which is comprised of éléments indicating a libation or drinking 

ritual and in which no other warrior-related éléments can be found. The second woman.
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The archaeological record indicates a highly stratified society. Within one site, 

different sizes and varions levels of workmanship can be recognised among the résidences 

(e.g., Chinchawas). Often, these différences coincide with the variety of high- and low- 

status items found in these buildings. Offerings in tombs (e.g., Pashash) indicate a 

continuity of status differentials even after death. From excavations we know that both 

men and women could be associated with high status items. High status objects associated 

with men include copper earrings, pendants made from shell or precious stones and a 

golden diadem in the form of feathers, while copper tupus and stone spindle whorls can be 

considered high status female apparel.

The iconographical représentations on ceramics affirm the existence of a stratified 

society. A first indication is the variation in size of the figures on the vessels. The 

personages are divided into three goups: solo (people on effigy-vessels), main (central 

larger figures in cérémonial scenes) and secondary (smaller figures surrounding the main 

ones) characters. The secondary characters generally wear completely different clothes and 

attributes, usually with simpler motifs or less élaboration, than the solo or main persons. 

The lower qualitative value of the clothes and the auxiliary positions imply a lower 

cérémonial status or less important fonctions for these secondary characters. It is therefore 

noteworthy that there are five and a half times less women represented as main or solo 

characters and two and a half times more women represented as secondary personages than 

men. Moreover, women are mostly represented holding cups and surrounding the central 

larger man, who - in addition to cups - may also hold other objects. The resemblances in 

clothing style and association with certain attributes between the solo women with cups 

and the secondary women with cups, on the one hand, and the similarities between the solo 

men with cups and the main men with cups, on the other hand, hâve been amply 

demonstrated in this thesis. It appears that the effigy vessels depicting the men with cups 

are in fact larger représentations of the central male figures in cérémonial scenes, while the 

effigy vessels showing the women with cups are larger images of the secondary female 

personages with cups. Therefore, while there are already so many more solo and main male 

personages than female ones, this evidence suggests that even the larger solo women with 

cups are of a lesser cérémonial importance. The secondary male personages with cups, 

however, seem to hâve attributes and clothing styles resembling those of the female 

secondary figures, which suggests that both men and women holding cups probably shared 

the same function and low status in ceremonies. It should be noted, however, that the 

appearance of secondary men with cups is much less common than secondary women with
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however, is clearly holding a shield and a club in her hands. This woman wears clothes 

associated with women of high cérémonial importance, which indicates her peculiar 

position in society. Then again, this vessel looks a lot like a male effigy vessel, also 

associated with weapons, from the same muséum. This unique occurrence of a woman 

with weapons and her close relation to a man seems to point to the exceptional nature of 

the situation and the necessity of a male component where warriors are concemed. The 

second warrior-group of an unclear hierarchical status is the group of painted men with 

staffs. Some of these are associated with helmets and two are clearly represented as 

fighting. Their function as warriors is therefore évident. Their status, however, is 

unidentifiable as a comparison between painted attributes and sculpted ones is not 

recommended and the attribution of five of seven of them to the site of Pashash might 

indicate an explanation based on provenience rather than status. Finally, a third group 

consists of men attacked by animais. Most of these are represented naked, a condition 

uncommon in Recuay iconography. It is believed that nudity, as was the case among the 

Moche (see Donnan 1976), was a sign of defeat and vulnerability. Ail of these men are 

thus shown in a State of surrender (naked, without weapons, firmly grabbed or being eaten 

by animais), except for one man. The latter’s appearance is very similar to the llama-men. 

He wears an underskirt, an elaborate headdress, he has snake appendages on his tunic and 

he holds a club in his hands. He is the only man who is still represented with his warrior 

insignia and in the act of fighting instead of defeat. As a hypothesis, I propose that this 

scene of a man being attacked by animais refers to some kind of rite of passage. When 

completed successfully, the victor would become the highest level of warrior, a llama-man, 

while those defeated during the rite of passage would get eaten by animais.

It has been mentioned previously that music often accompanied the Recuay rituals 

and that llama-men were often associated with musical instruments. Wind instruments 

(panpipes and flûtes) are clearly only coupled with male figures, while one woman holds a 

hand drum. Based on the clothes and attributes of these musicians, it appears that many 

also had a warrior function. It seems that musicians had an intermediate cérémonial status, 

lower than the llama-men’s status, but higher than that of secondary personages.

Chewing coca is another ritual occupation visible on three examples from my 

sample of Recuay ceramics. Some stone sculptures also refer to this action. It seems that 

only men are portrayed chewing coca and their rather modest clothes indicates a less 

significant cérémonial status.
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As previously mentioned, shells are sometimes présent in libation and copulation 

scenes. They are only held by secondary personages and these are always of the female 

sex. Spondylus were highly valued goods, as they had to be imported from the coast. In 

many other Andean cultures (see Cordy-Collins 2001; Pillsbury 1996) they were used 

during fertility rituals (which explains their appearance in libation and copulation rituals on 

Recuay vessels) and associated with people of high status. Among the Recuay, however, 

the shells were held by women of rather modest cérémonial fiinctions and status. The 

clothes and attributes belonging to these women resemble those of other secondary 

characters. The presence of shells seems to hâve heightened the importance of the ritual, 

but not the one of the carrier.

Another function reserved for secondary personages is the carrying of a turban. 

There is one secondary man and one secondary woman holding a turban in my sample of 

Recuay ceramics. The turban in question, bearing a small crescent, is a headdress mostly 

associated with secondary and thus less important men. As a resuit, I do not think this 

ceremony refers to a coronation ritual, despite the presence of the headdress. Moreover, the 

other personages in these two scenes ail hold cups, which seems to suggest that these 

turbans were used during drinking or libation rituals. The two secondary figures carrying 

the turbans wear apparel resembling the clothing style of other secondary characters and 

therefore hâve, according to me, a rather unexceptional religions status.

Individual figures carrying transport vessels (probably for chicha) hâve been 

discussed. Most of these are women, although one main man could hâve been associated 

with such a vessel as well. Their clothes and their occurrence on effigy vessels or as a main 

personage in a cérémonial scene seem to indicate their important status.

There are seven effigy vessels representing women holding a child in their hands. 

These women often wear clothes and attributes associated with the female personages 

taking central places in ceremonies. They thus seem to hâve had an exceptional cérémonial 

status within rituals which, as was mentioned previously, probably had significance 

associated with the constant concem for the continuity of the lineage. There also exists one 

secondary man holding a child. The ceramic in question is of a dubious provenance. The 

child in the hands of this man, however, has the same face-design of a child appearing in 

the hands of a solo woman. Regardless of the vessel’s authenticity, the obvions fact 

remains that the man holding this child is of a rather low cérémonial status for the clothes 

he is wearing resemble those of secondary characters.
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A total of eleven children (seven in the hands of solo women, one held by a 

secondary man and three lying next to a copulating couple) are recognised. To five of these 

the female sex could be attributed. Almost half of the children could thus definitely be 

identified as women, which is a rather high amount. The reason for depicting mainly (or 

perhaps only) female children on Recuay ceramics is still unclear. A possible interprétation 

could be that the female sex of these children emphasised even more the importance of 

fertility, as women are the life givers par excellence. AU the children wear attributes and 

clothes resembling those of secondary characters which therefore implies a modest 

religions status.

The importance of fertility in copulation scenes has already been mentioned, as has 

the vital religions position of the male-female couple and the lower cérémonial status of 

the exclusively female secondary personages associated with cups or shells.

Another function in the cérémonial représentations is the carrying of animais. Two 

llama-men hold a small llama, one solo man has a lizard, another solo man carries an 

unidentifiable animal and panpipes and one solo woman holds a serpent head. I hâve 

already revealed my explanation regarding the llama-men holding the calves and discussed 

their probably high status within ceremonies and function as warriors. The two other solo 

men, however, wear clothes associated with a lower cérémonial status. As there are too 

few examples of men holding animais, one should not make far-reaching conclusions. The 

woman holding the serpent-head, however, wears clothes commonly found on religiously 

important women.

It was impossible to identify an exact function of the following scene-groups for 

they generally are not associated with spécifie objects or represented in signifying 

situations: men with felines, men with birds, men and women without attributes, persons 

on spoons and finally, three-dimensional, painted and sculpted male heads. Certain 

éléments, however, give an idea of their cérémonial statuses. The clothes and attributes of 

men with felines (many turbans hâve a feline head, birds or feline-serpent créatures 

attached to them, the earplugs hâve elaborate designs, many wear hems and there is an 

unusually high amount of motifs painted on their clothes) seem to indicate a very high 

cérémonial status. Men with birds, however, wear very contradictory éléments. On the one 

hand, their headdresses are often associated with secondary characters and only two men 

hâve face-designs, which would imply a lower cérémonial importance. On the other hand, 

their earplugs are different from the ones found on secondary characters and a high amount 

of these men wear necklaces, hems and hâve figurative motifs on their clothes, which
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might suggest a higher religious status. Until more research is donc, I propose a moderate 

cérémonial status for the men with birds. There are too many vessels (one hundred and 

fifty-four) representing men without attributes and a functional description is, due to the 

lack of objects in their hands, almost impossible. There were probably différences in status 

and function within this particular group, but until we gain more information about Recuay 

society, it would be unwise to proceed further in the analysis of this spécifie scene-group. 

Women without attributes (fourteen in this sample) appear to hâve had a lower religious 

status, as their clothes are often found on secondary personages. Two of the persons on 

spoons hold a cup in their hands. I propose that these spoons represent the actions for 

which they were used: the pouring of liquids from a container into a cup. The sex of most 

of the personages on these spoons is unidentifiable and many hâve so few attributes that an 

inquiry into their status or function is not advisable. Finally, there are many instances of 

sculpted or painted male (never female) heads on vases. As only the heads of these men are 

represented, a functional analysis is impossible. Their headgear, earspools and face- 

designs, however, seem to point to low cérémonial positions.

The aim of this thesis was to create a usefiil tool for iconographical studies on the Recuay 

culture. By developing a systematic inventory System linked to sheets with pictures of the 

sculptures, textiles and ceramics gathered during this research and with connections to the 

corresponding tables reproducing the attributes and clothing styles of the Recuay human 

figures on these artefacts, I believe this goal was achieved.

From this iconographical research it could be concluded that the Recuay culture 

was a stratified society in which the male warrior retained an essential place. Religious life 

was dominated by the vénération of the petrified ancestors who, based on the investigation 

of the stone sculptures, were mostly of the male sex. This consequently puts men at the 

centre of religious célébrations, a situation which is confirmed by the représentations of 

ceremonies on ceramics. According to my research results, men - positioned on central 

places and represented larger in size - were the main focus of the rituals performed in order 

to appease the ancestors and to make supplications for fertility. Among these men, 

however, hierarchical différences could be detected. It appears that different types of 

warriors existed, each with their spécifie function. There even is evidence pointing to the 

existence of rites of passage through which one could attain a higher cérémonial and 

perhaps also political status. This evidence suggests that Recuay male status could be 

inherited, as well as achieved during life. Women, on the other hand, seem to hâve had
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lower cérémonial statuses, based on the iconographical evidence. They mostly appear as 

secondary personages, are represented as smaller in size and are positioned in the area 

around the eentral male figure. In some rare instanees, however, they do take prominent 

places. For instance, when they are part of a copulating couple and when they are 

presenting a child, these women clearly differ in size and clothing style from that of the 

more regularly found secondary female figures holding cups or shells. However, what ail 

these women hâve in common is their presence in copulation scenes or their association 

with attributes which refer to fertility and women’s procreative abilities. The presence of 

(mostly female) children seems to hâve functioned as a reference to fertility and the 

eontinuity of the lineage as well. While men extracted religions and probably also political 

power (being warriors and descendents of important ancestors) from their prominent places 

as, amongst others, warriors, musicians, and key figures in libation scenes, the presence of 

women in cérémonial scenes - both the larger ones wearing more elaborately decorated 

clothing and the secondary ones -seems to hâve amplified the significance of fertility in 

the religions culture of Recuay life.
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